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"Experience in the trial and conduct of condemnation 
proceedings, as well as familiarity with awards for property 
taken, casts doubt on the assumption, suggested by a reading 
of the cases, that the award in any particular case represents 
the price at which the property could have been sold at the 
time of the taking° There •re a number of reasons for this doubt° 
In the first place, the fact that owners are usually not only 
willing but anxious to have their property condemned testified 
to the widespread belief that awards in condemnation proceedings 
are liberal, and this in turn suggests that they are often not 
merely in excess of the price at which the property might have 
been sold, but even in excess of the value to the owner° 

"°°°the vagueness of the market value standard gives the 
condemnation tribunal a broad field within which it may make its 
decision. This vagueness is desirable in hard cases, for it gives 
a certain amount of play to the legal rules, but often it leads 
to unsatisfactory results° 

Still another reason for the apparent excess of condemnation 
awards over the strict market value is that the sympathy of the 
court is likely to be on the side of the dispossessed property 
owner. And this sympathy is usually warranted and justified by 
the facts° 

"°°°Without abandoning the accepted verbal doctrines, the 
courts can give effect to the principle of indemnity by liberally 
interpreting the meaning of market value. :The can do so, too, by 
inflating awards for consequential damages in partial-taking cases 

so as to cover incidental losses not otherwise compensab!eoooAnd 
yet the situation is not sound in which the courts do by indirection 
what they refuse to do directly° 

".o.We cannot quarrel with these devices but we must deplore 
the tendency of the courts to keep them covert and veiled; and there 
is ground for criticism, too, in the failure of the courts frankly 
to recognize that their verbal formulations are often at variance 
with their practices° Although this discrepancy between judicial 
utterance and judicial action enables the courts to come close to 
awarding an amount sufficient fox indemnity, the likelihood is 
great that it may sometimes lead to allowances not merely more than 
the market value, but even much more than is required for indemnity• 
For the vagueness of the judicial standards removes the only check 
on the unwarranted generosity of the award-fixing tribunais• This 
vagueness of the legal standard combined with other weaknesses of 
condemnation procedure has given rise to certain abuses to which 
we must now turn our attention." 

Excerpts from 0RGEL ON VALUATION 
UNDER EMINENT DOMAIN 

iii 
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CONDEMNATION: WHO SHOULD SIT IN JUDGMENT? 

PART I: BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS 

I0 INTRODUCTION 

Experience has demonstrated over a period 
of many years that the issue of just com- 
pensation, which is usually the principal 
and always the ultimate issue in a condem- 
nation action, is. equally baffling to a 

court, a jury or a commission. The radically 
conflicting opinions of real estate appraisers, 
who are the principal and frequently the only 
witnesses in condemnation trials, present a 

strange pattern from which to find market 
value (just compensation) with accuracy. I 

Harry Dolan 

Condemnation has long frustrated attorneys, judges and 
legislators° A wide variety of juries and commissions, courts, 
referees, masters and special boards have been • ed, yet all of 
these have been the subject of bitter complaint, and none of 
them has provided permanent assurance that landowners will con- 
sistently receive neither more nor less than fair compensation 
for their property. 

CoNdemnation has inherent difficulties which make it likely 
that the controversy will continue regardless of what tribunal is 
used. Unlike the ordinary criminal or civil case, which requires 
the judge or jury to choose between two versions of a previous 
event, the condemnation tribunal must determine "fair market value" 
assisted only by the "radically conflicting opinions of real estate 
appraisers." An even more difficult issue is always present in 
condemnation: should the landowner receive a bare fair market 
value for his land as the law requires, or should the jury (or commis- 
sion or judge) exercise its discretion to award a more.l•beral 
amount so as to give the owner what it believes to be a "just com- 
pensation?" 

Because of these ambiguities there is no easy solution to 
the condemnation problem, and there may very well be no "ideal" 
tribunal. The best solution for a particular state will depend 
on practical considerations such as condemnation habits and traditions. 



the geography of the state, the kinds of condemning agencies 
which are active in the state, the amount of condemnation, the 
workload on the state courts, the quality and independence of 
the judiciary, and others° 

This report is written primarily for a legislator or 
staff researcher who has been assigned to investigate alternative 
condemnation procedures. Research in this area in the past has 
been time-consuming and frustrating because the necessary mate- 
rials are widely scattered and the subject is poorly indexed. 
In recognition of the limited amount of time which most legislative 
researchers have to spend on such a project, an attempt is made here 
to draw together into one convenient volume enough information to 
allow the reader to appreciate the variety of problems which can 
arise° 

Bringing together information on several different aspects 
of condemnation is not merely a matter of convenience, however. 
To understand the issues in selecting a tribunal, one must know 
something about real estate appraisers, the substantive law of 
compensability, and how a condemnation trial takes place° Few 
articles in the past have attempted to analyze the problem in 
this broader context; most have been written by attorneys or judges 
about their personal experiences with a particular condemnation 
lawo Very little of the literature has been based on actual 
research data, and few writers have described the condemnation 
process across the country generally. This report is an effort 
to supply some of the important contextual information and com- 
parative analysis which has been lacking in the past° 
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II. A DESCRIPTION OF CONDEMNATION TRIBUNALS 

A• The Basic Kinds of Tribunals 

There is a great variety of condemnation tribunals in the 
United States° Since state legislatures have frequently passed 
separate condemnation acts for each public agency or public 
utility granted the power of eminent domain (see Section IV for 
a fuller discussion of this practice), there may be 15 or more 
different condemnation procedures in a single state° According 
to one study made in 1931, 325 separate cond@mnation procedures 
were in effect in this country at that timeo While that number 
has been reduced somewhat through reform and consolidation, a 

very large number remain and seemingly every kind of arrangement 
can be found in use somewhere° Even with this variation, however, 
all tribunals may be classified as a jury• a commission, a perma- 
nent board, a judge, a referee, or a master° 

i. Juries 

S•veral states do not provide a special tribunal for con- 
demnation, and eminent domain cases are tried before a jury as 

any ordinary civil case would be• Jurors are drawn as usual from 
the jury rolls and do not have any special qualifications° The 
regular rules of evidence and court proceedings are followed. Jury 
trials are usually considered the most tightly controlled and most 
formal proceedings. 

In a very few states, a "special" jury is provided; "special" 
in this eonte×t usually means that only jurors who are property 
owners may be selected to hear condentnation cases. 

2. Commissions 

Other than the jury, the most common tribunal is a commission. 
(In some states such a tribunal may be called a Board of Viewers, 
Board of Assessors, or Board of Appraisers°) The term "commission," 
however, covers so many different arrangements that it requires 
further explanation° 

Ordinarily in the law, a commission is composed of men who 
are chosen for their special cOmpetence in a given area. This 
special ability presumably results from training, experience and 
professional practice. In condemnation, however, the term is used 
to describe not only highly reputable and experienced attorneys 
who in effect act as special judges, but also ordinary landowners 
and citizens who have no special knowledge of real estate and who 
actually act as jurors. 



Probably the most qualified and professional commissioners 
are appointed in the federal condemnation system° Three 
sioners may be appointed by the federal district judge to sit for 
an extended period of time° A commission may sit for several 
months, for example, to hear all of the cases involved in a par- 
ticular construction project (a road, a dam, an airport, etco)• 
After an initial briefing by the district judge, the commission 
is thereafter free to conduct its own proceedings the judge will 
not be present unless a troublesome problem arises. Usually at 
least one member of the commission will be an attorney who will 
be made the chairman• he will conduct the hearing and make the 
necessary rulings on admissibility of ev±dence. Other members 
of the commission may also be attorneys om professional real estate 
app•aiserso • short, a federal condemnation commission may be in 
effect a temporary special court° A federal commission will not 
necess•r±•y• of course, fit this descPipt±on• the character of a 
commission will depend on the quality of appointments made by the 
judge and the degree of independence which he grants to it. 

In general, state condemnation commissioners are less profes- 
sional than federal commissioner.s, although there is great variation 
from state to state and some states do requi•e commissioners to be 
attorneys or •ea.l estate appraisers° Typically, however, local 
persons such as bankers, successful businessmen, insurance men, 
real estate broke•s• farmers, storekeeper:s, livestock dealers, 
auto dealers, builders, ordinary landowners and retired persons 
are appointed com•issioners• These persons are not highly profes- 
sionai in real estate matters, but are assumed to be gene•a!!y 
more knowledgeable than ordinary jurors •ould beo 

Thence are impor•tant differences between states in the degree 
of formality of the proceeding, in some states a very formal pro- 
teeming is conducted in the cou•tPo, om with the commission in <he 
jury box and •he judge presiding and tizht]y controlling <:he ad- 
missibility of evidence° Other procedures ar, e less formal and 
are held in an attorney's office with no judge presiding° Still 
others are completely infoPmai and no testimony is taken at all; 
the commissioners (they may be called appraisers) simply infosmally 
inspect the property and submit their opinion to the court° 

In most states, commissioners are by statute selected and 
appointed solely by the judge. The actual practice varies greatly 
from state to state and judge to judge, however, since many judges 
will solicit suggestions from the parties• or at least drop e 

proposed commissioner if a litigant strenuously objects to him° 
In a small numbez of states the parties are by statute given a role 
in the selection of commissioners• West Virginia is an example of 
this; th• 9udge p•oposes "thirteen disinterested freeholders," the condemning agency and the landowner each stri•e four, and the re- 

maznmng five freeholders constitute the com•issiono 
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3. Permanent Boards 

In two states condemnation cases are decided by a full time 
professional board. Such a board is usually called a "commission," 
but is differentiated here from other kinds of commissions because 
of its distinctively different character° Members of a board are appointed by the governor for three or four year terms, and the 
appointments are staggered so that the entire board is not re- 
placed at one time° A condemnation board will travel extensively 
and hold hearings in the various counties where property is being 
taken. A permanent board is in many respects like a special court° 

5. Referees and Masters 

Referees and masters are sometimes used to hear condemna- 
tion cases. This ordinarily means simply that the judge appoints 
an attorney to act as a special judge for this purpose. The at- 
torney conducts a hearing, listens to the evidence and submits a 
report to the judge in which he recommends an award. Unless there 
are irregularities or special problems, the judge will usually 
adopt the master's recommendation. 

Connecticut has a unique system using "referees°" 
retired judges, however, may be appointed referees° 

Only 

Bo A Summary of State Procedures 

One very common arrangement needs to be explained before 
the following summary figures can be properly understood° Many 
states provide for an initial hearing or trial before a commission, 
but grant both the condemnor and the landowner an automatic right 
to reject the commission's award and demand a jury trial on the 
compensation issue• The jury trial in such a procedure is de novo, 
that is, the trial is a completely new proceeding; testimony given 
before the commission and the commission's award are not admissible 
in the jury trial° 

Although almost half of the states have procedures fitting 
this general description, the actual situations vary considerably° 
In some states the commissioner's hearing is quite formal and 
most cases are resolved with their award, while in other states 
the commissioners' hearing is treated by everybody concerned as 
merely preliminary and most cases are appealed for a jury trial. 

The following summary shows the condemnation tribunals used 
for highway condemnation in the several states° Only tribunals 
for highway takings are shown because the information is readily 
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available and the statistics on all condemnation procedures are 

not° Highway takings do represent a very substantial part of 
all condemnation, however, and these summary figures are probably 
representativeo 3 

It is useful to note that a tora! of forty-five states 
grant a right to jury trial, a!th•ug• of course in many states 
a preliminary hearing before comm•ssloners is required° In thir- 
teen states, the right to jury trial is a state constitutional 
requirement. 

ALABAMA: A double procedure° First heard by 
three commissioners appointed by the Court° 
Either party may appeal to Circuit Court for 
de novo jury trial. 

ALASKA: A double procedure. Judge may appoint 
a master, unless all parties object, in which 
case a jury trial is he!do Jury may be waived 
by all parties° A master's award may be ap- 
pealed for jury trial° 

ARIZONA: Constitutionally required jury trial 
unless waived by all part•eSo 

AR_•NSAS: 
used° 

Apparently, a jury tmial is always. 

¸5. CALIFORNIA: Any party may demand a 9ury, other- 
wise heard by the court° Judge may appoint a 
r•eferee• 

COLORADO: Landowner may demand a jury, otherwise 
a commission of three is appointed° Court may 
heat case if all parties agree° 

CONNECTICUT: A unique system under which references 
are appointed in every case, and their award is 
final unless gross misconduct, etco, can be 
shown. Referees must be retired judges. 

DELAWARE: Commissioners° Court proposes eleven, 
each parry strikes four, leaving three° 

FLORIDA: Constitutionally required jury trial in 
every case° 

I0o •EORG_A: A double procedure° Either party may 
appeal " sots" asses repor•t for •ury trial° 



13. 

15o 

16. 

17. 

18 

19, 

20° 

21. 

22. 

23. 

HAWAII: Jury trial as a matter of course° 

IDAHO: Condemnation cases are heard by judges, 
juries and referees° 

ILLINOIS: Either party may demand jury trial; 
otherwise heard by the Court° 

INDIANA: A double procedure. Commissioners 
first hear the case. Either party may appeal 
for a jury trial, or by agreement, by the court° 

IOWA: A double procedure° Heard first by six 
commissioners; either party may appeal for 
jury trial. 

KANSAS: A double procedure. Heard first by 
"three disinterested householders"; right of 
appeal for jury trial° 

KENTUCKY: A double procedure° First heard by 
"three impartial housekeepers", with right of 
appeal, for jury trial° 

LOUISIANA: Heard by Court without a jury° 

MAINE: An unusual double procedure° Heard first 
by a permanent Land Damage Board composed of 
five members: two appraisers, two attorneys 
in the county of the take° Any party may appeal 
for jury trial° By agreement court may hear 
alone, or may appoint a referee° 

MARYLAND: A double procedure. Heard first by the 
Board of Property Review. Right to appeal for 
jury trial, or trial by court if all parties 
agree. 

MASSACHUSETTS: Either party may demand a jury° 
Otherwise heard by Court° 

MICHIGAN: Either party may demand a jury; other- 
wise heard by Court° 

MINNESOTA: A double procedure° Heard first by 
three court-appointed commissioners° Either 
party may appeal to a jury, de novoo 



24° 

25° 

MISSISSIPPI: An unusual double pr•ocedure. Heard 
first by a Special Cour, t of Eminent Domain° 
Any party may appeal its award for jury trial 
de novoo 

MISSOURI: Double procedure° Three court appointed 
commissioners with a right of appeal to jury° 

26° 

27. 

28° 

29° 

30. 

31o 

32° 

33° 

34° 

35° 

MONTANA: A double procedure° First heard by three 
comm•issioners• each side nominates one, the third 
is selected by the first two° Either party may 
appeal its award to a jury, de nOVOo 

NEBRASKA: A double P•0cedureo Award of three court 
appointed commissioners appealable for de novo 
jury trial° 

NEVADA: Has no special tribunal. Under ordinary 
civil rules, the Court, a jury, a commission oF 

a master may hea• the case° 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: An unusual double procedure° Heard 
first by a three man permanent board called The 
No Ho Coms•ission on Eminent Domain° Either 
par:ty may appeal its decision for jury trial d•e 
nOVO• 

NEW JERSEY: A doubt_ procedure Award of the three 
cour•t appointed commissioners may be appealed for 
•ury trial de novoo 

NEW MEZ!C0: Either party may demand a jury; other- 
wise heard by the Court° 

NEW YORK: All condemnation cases involving highway 
takings are heard by a Judge of Court of Claims 
without a jury° 

NORTH CAROLINA: A double procedure° Commissioners 
are appointed if requested by either party; there 
is a right of appeal for jury trial de nov'Oo 

NORTH DAKOTA: Either party may demand a jury trial; 
otherwise heard by the court alone, or by a court 
appointed referee. 

0HI0: The Ohio Constitution requires condemnation 
cases to be determined by a jury° 



36. 

37. 

38° 

39° 

40° 

41. 

42. 

43• 

44° 

45. 

OKLAHOMA: A double procedure. The award of the 
three court appointed commissioners ("free- 
holders") is appealable for a jury trial 
de novoo 

OREGON: All cases are tried by jury. 

PENNSYLVANIA: An unusual double procedure. 
Either party may request a Board of Viewers° 
This three member Board must include an at- 
torney to act as chairman° Each county maintains 
a Board; appointments run from three to six years 
and one third must be attorneys° Either party 
may appeal to the Court of Common Pleas for jury 
trial. This award may also be appealed, to the 
Supreme or superior court, for another jury trial° 

RHODE ISLAND: All cases are determined by a jury, 
unless the landowner fails to file a claim within 
one year, in which case the condemnor may request 
the court to determine compensation without a jury° 

SOUTH CAROLINA: An unusual double procedure. A 
statewide list of com•Lissioners is maintained by 
the Governor° Members of the S•ate Highway Com- 
mission are included on the !ist• As needed in a 
condemnation case, three or more commissioners 
are appointed from the list by the State Highway 
Department° Either party may appeal the Board's 
award to the Court of Common Please for a jury 
trial de novo. 

SOUTH DAKOTA: Jury trial, unless waived, in which 
case the award is made by the Court alone° 

TENNESSEE: The landowner may request a jury trial; 
otherwise heard before the judge° 

TEXAS: A double procedure. The award by the three 
court appointed commissioners may be appealed for 
a jury trial de novo. 

UTAH: Courts, juries and referees are all used. 

VERMONT: A double procedure• If the landowner 
rejects the state's offer, a member of the State 
Highway Board holds a bearing and fixes compen- 
sation. The landowner may appeal to the County 
Court for trial by jury. 



46. 

47° 

48. 

49° 

50° 

VIRGINIA: Co•missioners onlyo The parties may 
agree to five commissioners. If no agreement 
is reached• each party nominates six names° 
The Court summons nine of the twelve° Each 
party has two strikes, leaving five commis- 
sioners. Jury trials are not used° 

WASHINGTON: Either. pa•ty may demand a jury trial; 
otherwise heard by the Court alone° 

WEST VIRGINIA: A double procedure° Unless both 
parties agree to waive the commissioner's 
leasing and take the case directly to a 
the five member commission first hears the 
case• Commissioners are selected as follows: 
the Judge nominates thirteen disinterested 
freeholders, each side strikes four, leaving 
five° Eithe• side may appeal the commissioners 
award for a de novo jury trial° 

WISCONSIN: The lando•ner may choose to have three 
commissioners appointed from a list maintained 
by the Coumt, o• •o have a regular jury trial° 
May be heard by oou•t without a jury by agree- 
mento Either pa•ty may appeal from the commis- 
sioner's awamd for' jury trial de nOVOo 

WYOMING: A double procedure° Heard first by three 
cou•t appointed commissioners ("Appraisers")° 
E•ther party may appeal to the District Court 
for a jury trial de novo• On such an appeal, 
trial must be before a •ury: the pan'ties 
cannot waive i• 

Co A Brief Description of Condemnation Under Federal Rule 71A(h] 

The federal pmocedure is differen• from any procedure used 
in the states° Rule 71A(h) provides that 

any party may have a trial by jury... 
unless the court in its discretion orders 
that, because of the character, location, 
©r quantity of the property to be condemned, 
or for, other measons in the interest of 
justice, the issue of compensation shall 
be determined by a com•ission of three 
pemsons appointed by •to 

See Section iV below for a more extensive discussion of 
the federal pro.cedur•eo 
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III• THE CONDEMNATION CONTEXT 

Ao The Condemnation Trial 

In order to appreciate the situation which confronts the 
juror, commissioner or judge in a condemnation proceeding (which 
may be a hearing as well as a formal trial), it is important to 
be aware of some legal rules and the characteristics of the 
participants° While the limitations of this paper do not permit 
an in-depth discussion of these matters, they will be sketched 
here briefly° 

The Heart of Condemnation: 
Landowner 

Determining Compensation to the 

Many legal issues conceivably can be, and sometimes are, raised in condemnation litigation° There may be, for example, a dispute as to whether the project for which the land is being 
taken is a "public use," or whether there has been compliance 
with statutory requirements. For practical purposes in the great majority of cases, however, there is only one issue: the amount 
of compensation to be paid to the landowner. This fact, which 
is taken for granted by persons familiar with condemnation practice, 
has been noted by numerous commentatorso4 

Witnesses, Expert and Not So Expert 

There are two fundamentally different types of persons in- 
volved in appraising real estate: professional appraisers on the 
one hand and. influential businessmen familiar with the local real 
estate market on the other• Confrontations between the out-of- 
town professional and the local businessmen occur frequently in 
condemnation litigation and there is a continuing controversy 
as to which is the more reliable appraiser° 

The appraising profession believes that through vigorous 
training it is possible to estimate value with a great deal of precision° Professionals (graduates of appraisal schools and 
accredited members of professional societies) are required to 
make a thorough investigation of the real estate market in a new 
area by reviewing court records of recent sales. On the basis 
of this review a "brochure" is created which serves as the basis 
for appraisals° Appraisals are based on recent sales of similarly 
located and constructed property. Individual appraisals must be heavily documented and broken down in great detail. Professional 
appraisals are frequently voluminous and resemble mail-order 
house catalogs. 
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The appraising profession has been attacked, however, for 
what opponents believe to be pretensions to an impossible degree 
of certainty. It is claimed that appraisal of property is largely 
a matter of experience and judgment in the local market, and that 
a mere "paper analysis" may be misleading and inaccurate. Ac- 
cording to this view, a person who has lived in the community 
for a number of years and has dealt in property may have a better 
idea of value than an "expert" who is in the locality for only 
a brief time. The court has little control over such witnesses, 
however; nonprofessional appraisers frequently have little if 
any written analyses to submit to the commissioners or jurors, 
and their testimony sometimes amounts to the simple assertion 
that "In my opinion, the land is worth$XXXo" 

a) Court Admission of "Expert" Testimony Most American 
jurisdictions are very liberal in accepting the testimony of real 
estate "e×perts"; nearly any landowner with general business ex- 
perience in the jurisdiction will be permitted to testify° The 
courts have generally held that a witness's qualifications, or 
lack thereof, go To the weight of his testimony, not to its 
admissibility. The condemnee-landowner himself is always per- 
mitted to testify on the value of his propePty• regardless of 
his qualifications, in sum, there is no effective bar to the 
admission of uninformed testimony• 

b) Condemnor Appraiser Witnesses The government and 
other institutional condemnors may use either their own staff 
appraisers or professional, accredited appraisers hired on 

contract° Because of comparatively low pay scales, government 
appraisers tend to be young and less experienced than the con- 

sultant appraisers° The professional consultant frequently 
specializes in working for eondemnorSo Because the government 
uses professional and staff appraisers, it frequenzly finds it- 
self in the position of relying on witnesses who are strangers 
•o the community where the property is being condemned. 

c) Landowner Appraiser Witnesses The condemnee is 
much more •y to use a local appraiser, since such a person 
will have more influence with a local jury° This is especially 
true in very small rural communities, where an influential 
businessman may personally know many of the jurors or commis- 
sionerso A landowner may of course also use a professional 
appraiser, and will frequently present both a local and a non- 

local professional witness. 

d) On Differences of Professional Opinion Whatever 
one's conclusion on the question, regardin Z appraiser abilities 
and the admissibility of "e×pert" witnesses may be, one thing 
is clear: most condemnation factfinders are presented with a 
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very diverse menu of value opinions by the witnesses testifying 
before them. Ella Graubart, writing in 1954, expressed the 
situation well: 

As long ago as 1889• the market value 
of three acres of land was said by one 
witness to be $2•00 and by another $12,000. 
In a recent condemnation of land by the 
Uo S. Government, expert opinions varied 
from $475,000 to $950,000° 

In our local court early this year, 
a well-known expert estimated damages of 
$132,000o Opposing him, another equally 
well-known witness testifying for the 
defendant assessed damages at $6,740° 

The times call for better rules of 
evidence to end the abuses which have 
grown up under the old rules° 

The introduction of sales prices of 
neighboring properties would do much to 
steady the testimony of experts and the 
verdicts of juries°°° 

In a recent case tried in Allegheny County, 
an expert for the plaintiff testified to a 
market value of $200,000 for the condemned 
property. The expert for the defendant testi- 
fied to damages of $50,000° Such a discrepancy 
between experts on opposing sides is by no 

means unusual in the trial of a condemnation 
case, 

If two real estate experts appeared before 
a Board of Directors of a bank and one seriously 
contended that a property was worth $200,000 
while the other gave an appraisal of $50,000, 
there would be considerable suspicion about the 
good faith of one or both of the experts. 

An yet, in courtrooms all over the country, 
in state and federal proceedings such diver- 
gent opinions are being seriously offered to 
judges and juries unfamiliar with the con- 
demned property as the basis for reaching a 
fair valuationo 5 
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A more recent comment illustrating this fact was made by 
Mr. McLeod, the Attorney General of South Carolina, in a paper 
presented to the Highway Research Board in 1970• 

°°°The stare of North Carolina in 
North Carolina State Highway Commission 
v0 Gamble had befor6-]t • factual s•uation 
• exists regularly in my state and which, 
it is fair to assume, is common in every other 
state and territory° Three witnesses in that 
case appeared for the landowner and three for 
the highway department° The high range of 
testimony by the l.andowner's witnesses was 

a valuation of $92,000 before and a valuation 
of $18,000 after. The landowner's witnesses 
also testified that the highest and best use 
for the pr.operty before the taking was fom 
residential and subdivision purposes; and 
after, its highest and best use was for 
g•owing t•eeso On the part of the highway 
depai•tment its witnesses testified to a 

value before of $27,000 and a value after 
the taking of $20,000, and that the highest: 
and best use before and after the taking 
was for the purpose o.f farming and timber 
growing• With this range of testimony before 
it, a North Carolina jury returned a verdict 
for $73,000° 

There is nothing unusual about this partic- 
ular case except that it represents common 
factual situations which occur daily through- 
out the ian¢:,bu< with each jurisdiction, to a 

greater or •esser extent• considering such 
circumstances •n the light of its own highway 
condemnation ]aWSo 

• feel -•,•amn+ that the problem of 
excessive highway condemnation jury verdicts 
exists in a large number of states. Contemn 
in this regard has been. expressed at meetings 
of the National Association of Attorneys General 
at least as far back as 1958 when the thrust of 
massive federal contribution began to be felt. 
The causes of high verdicts are as many and 
varied as there are lawyers, judges• juries 
and parcels of lando 6 
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The situation is familiar to persons who are regularly 
involved in condemnation° Since value testimony is so widely 
divergent, i• would seem to be important to have a competent 
and knowledgeable group of persons to sift through the evidence 
and separate the credible from the incredible° As Mro Harry 
Do!an has written, 

°°°The radically conflicting opinions 
of real estate appraisers,°°° p•esent a 
strange pattern from which to find a 
market value (just compensation) with 

7 accu•acyo 

The Attorneys 

The government and landowner attorneys present a contrast, 
as do the respective appraisers. The government attorney may 
be a staff attorney or an independent l•wye• hired by the state° 
If a staff attorney, he will probably be compensated on a straigh1• 
salary; if an independent lawyer, by a straight fee for time spent° 
Politics may be involved in the selection of a fir•m by the state° 

The !andowner's attorney, on the other hand, will almost 
certainly be compensated on a contingent fee basis• While there 
are several variations, one common arrangement is for the attorney 
to meceive 25%-$3% of the excess (that is, the difference between 
the government's offer and the court's final award)° In another 
variation, the lawyer receives 10% of the government's offer plus 
50% of any increase in the award given by the 

Landowner attorneys frequently specialize in condemnation 
work. It not infrequently happens that an attorney who develops 
a reputation for condemnation work •n a r"ural county will try 
all, or nearly all, of the landowne•'s cases on a project (eog• 
a highway) in the county° Such a situation can be quite lucrative° 

4o Appellate Review of Awards 

Rules governing appeals in condemnation cases are generally 
the same as those in other civil litigation° It is important to 
note here, however, that appellate courts will rarely review a 
condemnation award merely on the basis that it is excessive or 
inadequate• This is particularly true of commission awards• since 
commissioners are theometica]ly expemts whose opinion is held to 
be more accurate than the opinion of a reviewing judge° (Another 
manifestation of the authority given to commissioners is The 
common rule that commissioners are not bound by the testimony• 



they may award less than the lowest: government testimony or 

more than the iandowner•s highest testimony 
• and sometimes 

do.) Because of these rules severely restricting reviewability, 
commission or jury awards may be considered final in the ordi- 
nary case• 

Bo The Substantive Law of Compensability 

The habits and traditions which have been developed by 
our com_missions, juries and courts in making condemnation awards 
may be explained in part by the law of compensability which they 
are required to apply° While the limitations of this report do 
not permit a thorough t•eatment of the law of compensability, a 
brief sketch is very helpful in understanding the situation con- 
fronting these tribunals° For a somewhat more complete exposition 
of the subject, the reader is referred to "Contemporary Studies 
Project• New Per•speczives on !owa Eminent Domain," 54 !owa Lo 
Revo 737 at 85• (1969)o Th£s excellent note is relied on heavily 
for the brief discussion here. 

The Historical Limitation to the Mar;ket Value Standard 

The Fifth 4mendment to the United States Constitution states 
•h•t 

°°.Private property (shall not) be taken 
for public use, without just compensation° 

All of the states have similar provisions with the exception of 
North CaroLina° The history of these provisions both on the 
national and sta•e levels, however, has been one of severe judi- 
cia! restriction of she concept of "just compensation." 

In general, the courts have considered only fair market 
value of the actual physical property taken to fall undep the 
constitutional requirements for "just compensation." The stand- 
ard falls far short of complete compensation for the condemneeo 
A Congressional Committee Report constructed the following list 
of expenses which are non-compensable under the strict market 
value standard: 8 

Moving Expenses, including ccsts for 
disconnecting and reinstalling° 

Expenses incurred in moving a family° 
Expenses incurred, in searching for 

replacement property. 



Expenses incurred in obtaining substitute 
property including appraisal, survey• financing charges and the title examining 
costs° 

Losses on forced sale of property rendered 
unusable. 

Expenses incidental to transfer of title. 

Increased cost to rent for new dwelling on 
property° 

Increased cost to acquime a substitute home, 
farm, or business° 

Loss of homeownership because of inability to 
refinance within financial means° 

Loss of rental due to anticipated taking. 
Business interruption. 
Loss of going concern value, goodwill, liveli- 

hood, and loss of patronage after relocation° 

Inability to continue in business because of 
inability to refinance, elderly cannot with- 
stand pressure of relocation, increased costs, 
risks, competition° 

Loss of employment due to discontinuance or r•e 
location of business° 

The market value standard was judicially developed during 
the eighteenth century, and was an appropriate and reasonable one 
for the conditions then prevailing. The United States was pre- 
dominantly rural and large amounts of undeveloped !and were 
available for expansion. Much of the land needed'for public 
projects already belonged to the government° Where private land 
was required, the wide avaiiabiliry of land made.•it relatively 
easy to relocate° Furthermore, the plentiful supply of land 
meant that it was cheap; most condemnation involved negligible 
or very low economic losses to the condemneeo In short, con- 
demnation of land on the early American wide open spaces simply 
did not involve major sacrifices by most landowners° 

Because of this situation, there was in some states (es- 
pecially the Southern states) originally no duty at all to 
compensate a landowner for the taking of undeveloped land. With 
time, however, the laws were "liberalized" to require that market 
value be paid° As described above, the market value standard is 
itself very limited. Under the judicial development of the stand- 
ard, any expenses or inconveniences other than the value of the 
property itself are classified as "consequential damages" and 
are not compensable° 
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Noise is a classic example of a "consequential" damage and 
provides a useful illustration of the irrationalities which have 
developed in the law of compensation. Under the law of most 

states, where part of a landowner's property is physically taken, 
damage to remainder property caused by noise generated from the 
project (eogo, the new highway) may be considered in making an 

award to a landowner; if, however, the landowner has not been 
subjected to a physical condemnation, then he is not entitled 
to a•y compensation for damage caused by noise regardless 
how substantial the damage may be. 9 Thus, exactly the same 

damage which is compensable in the one case is not compensable 
in the other° 

A sumJm•ary of the rationales traditionally used by courts 

to defend the prevailing fair market value rule reveals their 
weaknesses° One theory for denying incidental damages which 
had a long history was that business holdings were not "property 
interests" but "merely personal interests," and therefore not 
compensable° Another theory was that business losses and other 
incidence! damages are not compensable because they aren't "taken" 
and are therefore of no benefit to the condemnoro Both theories 
have fa•led into disuse and carry little weight today° 

A third ar•gument for restricting compensation is that the 
cost of public projects would otherwise be prohibitively high° 
This argument ignores the fact that every public project involves 
damage to iandowne•'s, and •hat the only real question is there- 
fore whe•he• the damages should be su•fered by those persons un- 

fo•t•n•te encugh to be in •he way, or should be •eailocated to 
a•l members of t•he society generally° •t seems clear that the 
trend in modern society favors spreading the cost of pub}•ic 
projects an• avoid•ng substantial losses to individuals° The 
"too costly" e•gument contains the assumption, however, that 
incidental damages aren't really very serious, •nd •hat it is 
not •alid or. wise to quantify "personal" and "psychic" injuries. 
Neithe• of these objections would appear to be valid, however, 
since presumably under a liberalized s•andard, compensation 
would be made only for demoastrable and quantifiable losses° 

A fourth ra•ionale frequently enunciated by the courts is 
one that deserves more serious consideration° it is argued that 
any aT•empm to compensate incidental (consequential) damages 
will result in unfo•nded and speculative jury awards° The 
premise of this argument is that such "incidental" losses are 

too difficult, too remote and too uncertain to measure accurately. 
This may be true of such "incidental" injury as the sense of loss 
and disorientation which a person may suffer when forced to move 

off the family homestead, but other "incidental" injuries such 
as noise damage from a highway may be quite accurately measured 
by the drop in the market value of the property. A more important 
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rebuttal to the "speculative award" argument is that jury and 
commission awards are already unfounded and speculative. This 
is a result of the fact that while juries are by law not 
permitted to hear testimony on incidental damages they regu- 
larly attempt to compensate for them anyway in the conviction 
that mere "fair market value" is unjustifiable inadequate° 

Conditions in the 1970's are very different from those 
prevailing when the "fair market value" doctrine was established. 
In our urban, commercial society with an increasing concentration 
of population, land has become a very valuable commodity° "Inci- 
dental" or "consequential" damages are a serious problem as a 
result of the natural frictions between persons living close to- 
gether• A landowner can no longer simply move over a few feet 
on the prairie; it is a major effort for a homeowner to relocate 
in an urban area and an even greater effort and expense for a 
complex business to do so. Many commentators have articulately 
argued that the market value standard is obsolete and completely 
inadequate under an enlightened view of modern social policy; 
few defend it as sufficient. 

Fundamental Compensation Reform Under the Uniform Relocation 
Act of 1970 

As it has become increasingly obvious over the last few 
years that mere fair market value is not really a fair or adequate 
compensation in many condemnation situations• there has been a 

movement in the states as well as in the federal government to 
liberalize compensation. Some states have by statute required 
payments to be made for moving expenses, appraisers' fees, refi- 
nancing costs, r.ental losses, increased interest rates, and other 
sueh itemso I0 The Florida courts have required moving expenses 
to be compensated under a direct state constitutional interpretation 
of "just compensation0 ''I! The doctmine of non-compensability fo• 
indirect damages (such as noise where there is no property phys- 
ically taken) is under constitutional attack in a few state 
courts. 12 

The truly revolutionary reform in compensation law, however, 
came in the form of fede•a! legislation, first in the 1968 Federal- 
Aid Highway Act, 13 and then in the Uniform Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 197014 (hereafter 
referred to as the Uniform Act), which replaced and expanded the 
1968 Act. The Uniform Act is applicable to all condemnation by 
federal agencies and all condemnation by state and local govern- 
ments which involve federal funds. 
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The majop compensation features of the Uniform Act of 
1970 ape summarized bei©w• 

TITLE IIo 

Sec. 202, Moving and Related Expenses 
a) i) actual reasonable expenses to move 

property• business or family are 
compensable° 

2) actual direct losses of tangible 
pepsonal property due to the move 

as to discontinuing a business are 
compensable° 

actual reasonable expenses in search- 
ing for a replacement business or farm 
are compensable° 

b) a homeowner may elect to receive• in lieu 
of the expenses allowed above, an automatic 
moving expense a]!owance of up to $300, and 
a disiocatJon allowance of up t¢ $200° 

c) if a per, son is displaced fr•om his business, 
and •it is determined that it cannot be re- 
located without a substantial loss of existing 
patronage, then he may elect to receive• in 
lieu of moving expenses• a fixed payment of 
an amount equal to his average annual net 
earnings (but not less than 82,500, nor more 
than $10•000)o 

Seco 208, Replacement Housing for Homeowners 

a) a displaced homeowner may receive the following 
payments, but total payments cannot exceed 
$15,000: 

a) the amount which is necessary, in addition 
to the condemnation award for the old dwelling, to enab]= the homeowner to ac- 

qumre a compapable replacement dwelling 
which is decent, safe• sanitary, and 
•easonab!y accessible to public services 
and places of employment° 
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b• the cost of higher interest rates 
which the homeowner is required to 
pay on his new dwelling° 

c• reasonable expenses for title and 
recording fees and other closing 
costs on the new dwelling. 

See° 204, Replacement Housing and Tenants 

I) a displaced tenant may receive payments 
which are necessary in addition to his 
previous rent to enable him to obtain 
comparable, decent, safe and sanitary 
rental housing for four years (not to 
exceed $4,000)° 

2) a displaced tenant may, i•f he elects to 
purchase a dwelling, receive a payment 
sufficient to enable him to make a down 
payment to obtain comparable decent, safe 
and sanitary dwelling (not to exceed $•,000, 
and if payment exceeds $2,000, tenant must 
match the payment)• 

The reader will. notice that this new compensation scheme 
covers many of the items which previously were not compensable 
under the market value standard (see the list of non-compensable 
on page 16 above)° In fact in some respects the Uniform Act 
goes beyond "just compensation" and represents a social welfare 
program; this is clearly the case in the requirement that indigent 
persons who are displaced from their homes must receive more than 
the value of their previous home they must be placed in new housing which is decent, safe and sanitary° Furthermore, under 
the Uniform Act no person may be displaced from his home until 
the condemning agency certifies that suitable replacement housing 
is available in the community• if such housing is not available, 
the agency may as a last resort use funds authorized for the 
construction project to build the necessary housing. Another 
feature of the Uniform Act is that it is truly uniform; all 
persons displaced by a project involving federal funds are 
treated alike. There previously had been many inequities as a 
result of the fact that different agencies were governed by 
different rules of compensation° 

While the 1968 Federal-Aid Highway Act and the Uniform Act 
of 1970 represent a fundamental reform of compensation law, it 
should be remembered that they were only recently enacted and 
that for many years only the fair market value of property 
physically taken was compensable° (The fair market value stand- 
ard still remains the constitutional test of "just compensation.") 
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Perhaps more importantly, i• should be no•iced here that 
this discussio• pertains only to the letter of the law• how much 
landowners have bistorical!y actually received from juries, 
com•missions and coum•s is a sepamate question which is considered 
in Section V below, 

3o The Full Compensability Standard in England 

!• is interesting to note in passing that England which 
never, had vast tr, acts of undeveloped land, has traditionally 
compensated all p•ovable !osseso 15 The following expenses are 
all compensabie in England: sol•citor's and appraiser's fees, 
moving, disconnection, adoption, and installation of personal, 
property costs, temporary loss of p•ofirs, miscellaneous expenses 
incurred in moving, costa of increased rent and business over- 
head expenses under, certain conditions, costs of seeking and 
obtaining ne• quart:arc, and business goodwill, measur•ed by its 
value to the owne•o Furthermore, an owner of land which is not 
taken may claim •n4, •_•ury from the construction of the p•,]ecto 16 

Co Condemnation and Public Opinion 

Condemnation litigation, like m,ost daily government busi- 
ness, does not ordinarily command public attentiono Few people 
other thas those actually displaced a•e informed about condemna- 
tion, ei•he• in theory or in practice° Still, the forced dis- 
placement of a person from his property @oe• touch upon a sensitive 
issue of individual rights and some condemnation situatiens receive 
considerable press attention• This section is an attempt to offer 
a very brief glimpse into condemnation as viewed in the public 
media° 

io Condemnation in the Pop,•iar Press 

Ther•e have been articles on condemnation from time to time 
in the popular press, but: not a great number of them° They gen- 
e•ai!y express sympathy and advice to the landowner in his 
condemnazion plight<0 The following samples are illustrative: 
"If the Highway Builders Want Your Home," Popular Science, 1958:17 
"When They Take Your Home for the New Highway, • Good Housekeeping, 1968:18 "They Can Thmow You Out Any Time," Saturday Evs•$•, 1952:19' 

'•Buiidozers at Your Doo• •" Reader's •-•• 196•: zu "Will 
s=r•nder _h•r Pr•ate P•ope.•-tyo •]ta.• •peeches, 

1959:21 
dent on Interstate 91 Man Shoots, Burns Sel{," Saturday Evening 

" Nation' 68:•3• "Road P•ogram Hits a Landowner, s Business• P°st'2•9 
"Yes Yhey Can Condemn You• Pr, operty, " Changing Times 196•: 
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1957:25 "Proceed At Your Own Risk," Fortune, 1956:26 "Highway- 
men Come to Morristown: The Interstate Highway System," Saturday  " Reader' Evenin.g.P•ost•2. 966: 27• and "The Great Land-Gr•ab Scandal, s 
Digest, 1968o 

2. An Example of Condemnation as a Political Issue 

A situation which occurred in Virginia in 1962 is very use- 
ful in illustrating how condemnation can be politicized° William 
Schultz in his Reader's Digest article "The Great Land-Grab Scan- 
dal ''29 summarized the 

Agents for the Virginia Highway Department 
moved into Shenandoah in 1962 to acquire land 
for Interstate 810 When John G0 Miller, editor 
of the Shenandoah Valley learned of the prices 
offered local landowners, he was outraged. 
"This is criminal," he thundered, and then week 
after week in his newspaper encouraged residents 
to reject inadequate offers and fight for just 
•ompensation in court. 

Three out of every five landowners did just that° 
They often had •o wait long, agonizing periods 
before getting their hearing from a court-appointed 
commission (in fact, some 20 Shenandoah County land- 
owners, whose property was taken •a 1963 and 1964, 
have not yet receive• com•_ission hearings)° 
the commission has found that in 68 of 70 cases 
the highway agents attempted to underpay property 
owners° Total tom_mission awards wer'e 71 percent 
higher than the H]•ghway Department's offers• 

The author has analyzed in detail the offers and awards on 
this project and has compared the results with Interstate 81 awards 
in two other jurisdictionso 30 This study shows that Shenandoah 
commission awards were 68% higher than the Highway Department 
offers in that county; in Roanoke County the awards were 16% 
higher than the offers. 

While it is possible that some of the Virgini • Department of 
Highways Shenandoah County appraisals were low• it •s very unlikely 
that its appraisers in one county would be so consistently low as 

to account for these statistics, which show that Shenandoah awards, 
compared to the offers, were substantially and strikingly higher 
than the others. Quite plainly• the vehement and repeated attacks 
on the Highway Depamtment by the local newspaper over an extended 
period of weeks had the effect of increasing awards° Shenandoah 
County is a rural county containing only a few thousand residents 
and it is unlikely that commissioners selected to hear the cases 
that followed wer•e unaffected by the br•ouhaha caused by the news- 

pape•o 
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Mro Schultz is of course sympathetic to the landowners 
and accepts the commissioner's awards as true fair market value; 
whether this is likely to be the case is discussed in Section V 
below. Mr. Schu!tz asserts that "in 68 of 70 cases the highway 
agents attempted to underpay property owners•" but failed to 
point out that it is almost universally the case in this country 
that juries and co•missions will awamd somewhat more than the 
condemning agency offers° He also failed to point out that 
Mr. Miller, the crusading editor, was also one of the ].andowners 
whose proper•y was being condemned fox Interstate 81, and was 
therefome personally interested in the condemnation awards° 

In cases like this one where condemnation becomes a public 
issue, the controversy is likely to be most detrimental •o the 
condemning agency. Unlike parties in other kinds of cases, a 
condemnor appears repeatedly over an extended period of time in 
the court of a particular jurisdiction° It is therefore vulnerable 
to attacks on its reputation and veracity which may substantially 
affect future litigation. 

Whether such attacks are justified or not is a separate 
issue, of course; this discussion is by no means intended to de- 
fend the agency's offers, which may indeed have been low by a 

common sense standard of "just compensation°" It is intended, 
however, to illust•ate how awards can be influenced in ways that 
are inconsistent with the theory that fair market value is arrived 
at by a technical analysis of comparable sa!es• 
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A0 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF CONDEMNATION PROCEDURE 

A Variety of Tribunals From the Beginning: 
English Precedents 

There has never been a "standard" condemnation tribunal° 
A review of over four centuries of British history shows that 
juries, commissioners, courts and special panels have all been 
used to determine property values ar one time or another• 31 
While a rich, detailed account of the practical problems en- 
countered with the various procedures is not available, a sketch 
of Parliament's actions over the years makes it clear that no 
tribunal was free from criticism and dissatisfaction. 

io 1541: Commissioners Appointed By the Parties 

The first provision for determining a condemnation value 
appears in 1541 in "The Bill for the Conduyttes at Gloucester ''32 

by which the city of Gloucester was authorized to dig for new 
springs on Marston•s Hill and construct a conduit through which 
the water would flow down to the city° Under the Bill, the 
Mayor was to pay the owner 

oooaS much money for the same digging and 
breaking as shalbe adjuged and taxed by the 
determynacon and jugement of iij or iiij 
indefferent men inhiting wtin the pishe 
where the place so b•'oken buylded or trenched 
is or shalbeoo,And the same iij or iiij men 
alwaies hereafter shalbe chosen and named 
aswe!! by the owner or possessor of the grounds 
so broken for the time as also by the saide 
Maire or Dearie for the tyme beyingo,o 

2. 1605: Co•missioners Appointed by the Chancellor 

Another provision for the appointment of commissioners 
(this time appointment is made by the Chancellor) appears in a 
1605 act for the increase of the water supply of London by 
diverting the New River into an artificial channe!: 33 

0ooat the request and charges of the Maior 
Comina!ty and Citizens of London, Commission 
or Commissions under the Greate Seale of 
England shalbe graunted to such psons as 

the 
Lords Chauncelior or Lorde Keeper of the 
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Great Seale of England for the tyme being 
shall, nominate and appointe, (four from 
each of the three counties of Middlesex, 
Essex and Hartford and four from London):°.° 
which Sixteene or any Nyne of them, whereof 
Two to be of the City of London, shall have 
power to order and set downe what Rate or 
Rates Some or Somes of Money shall be paid 
by the Maior Commina!ty and Citizens of 
London to the Lordes Owners and Occupiers 
of the Groundes and Soyle and Milles for 
which composicon is to be made by the intent 
of this Acte, if the parties cannot of them- 
selves agree, and in what manner the same 
shall be paide; And that for the recoverie 
of suche Money as shall be soe ordered and 
set downe by the saide Commissioners or any 
Nyne of them°°° 

3o 1696: Jury 

The first use of a jury to determine compensation was made 
in 1696 in "AN ACT for enlarging Common High-ways," under which 
local justices of the peace, after being authorized to widen 
highways, were directed to 

impanne! a Jury before them and to administer 
an Oath to the said Jury that they will assesse 
such Damages to be given and Recompence to be 
made to the Owners and others interested in the 
said Ground Rent or Charge respectively for 
thei• respective Interests as they shall think 
reasonable not exceeding Five & Twenty Yeares 
Purchaseoo. 34 

4o 1707: Justice of the Peace 

Apparently the use of the jury was not universally favored, 
because Parliament, in a road-improvement statute 35 eleven years 
later, in 1707, used neither a jury nor commissioners° The 
statute provided for the compulsory acquisition of roadbuilding 
materials and specified that damages would be 

assessed and adjudged by the said Justices 
of the Peace at the Quarter Sessions of the 
Peace to be holden for the said Counties in 
case of difference concerning the sameo•o 
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1766: Justice of the Peace with a Right to Appeal for Jury 
Trial 

The jury was used again in 1766 in 

AN ACT to explain, amend, and reduce into 
One Act of Parliament, the several Statutes 
now in being for the Amendment and Preserva- 
tion of the Public Highways of this Kingdom• 
and for other purposes therein mentionedo 36 

Under this statute Parliament repealed the old jury provision, the 
Act of 1696, but enacted a new provision under which the justices 
of the peace were to attempt to agree with the landowner on the 
compensation, but, failing agreement, were to impanel a jury of 
twelve to make the determination° Three later statutes also 
provided for assessment by jurieso 37 

6o 1845: Land Clauses Consolidation Act 

In 1845 Parliament passed the Land Clauses Consolidation 
Act, 38 which was apparently a uniform act replacing several con- 
demnation acts° The jury pmocedure received f•equent criticism 
in the debates on the Consolidation Act, 39 but was finally in- 

•lue was to be determined eluded under the following scheme (I) V 
by a justice of the peace where it was under $50, (2) It was to 
be determined by arbitmation if demanded by the land owner° (3) 0the• 
wise, it was to be determined by a sheriff's jury° (4) if the owne• 
could not be found or. failed to answer a summons to appear before a 
jury, value was to be determined by a surveyor who was to be ap- 
pointed by two justices of the peace° 

]t is clear from this history that the basic types of tri- 
bunals early made their appearance in English law• and have all 
been used inte•mittent!y to the present day° There never has 
been a "standard" condemnation procedure° 

Condemnation in the States 

i. The Early Proliferation of Condemnation Procedures 

UndeP early American law, both municipal and private corpo- 
rations were created and regulated entirely by special acts of 
the !egislatureso 40 Each special act of incorporation enumerated 
the powers granted to the new corporation. The power and procedure 
of eminent domain was among these individually legislated matters, 
and the legislature adopted condemnation schemes which seemed 
appropriate for the condemnor involved° 
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The result of this state of affairs was a rather extreme 
proliferation of procedures° One reputable and oft-quoted study 
found that as of 1931 there were 325 separate condemnation pro- 
cedures in use in the United Statese 41 Few generalizations 
could be made about these schemes• each was a peculiar combina- 
tion of condemnation requirements° All of the basic types of 
tribunals were used, and all manner of variations of each could 
be found in one procedure or another° 

The Ohio situation is typical° A study conducted by the 
Ohio Legislative Service Commission in 195642 found that Ohio 
had fourteen "separate, distinct, and complete methods 43 of 
condemnation° The study also found that the power of eminent 
domain in Ohio was granted to a very larg• number of condemnors, 
which fell into the following categories: 44 (!) state officers 
and boards, (2) municipal corporations, (3) private corporations, 
(4) counties, (5) township trustees, (6) boards of education, 
(7) regional water and sewer districts, (8) sanitary districts, 
(9) conservancy districts, (i0) bridge commissions, (ii) the 
turnpike commission, (12) port authorities, (13) park districts, 
(14) metropolitan housing authorities, and (15) county agricul- 
tural associations° 

The result was widespread obfuscation and uncertainty° As 
noted by the author, of the Ohio study, the many condemnation laws 
scattered throughout the state cone were enough to confuse "even 
the most experienced •awy•r 

°°°with so many methods available for the 
exercise of eminent domain, the governmental 
agency frequently can neither be sure that 
the proper method has been selected nor that 
all the requirements of the method chosen have 
been observed in a given caseo 

46 

Many other wr:iters have commented on the "motley quilt work of 
laws ''47 

on the subject of condemnation° 

2o Reform: Attempts to Pass Uniform Condemnation Acts 

As early as 1909 an argument for meform of condemnation 
law was made° In that year there appeared in The Albany Law 
Journal an article by Willis Bruce Dowd on the New York condemna- 
tion LaWo 48 His conclusion was as follows: 

There is no reform within the whole realm 
of this state which is so imper•ative and 
so colossal as the reform of condemnation 
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pr•ceedingsoo.The waste which h•s been 
golng on has resulted naturally from 
piece-meal legislation° Perhaps i• is 
fair to say it has been unavoidable 
from the rapid and extensive growth of 
our cities and the state• But now we 
have come to the time when the •ubbish 
of hasty legislation is being wiped out° 
We know from the enactment of the Public 
Service Law that many defects can be cured 
in one general act. There is another ripe 
field for the law-making scythe and if the 
incoming Legislature will pass a law abolishing 
all old forms of condemnation and creating a 
special court with definite procedure to 
cover this subject, it will deserve well the 
people of the stateo 49 

Several years passed, however, before any general reform 
movement in the states developed. The lack of attention to the 
subject coulc probably be attributed to the fact that comparatively 
little condemnation was occurring. Over the years the government 
became much more active, however, and increasing amounts of prop- 
erty were taken° The original Federal. Highway Act was passed in 
1916; the New Deal social programs in the 1930's again escalated 
government activity and condemnation° The trend towa•'d govern- 
mental activism (and condemnation) culminated du•ing the 1950's 
and 1960's with the passage and implementation of the interstate 
highway and urban renewal prog•amso 

As government and utility takings expanded, dramatically 
over the years, the perplexing state of the condemnation statutes 
became increasingly obvious° The result was a gene•:ai refomm 
movement during the !950's and 1960's, when a number of at.titles 
arguing for consolidation and simplification of the condemnation 
laws appeared• 50 As of 1974, several states have modified their 
laws, although the goal of a uniform condemnation procedure in 
each state has been achieved with var'ying degmees of success° 
(In some states the attempted reform failed completely°) The 
"motley quilt work" remains substantially intact° 

There is, of course, a legitimate question as to whether the 
procedure should be the same for all condemnation situations. It 
has been argued, for example, that the necessity for rapid action, 
under emergency conditions (such as a civil defense emergency), 
justifies fewer procedural safeguards for the condemnee than 
might otherwise be required• 51 It is generally recognized by 
commentators, however, that there are few such specially required 
procedures, and that the great majority of condemnation powers 
should be governed by a uniform act within each state. 
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3o Constitutional Right to Jury Trial in the Sta•es 

An obvious fact to be reckoned with in any considerat±on 
of condemnation, tribunals is the constitutionally granted right 
to jury trial which exists in thlrteen stateso "•2 This number 
may be declining• a count by a reputable author in 19Bl nut 
the number of right to jury trial provisions at twentyo 5B These 
constitutional guarantees are specific provisions meiating to 
eminent domain; as will be seen below, the judiciary has generally 
refused to extend general right to jury trial provisions to 
condemnation. 

a) Judicial Construction of General Constitutional Provi- 
sions for Jury Trial Every state constitution ccntains a 
guarantee of the right to jury trial° in all but a few of the 
states the language is quite general, leaving significant questions 
regarding eztent and applicability of the guarantee to judicial 
interpretation• Apparently, only a few of the states (perhaps 
none) have construed these provisions to guarantee a ju•y trial 
on condemnation cases• 

Blair 54 
has analyzed state op{nions for, the purpose of 

ascertaining why <he right was not extended to condemnation. 
Since the theories used by the courts provide an interesting 
perspective on the nature of condemnation ]it{gation, Blair's 
findings will be summarized here. 

One theory used by the courts is that since pr.cceedings to 
secure compensation a•e suits against the sovereign, <he legis- 
lature has the right to eon4ition and qualify the righ• •o br.ing 
the suit, at !east •o the extent of provi@ing that they be con- 
ducted without a 

Sury.55 Othe• courts have simply proceede• on 
the basis that suits under the power of =min=nt domain ar•e "•.•e<•ia] 
proceedings" and a•e therefore not "aet!•ons at !a•" at al]o 

Indiana proceeded on the theory that eminent, domain proceedings 
were not a "civil case," therefore not falling within that state's 
constitutional provision. 57 A later decision in that sta•e, 
following similar lines, declared that the p•ovision was confined 
to civil cases at common law, such as debt, covenant, assumpsit, 
trover• replevin, case, etc0• and did not cover proceedings not 
classifiable under one of these headso 58 

In Ne• Hamps.hire• condemnation was exc!ude£ because it fell 
into an "otherwise used and practiced" exception to the jury trial 
guaranteeo 59 A late• case added that jury trials in such cases 
would be productive of "inconvenience and expenseo "•0 
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In New York, a slightly different tack was used: it was 
declared there that condemnation proceedings •acked a judicial 
charactem altogether° They were declared the court, a mani- 
festation of legislative, not judicial, powe•o 61 

Another theory which appeared in several variations was 
that condemnation prcceedings do not concern disputed questions 
of fact. Gold Vo Vermont Central R0 Ro, 19 Vt. 478 (1847), per- 
haps expressed • best: 

It has not been hitherto supposed, that it 
(a p•oceeding to ascertain compensation) was 

a subject coming within the scope of the 
appropriate duties of a traverse jury° The 
issue to be tried, if it can, with any 
propriety• be called such, is altogether unlike 
that presented by the counter allegations be- 
tween party and party, in which the truth of the 
facts in controversy is to be ascereainedo The 
du•y •mpcsed is rather one of appraisement mere- 
lyo As such, i• appropriately be]•ongs to one 

man• o• a board o• competent men• qualified 
proper]•y to discharge it0 

Blair has summarized the direction of the cases in a more 
62 general way: 

It is, nevertheless, possible to conclude from 
the c•te• cases that the inapplicability of trial 
by jumy guarantees to condemnation p•oceedings is 
a consequence of the fac• that such proceedings 
having as their end the enfor•cement of a right now 

not moral merely but !ega] are not a "trial" in 
the sense in which that word is us.ed in the typical 
constitution; and no mode of tmial can be deemed 
mandatory in apr, oceeding •ncapab!e of coming under 
the head of trial at a]lo A trial in the consti- 
rutiona! sense presupposes a situation where one 

party asserts a thing and. the othe• denies it, 
thereby creating an issue for the determination of 
the •Uryo On the other hand, in condemnation 
cases there is no assertion matched by denial, but 
merely a question to which both parties are equally 
eage• for an answer what is the value of the 
property? 

It is undeniably true that many of these rationales are marked 
by superficiality and shallowness, and are, perhaps, examples of 
Roscoe Pounds "•urisprudence of conceptions." Yet the only con- 
clusion which can be drawn from these repeated attempts to 
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distinguish condemnation proceedings is that the judiciary 
does in fact consider them to be in some way "special" and 
not subject to the considerations of ordinary civil litigation. 

b) Constitutional Guarantees to Rish• to Jury Trial 
Specific to Eminent Domain These provlslons have several 
variations. In no state is the jury trial requirement absolute, 
but there is a split on the question of whether the jury may 
be waived solely by the condemnee, or must be waived jointly 
by the eondemnee and the condemnoro 

Furthermore, the guarantee is not always a right to a 
trial before an ordinary civil jury. For example, the West 
Virginia constitution guarantees a trial before twelve free- 
holders. 63 This has been classified as a "right to a jury trial" 
for the purposes of this report. 

These constitutional provisions were enacted during a 
period beginning early in the nineteenth century. The histor- 
ical forces which brought about this movement have been described 
by Roscoe Pound 64 and other observerso 65 As Wasserman expressed 
it: 

(there developed) a general distrust of 
legislative and administrative officers... 
in the early nineteenth century° People 
became remarkably dependent upon the 
judiciary to protect them from the in- 
competence and corruption of other branches 
of government. Because a method which 
permits administrative officials to choose 
when to condemn and what to pay appears 
particularly despotic and susceptible of 
abuse• it was only natural for those al- 
ready greatly reliant on the courts to 
demand condemnation by judicial decree. 68 

Co Federal Condemnation 

67 
i. A Timid Beginning 

The position of the federal government in the years following 
its formation has been well stated by Nichols: 

For many years after the constitution was 
adopted and while the fear of a too cen- 
tralized government was still prevalent 



and the extent of the powers of the 
United States under the constitution 
was yet but dimly understood, whenever 
the acquisition of land within the limits 
of • state for the use of the federal 
government became necessary• it was the 
practice for the taking to be made in a 

state court and by authority of a state 
statute. 68 

In sum, the government was faced with a very tender situ- 
ation when it became necessary to acquire private property under 
the jurisdiction of the states for federal purposes° It pur- 
chased land by negotiation whenever possible and relied on the 
cooperation of the state government if condemnation was un- 
avoidableo 69 

The federal government did, however, directly condemn 
property under its own jurisdiction° Much like the state legis- 
latures, Congress passed individual condemnation acts for each 
government agency, and yet another one for the District of 
Columbia° It is therefore not surprising that these statutes 
displayed a wide variety of procedures and tribunals, as did 
the state provisions° Blair has succinctly summarized these laws: 

An immediately noticeable feature of 
these early acts is that they manifest 
as great a diversity in methods of 
assessmer•t as do the acts of Parliament 
already referred too Thus we find, in 
close succession, provisions for assess- 

ment by a jury of twenty-three, by twelve 
freeholders, by not less than twelve jury- 
men out of a panel of twenty-four, and by 
not less than seven out of twelve, while we 
likewise find, all within the same decade, 
provisions in no less than four different 
statutes for reference of the assessment to 
three commissioners of a majority of them. 
In 1831, occurred an act providing for 
assessment by a jury of twenty, followed in 
1958 by one imposing such duties upon any 
twelve or more out of a panel of eighteen° 
The votes of four jurymen out of a panel of 
seven were deemed sufficient in a later 
statute, which went on to provide for a re- 
view of their findings, at the instance of 
the court itself or the land owners, by a 

jury of twelve, or a majority of them° In 
1864 Congress for the first time provided, 
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under the stimulus of the emergency 
created by the Civil War, for the 
condemnation of lands situated not 
in the District of Columbia but in 
one of the states, and in three 
different statutes left the matter 
of assessment of damages with three 
commissioners or a majority of themo 70 

Congress continued to add to the variety of condemnation 
authority and procedures by prescribing a separate and unique 
condemnation law for each new agency granted the power of eminent 
domain. By 1940 there were seventy such federal condemnation acts. 
This fact alone created great confusion and uncertainty in this 
area of the law• The problem was even more hopelessly com- 
pounded, however, by the passage of the Conformity Act. 

Procedure Under the Conformity Act: An Exercise in Confusion 

During the nineteenth century, many of the states abolished 
the old common law pleading and adopted new statutory codes of 
procedure. The federal courts however, remained for many years 
subject to the common law rules° As a result, attorneys were 
required to be familiar with two separate and very different 
procedural systems one for their local state courts and another 
for the federal courts in which they practicedo The situation 
produced considerable hardship and confusion• 

Congress acted to ameliorate the problem in 1872 by passing 
the General Conformity Act, ?I the purpose of which was to provide 
a single uniform procedure for each state° This was done by 
requiring each federal district court to adopt the procedural 
rules of the local state court system° In the language of the 
Conformity Act itself, 

the practice in civil causes, other than 
equity and admiralty causes, in the district 
courta, shall conform, as near as may be, to 
the practice, pleadings, and forms and modes 
of proceeding existing at the time in like 
causes in the courts of record of the state 
within which such district courts are held, 
any rule of court to the contrary notwith- 
standing. 

Later statutes extended the Conformity Act so as to be specifi- 
cally applicable to condemnation under federal authority° 



The Conformity Act was a resounding failure° The Depart• 
ment of Justice's "Manual on Eminent Domain" perhaps best sum- 
marized the reasons for the failure• 

The usefulness of the act in developing a 
uniform system within a state and relieving 
the members of the local bar from the necessity 
of following two distinct procedures was short- 
lived° The phrase "as near as may be," elusive 
as it i• uncertain, created a field of exceptions 
wider in scope than the rule itself. A discretion 
was ]eft in the court which served to cloud the 
whole subject in confusion and uncertainty° Be- 
sides the license found in the act itself, other 
reasons were developed for departures from con- 
formityo As a practical matter, exact conformity 
was impossible. The personal conduct and adminis- 
tration of the judge •n the discharge of his 
functions and the mule making power of the courts 
enlarged the field of exceptions° Necessarily, 
any specific federal enactments on poi.nts of 
procedure also superseded the requirement of 
conformityo 72 

In sum, while the Conformity Act was a failure generally, 
it represented a particular disaster with respect to ¢ondemna- 
tiono Congress had enacted seventy diverse federal condemnation 
statutes° Where none of those were applicable, the Conformity 
Act required the proper state law to be applied; as we have 
seen, there were approximately 325 such laws in force in 1931, 
creating great confusion. Then, to compound the matter further, 
the uncertainties and confusion resulting from the failure of 
the Conformity Act to create a uniform procedure in each state 
were added to the mix° 

To help cope with this intricate system of condemnation law, 
the Department of Justice published the "Manual of Federal Emi- 
nent Domain" referred to above° The 1940 edition of the manual 
consisted of 948 pages and an appendix of an additional 73 pages. 
The Advisory Committee Report further describes this publication. 73 

The manual, from pages 309-332, then 
proceeds to describe the infinite num- 
ber of complications that arise in 
condemnation cases under the present 
so-called conformity system and cites 
scores of judicial decisions on the 
subject, many of which are conflicting° 
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From page 332 to page 626 there are few 
pages on which no mention is made of 
confusion or difficulty arising because of 
the attempt to conform to s•ate practice, 
and many references to problems cruising 
because the present federal rules do not 
apply to condemnation cases° Appendix D 
tabulates the varying state rules on the 
method and conduct of trial in condemna- 
tion cases° 

It is not surprising that more than once 
Attorneys General have asked the Advisory 
Committee to prepare a federal rule and 
rescue the government from this morass° 

The rescue came in the form of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure in 1938, and especially in the enactment of Rule ?iA(h) 
in 19510 See Section • below. 

Seventh Amendment Right to Jury Trial? 

In suits at common law, where the value 
in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, 
the right of trial by jury shall be pre- 
served, and no fact tried by a jury, shall 
be otherwise seexamined in any court of the 
United States, than according to the rules 
of the common law. 

Seventh Amendment, 
Uo S. Constitution. 

There has never been serious question about the inapplica- 
bility of the Seventh Amendment to eminent domain proceedings° 
While the cases on the point were not as productive of imaginative 
theories distinguishing condemnation from other kinds of litiga- 
tion as were the corresponding state cases, 74 

a brief summary 
of them will be presented here for the light they shed on the 
issue. 75 

Two early cases indirectly, gave some credence to the argu- 
ment that the Seventh Amendment applied to condemnationo Both 
cases, Kohl vo United States 76 (1875) and Boom Co v. Patterson 77 

(1878), declared in dicta that condemnation proceedings are 
suits of a civil nature at law. As such, they would appear to 
be "suits at common law" under, the Seventh Amendment° The 
language containing this point was, however, irrelevant to the 
decisions at hand in both cases° 
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In 1878 the Supreme Court commented directly on the Seventh 
Amendment issue in United States Vo Jones. 78 While it declared 
specifically that the Seventh Amendment was inapplicable to con- 
demnation, this too was dicta• It was• however• the first 
interpretation of the issue by the court, and it is one that has 
lasted: 

The proceeding for the ascertainment of 
the value of the property and consequent com- 
pensation to be made, is merely an inquisition 
to establish a particular fact as a preliminary 
to the actual taking: and it may be prosecuted 
before commissioners or special boards or the 
courts, with or without the intervention of a 
jury, as the legislative power may designate° 
All that is required is that it shall be 
conducted in some fair and just manner, with 
opportunity to the owners of the property to 
pmesent evidence as to its value, and to be 
heard thereon° Whether the tribunal shall be 
created directly by an act of Congress• or one 
already established by the States shall be 
adopted for the occasion, is a mere matter of 
legislative discretion° 

In the years rhar followed the Court implicitly foi!owed 
this interpretationo 79 In 1897, the Court in Bauman vo Ross, 80 
while still not in a situation in which it could render a square 
decision on the point, clearly restated its position: 

By the Constitution of the United States, the 
estimate of the just compensation for, property 
taken for the public use• under the right of 
eminant domain• is not required to be made by a 
jury• but may be entrusted by Congress to com- 
missioners appointed by a court or by the executive 
om to an inquest consisting of more or fewer than 
an ordinary jury° 

No further pronouncement on the issue was made by the Court. 
The problem was thrust into national attention in 1927, however, 
when a bill was introduced in Congress to consolidate railroads; 
this would have involved the condemnation of the interests (shares 
of stock) of dissenting shareholders° Would such litigation be 
required to be heard by a jumy? Such a prospect was frightening° 
A railroad extended from coast to coast; juries in different 
sections of the country might award widely varying amounts for 
exactly the same stock. 
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It was <his situation which prompted two excellent articles 
on the issue of ]ury t•'iais, Blair, Federal Condemnation Pro- 
ceedin•s and the Seventh Amendment• 41 Hasvo Law Rev• 
and Hines, Does the Seventh Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United Sta•es Require .Jury •• in all Condemnati•n P•oceedings?, 
ii Vao Lo Revo 50.• (]925)•s article, which has been used 
extensively in <his meport, is a particularly useful and scholarly 
piece of work° After tracing the variety of tribunals used both 
zn England and in the United States, and fleshing out both state 
and federal constitutional intemprerations, Blair persuasively 
contends that there is not a Seventh Amendment right to •ury 
trial° Hines anaiys•s concurs in all significant respects° 
Both articles have been cited repeatedly since their publication., 
and •heir conclusion has been uncontested since that time. 

The Adoption of FRCP ?iA{h): 
Heated Debate• 

The Cu•m,•n•on_ of Lengthy and 

When 7he Advisory Committee first met and began formulating 
its •ecommendations which subsequently beo•me the Federal Rules 
of •9%8• it reso!veJ no• to recommend a new condemnation pro- 
cedure• since i< detected no desire for a changeo 81 Before all 
was said and done• howe•eu, the question of a new condemnation 
procedure r:ule was ro become the moor difficult and hotly contested 
issue the Advisory Committee had to contend with° •he heart of the 
controversy concerned the nature of the tribunal to hear condemna- 
tion cases% should the parries always be able •o demand a jury 
tria•, or. •as a cou• appointed commission the app•op•iate body 
to determine fa•: market value? The battle concii:de• with the 
adoption of Rule ?iA(h}• a compromise, in August: i951. 

'• •3•- Rule As described a) The Fir.•<: Attempts to F_•rm •e a 
above, •he Advisory Committee or•ginal!y rhough.t no change in 
the condemnation law was •equired, since there was "no general 
demand for a uniform r•ule• " and because i• was rho.ught that "it 
would be extremely difficult tc draft a uniform rule satisfactory 
to the var:ious a•encies and departments o• ,=• =•- g<•<•nm•n•, and to 
pr•,•:ate part•cso •8• Shortly before the preparation of the April 
1937 Draft of the Rules, however, the Com•mittee received an "urgent request" f•om the Department of 3uszice to propose a 
rule on this subjeeto The Committee did so and the result ap- 
peared as Rule 74 in the Apri] 1937 draft° Afte• publication 
and distribution of the drafr• howeve• controversy ensued around 
pmoposed Rule 74° Many federal agencies opposed the uniform rule; 
each having become used to i•s pecu!ia• condemnation procedure, 
the were very reluctant to suppor, t the adoption of a new, un- 
familiar p•:ocedureo Furthermore, the Department of Justice, for 
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reasons that are unclear, changed its position; it, too, de- 
cided that leaving the matter under the Conformity Act was 
preferable to the proposed uniform rule. As a result of these 
developments, Proposed Rule 74 was deleted in the Final Report 
to the Court of November 1937o 

In 1944, the Advisory Committee was again at work. With 
more than six years experience under the Federal Rules of 1938, 
it was obvious that certain amendments were desirable and the 
Advisory Committee was assigned the task of formulating them° 
By this time, a different atmosphere had enveloped the condemna- 
tion issue° The volume of federal condemnation had increased 
very greatly To meet the demands of the war, and. many more 
attorneys than ever before had become involved in condemnation° 
As a result, there developed within the profession a much keener 
awareness of the frustrating, chaotic condemnation laws, and a 
general agreement on the necessity for a simplified and uniform 
federal ruleo 

In response to the demand for a new ru•e, the Advisory 
Committee proposed a Rule ?IA in its Preliminary Draft of May 
i.944o Upon its publication and distribution to the profession 
at large, however, it became apparent that the Preliminary Draft 
had touched off a renewed donnybrook on the issue of whether a jury or a com•iss•on should hear condemnation cases° When the 
extent and intensity of the controversy became clear, it was 
.obvious that the A•visory Committee did not have sufficient time 
to resolve the matter to the reasonable satisfaction of all the 
parties concerned° Since the Committee was fearful that the 
condemnation •ssue would unduly delay the other proposed amend- 
ments, it simply omltted the draft of Rule 7iA in the Final 
Report of ProFosed Amendments of 1946, and the amendments which 
were adopted by the Supreme Court in December 1946 did not deal 
with the condemnation problem° 

b) The TVA's Arguments for Its Cormmission System One 
of the strongest •rotagonists in the debate was the Tennessee 

initial determination of value was made by a three-man commission 
appointe• by the District Court° If either party was dissatisfied 
with the commission's award• it could appeal and have the trial 
de novo be•ore three district judges (the parties could stipulate 
a hearing before a single judge, however)° The three judge court 
was permitted but not required to receive additional evidence and 
inspect the property. From the award of the District Court, an 
appeal was available to the Circuit Court of Appeals, which was 
required •o •ispose of the case upon the record "without regard to 
the awamds or findings theretofore made by the commissioners or 
the district judgeso"85 
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86 
The TVA had been extremely satisfied with this procedure° 

The key to its success, declared the agency, was the competence 
of the commissioners (attorneys were appointed as chairmen• others 
were generally nonlocal real estate men•, and. the remarkable uni- 
formity in awards which resulted from one commission deciding all 
the cases in a given neighborhood° The TVA felt strongly that 
this procedure resulted in awards considered by both sides to 
be fair• the proof of this, it asserted, was the extremely low 
level of litigation in its land acquisition program° Charles J. 
McCarthy, the agency's Assistant General Counsel, summed it up: 87 

°°°resort to condemnation as the rule rather 
than the exception would be highly detrimental 
to TVA's permanent program as a regional agency° 
TVA has succeeded in making condemnation the 
rare exception° The owners of oniy about 3 per 
cent of the tracts acquired by TVA have refused to 

convey voluntarily and thus compelled TVA to resort 
to condemnation° The TVA policies of fair appraisals, 
no price-trading, and like treatment of landowners 
insofar as possible, have been largely responsible 
fox this extraordinary record, but these factors 
alone would not have made it possible had the TVA 
Act provided that the issue of just compensation 
be tried by jury or that condemnation proceedings 
under the TVA Act be governed by the Conformity 
Act, which would have meant that this issue would 
be tried by a jury in all states in which TVA 
carries on any operations except Virginia° 

This excellent relationship with local landowners was considered 
by the TVA to be absolutely critical to the success of •ts program. 
Unlike most other agencies, the TVA held an ongoing responsibility 
in the Tennessee Valley• it would •ater be dependent on the co- 
operation and good wi•. of the very same farmers whose land was 
being condemned for the success of the many regional development 
programs to be launched under TVA a•spiceso 

In th•s sensitive situation, the TVA was extremely wary of 
any uniform federal rule which would change its procedure• in 
particular, it was vehemently opposed to a jury trial• 

While uniformity of awards was the crux of the TVA's case, it 
did assert other advantages to the commission procedure. Thus, it 
was a•serted that it reduced administrative costs to a minimum• 
that it was more efficient to schedule commission hearings at the 
convenience of the attorneys, rather than attempting to fit them 
into overloaded court dockets; that the procedure did much to 

conserve the time of the courts; and that it was expeditiouso 88 
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c) The Department of Justice's Support for the Jury Trial 
The Department was the TVA's principa! opponent° The basis for 
its support of the jury t•ia! is not as clear as one would hope° 
Since no articles on the issue by the Department of Justice 
spokesmen appeared in professional journals, the researcher is 
dependent on Judge C!ark•s summary of the Department's position 
during the controversy: 89 

The chief arguments advanced by the 
Department were the unusual expense of 
commission trials, increased by the 
dilatory nature of the proceedings and 
the long delays before the commissioners. 
It was said that, while occasionally an 
award by a jury might be rather more 
substantial than expected, yet at least the 
matter was settled with promptness and with 
finality, even to the point of giving the 
property owner this advantage, and was not 
subject to expensive delay° 

It appeams, therefore, that the Department of Justice objected to 
the commissioner system solely on the basis of commissioner effi- 
ciency; it apparently c•nceded, in fact, the issue of unpredict- 
ability of jury awards° It is regrettable that there is apparently 

Q0 
no information revealing the basis for the Department's concluslon• 
or showing why the Department gave greater weight to efficiency 
than uniformity of awards° 

d) The Proposed Condemnation Rule of 1948 Early i• 19•7 
the Adviso• •ittee, having successfully secured Supreme Court 
adoption of the othe• amendments, returned to work on the thorny 
condemnation problem. In June of 1947 the Advisory Committee 
published a proposed draft of Rule 7IA with an invitation to the 
profession to submit comments and suggested changes. On the basis 
of the 1947 draft and some minor changes which resulted from 
suggestions from the profession, the Advisory Committee submitted 
to the Supreme Cou•t in May of !948 a "Proposed Rule to Govern 
Condemnation Cases in the District Courts of the United StateSo 91 
It contained Rule 71A(h) which dealt with the key issue: 

(h) TRIAL. IF the action involves the 
exercise of power of eminent domain under 
the law of the United States, any tribunal 
specially constituted by an Act of Congress 
governing the case for the trial of the issue 
of just compensation shall be the tribunal for 
the determination of that issue; but if there 
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is no such specially constituted tribunal 
any party may have a trial by jury of the 
issue of just compensation by filing a 
demand therefor within the time allowed for 
answer or within such further time as the 
court may fix. Trial of all issues shall 
otherwise be by the court° 

In short, the general rule was to be that either party could 
demand a jury trial; the only exceptions were the TVA and the Dis- 
trict c,f Columbia, since only they had been provided with tribunals 
"spec]a!ly constituted by an Act of Congress°" 

The Advisory Committee's notes explain its decision. 92 
It 

was persuaded that the TVA and the District of Columbia should not 
be required to change their, procedures, since their experience had 
been satisfactor•y• In the case of the TVA, the Committee had not 
relied solely on •he TVA's assertions; it had written to every judge who had sat on a TVA condemnation case° Of the twenty-one 
•esponses •ecei•ed, •eventeen approved the commission system and 
"opposed the use of juries in any condemnation case. 

''93 As for' 
the general rule of a right to jury trial, however, the Committee 
simply accepted the Department of Justice's position: 94 

Experi•ence with the commission on a 
nationwide basis, and in particular with 
the u•iiization of a co•i•ssion foilowe• 
by an appeal <c a jury, has been that <he 
commission is time consuming and expensive°°° 
Since in the bull< of sta•es a landowner is 
entitled eventually to a jury trial, since 
the jury is a traditional tribunal for the 
determinat:ion of questions of value, and 
since experience with juries has proved 
satisfactory to both government and !and- 
owner', the •ight to jury trial is adopted as 
the general ruleo Condemnations involving 
•h• TVA and the District of Columbia are the 
two exceptions° 

The 1948 Proposed RuE•e received biting criticism from a 
prominent figu•e• Zr•o Walter Po Armstrong, a former President of 
the American Bar Association. 95 He criticized the Committee for 
failing to propose a uniform rule, and accused it of simply arbi- 
trating between the TVA and the Department of Justice, rather than 
exercmsing its own independent judgment° 

Mr• Armstrong was particularly critical of the TVA, which 
he accused of "obst•:uctive tactics" and of holding an attitude 
that the TVA was an "imperium in imperio" to be excepted from the 
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usual rules, He further disagreed with the TVA's "self laudatory 
evaluation" of its co•missioner procedu•e• and with the TVA's 
assertion that judges and attorneys preferred the commissioner. system096 

The 1948 Proposed Rule was, of course, taken under con- 
sideration by the Supreme Court following its submission by the 
Advisory Committee in May of that year° On December 2, 1948 the 
Court held an informal conference on the proposed rule• three 
members of the Advisory Committee were present by invitation° 
The occasion for the conference appears to have been the interest 
of the Chief Justice in the views of Judge John Paul, Judge of 
the United States District Court for the Western District of 
Virginia° Judge Paul was one of the judges who had corresponded 
with the Advisory Committee on the TVA commissioner system and 
had delivered a particularly persuasive defense of the commissioner 
system in large projects such as the TVA. 

At the conference the question was raised whether there was 
not an inconsistency in the Committee's proposed amendment; if the 
commissioner system was eminently desirable in the TVA situation, 
as it appeared from the arguments of Judge Paul and others, why 
was it not equally desirable in other large projects? Under the 
proposed rule, all large projects other than the TVA would be 
governed by the right to jury trial° 

The members of the Com.•ittee present at the conference were 
unable to justify the inconsistency, and it was suggested that the 
rule be modified to permit the trial judge •he discretion to ap- 
point commissioners •n appropriate •° s•<ua•ons (this idea had been 
briefly considered by the Committee •v• • p o•iy) "Appropriate" 
situations were those where a lar•ge number of acquisitions were 
requir.ed in a specific area, similar to the TVA situation° 

The suggestion receive@ the approval of the Court and the 
three members of the Committee who were p•esento Slnee the pro- 
posed change had not been submitted to and received the approval 
of the •emainder of the Committee, the draft was returned to the 
Committee fo• fu•the• consideration° 

e) The Final Draft and Adoption of Rule ?!A(h) In Mamch 
of 1951, the Advisory •tee submitte• an amended version of 
71A(h) which genera•¢y followed the idea agreed on in the con- 
ference held in 1948o While the proposed amendment contained 
other changes• 71A(h) was the key provision as it had been through- 
out the thirteen-year controversy° The final version of Rule 71A(h) 
reads as follows (additions to the i9•8 version are underlined): 
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(h) TRIAL° if the action involves the 
exercise of the power of eminent: domain 
under the law of the United States, any 
tribunal specially constituted by an Act 
of Congress governing the case for the 
trial of the issue of just compensation 
shal • be the tribunal for the determina- 
tion of that issue; but if there is no 
such specially constituted trfbunal any 
party may have a trial by jury of the 
issue of just compensation by filing a 
demand therefor within the time allowed 
for answer or within such further time 
as the court may fix, unless the court in 
its discretion orders that• because of the 
character, location, or quantitv, of the 
•roperty•,to be condemned, or the other 
reasons In the interest of •ustice, the 
issue of compensation shall be determS•ed 
by a commission of three persons appointed 
by ito If a commission is appointed it 
shall have the powers of a master provided in 
subdivis--]on (c) of Rule 53 and proceedings be- 
fore it shall be governed by the provisions of 
paragraphs (1) and (2) of subdivision (d) of 
Rule 53° Its action and report shall be de- 
termined by a majority and its findings, and 
r•epor• shall have the effect, and be dealt 
with by the court in accordance with the 
pract•e,• prescribed in paragraph (•_. of subdivision 
(e) of Rule 53° Trial of all issues shall other- 
wise be by the court° 

The Committee's notes stared that it had been almost evenly di- 
vided between the jury and the commission versions and "that made 
it easy for us to agree on the present drafto ''97 The conclusion 
of the Committee was that "there are some types of cases in which 
the use of a commission is preferable and others in which a jury 
may be appropriately used, and that it would be a mistake to 
provide that the same kind of tribunal should be used in all 
caseso 

98 

The Committee's notes acknowledged that the Department of 
Justice continued in opposition to the draft, and was in fact 
opposed to the use of comm•issioners in any condemnation case, on 

the basis that it was •oo expansive° The Committee questioned 
this proposition, declaring first that it could find no evidence 
of it, and second tha• even if it were true, the problem could be 
solved by simply limiting commissioner compensation (although the 
latter was beyond the power of the federal rules)° 
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The Final Draft of the Advisory ComMittee's Amendments to 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Governing Condemnation Cases 
was adopted by the Supreme Court and submitted to Congress on 
May I, 1951o The burden now shifted t¢ Congress; under the 
unusual provisions of the Rules Act of 1934• •28 U.SoCo §2072• 
the amendments would become effective law on August 31• 1951, 
unless Congress actively intervened to disapprove or modify them° 

Congressional Attempts to Overrule ?iA(h) 

The Proposed Rule on Condemnation which had been adopted 
and sent over by the Supreme Court was not ignored in Congress° 
Senate Joint Resolution 8299 "to amend Title 28 to add a chapter 
on condemnation procedure" was introduced shortly after the 
amendments were submitted by the Court. The basic purpose of 
the legislation was to abrogate Rule ?iA(h) and provide a jury 
trial in all cases° Excerpts from a statement in the Congressional 
Record by Senator 0'Conor in support of the Resolution are repre- 
sentative of the opinions of the sponsors: I00 

!t is my view that we are confronted with 
a most vital decision when we deal with the 
question of trial by jury• This i•s particularly 
true when it has to do with the taking of the 
property of our eitJ_zens under a condemnation 
proceeding° Probably the greatest safeguard 
that any c•tizen of this country has is his 
inalienable right to trial by jury° 

•o.<here are a great majority of the States 
which provide for jury trials in condemnation 
proceedings° To abrogate by the rule proposed 
by the supreme court the legislative will of 
these States is indeed a drastic and far-reaching 
undertaking° I firmly believe that it is our 
bounden duty to respect the will of those legis- 
latures as well as to guard against any possible 
encroachment on the sac•ed right of a trial, by 
jury when a demand is made by any citizen of 
these United States for such a trial° 

.°°The case loads of the United States District 
Courts are such that these courts are generally 
overburdened by work at the present, and under 
section (h) it would only be human and natural for 
the district courts to farm out to commissioners 
the question of compensation in condemnation pro- 
ceedings if allowed so to doo 
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Senate Joint Resolution 82 had considerable support° It 
was passed by the Senate,101 and amended and passed by the Houseol02 
No further action was taken, however, and the measure apparently 
died in conference committee. 

Since Congress ended up taking no action on the amendments, 
they became effective on August i, 1951o Thus• the much-delayed 
decision was finally made° 

6. The Experience Under 71A(h){ Questions of Discretion 

The language of Rule 71A(h) appears to grant very broad 
discretion to the courts: 

..°any party may have a trial by jury...unless 
the court in its discretion orders that, be- 
cause of the character, location, or quantity 
of the property to be condemned, or for other 
reasons in the interest of justice, the issue 
of compensation shall be determined by a com- 
mission of three persons°°. 

It is clear from the history of the•Rule, however, that the ex- 
ceptional cases were thought to be limited to "TVA-like" situations° 
The Supplemestary Report of the Advisory Committee itself contains 
a detailed account of the circumstances in which, the discretionary 
provision was added, and leaves a direct implication that it was 

to be applied narrowly. And yet there was language indicating 
that commissioners mighz be used in circumstances not yet fore- 
seen:103 

In large projects like the TVA the court may 
decide to use a commission° In a great number 
of cases involving only sites for buildings 
or other small areas, where use of a jury is 
appropriate, a jury may be chosen° The District 
Court's discretion may also be influenced by 
local preference of habit, and the preference 
of the Department of Justice and <he reasons 
for its preference will doubtless be given 
weight° The Committee are convinced that there 
are some types of cases in which use of a com- 
mission is preferable and others in which a jury 
may be appropriately used, and that it would be 

a mistake to provide that the same kind of 
tribunal should be used. in all cases° We think 
the available evidence clearly leads to that 
conclusion° 
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ooolt would be difficult to state in 
a rule the various conditions to control 
the District Court in its choice and we 
have merely stated generally the matters 
which should be considered by the District 
Court° 

At least one early commentator believed that District Courts' 
discretion was very limited. I04 

It seems obvious that the present congressional 
distrust of the provision has little basis° 
Proper construction of the discretionary clause 
will leave little if any limitation on the right 
of jury trialo.o!f the intent of the drafters is 
followed, the courts' discretion to grant com- 
mission trial will only be exercised in aid of 
a condemnation problem of the magnitude of TVA• 
The Rule w•s intended to grant the discretion 
to cover such a problem and nothing more• 

In 1952 the first decision was rendered on the point° In 
United States Vo Theimer, I05 the United States was condemning an •-acre tract of land on the outskirts of Oklahoma City° The 
government requested a jury trial, but the district judge denied 
the request and appointed com•missioners. On appeal to the Tenth 
Circuit, the trial judge was reversed and the suit was remanded 
for jury trial; the court declared that this was required since 
the record revealed no "extraordinary facts or circumstances" 
warranting the use of commissioners. A narrow construction of 
71A(h) seemed firmly established° 

Two cases which rapidly followed Theimer in the Tenth Circuit, 
however, substantially diluted the holding of the case° In United 
States Vo Wa!lace, i06 the fact that the land was 60 m•les from 
the nearest court, and was suited for hunting and fishing, was 
deemed sufficiently "unusual" to merit commissioners° In United 
Stares Vo Waymire, I07 

a distance of 150 miles and the character 
of varied ranch lands were considered "extraordinary" enouzh to 
warrant commissioners• Both the Wallace and Waymire decisions 
were rendered by divided courts, with the minority delivering 
strong dissents. The two cases did indeed represent a sharp 
change of direction for a court which had only recently handed 
down Theime•o They pmompted one observer to note that "If these 
circumstances are exceptional, there appear to be few cases in 
which a district court could not find reason to justify appointing 
c•mmissionerso ''I08 
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The denial of the jury trial itself was not the only basis 
of criticism° Opponents also argued that a policy of liberally 
granting commisslon hearings frustrated the fundamental purpose 
of the new mu!e• I09 

.ooin an attempt to compromise between 
a commission and a jury in condemnation 
proceedings, the drafters of 71A(h) have 
possibly left the Rule open to the same 
criticisms leveled against the Conformity 
statutes, i.eo, that it results in confusion 
and lack of uniformity° 

.... 
ii0 United States Vo Chamberlin Whole•e Grocery Coo, de- 

cided in 198S, rook an even mor• liberal view than previous cases° 
The issue was thoroughly bmiefed and argued in the case, and the 
arguments of both sides were sum•arized in detail in the Court's 
oplniono After taking this long look the Court came to the 
following conclusion: •!I 

There can be no doubt that when the 
committee "earnestly" recommended "the 
rule as now d•afted for promulgation by 
the Court, in the public interests," it 
intended a broad discretion to be vested 
in the District Court to choose between 
the use of juries and o.f commissioners 
in the eondemnamion cases brought before 
them. We think the rule as it stands 
does vest such discretion in the District 
Court and in the p•esent case we find no 
abuse of discretion°°° 

Professional comment in the years following Chamberlin gen- 
erally supported the liberal interpretation. Two leading author- 
ities on federal procedure• Moore's Federal Practice i12 and Barron 
and Holtzoff's, Federal Practice and Procedure•li•-•--Qere among the 
supporters° Barton and Ho!tzoff did so because of the 

evident superiority o• the commission 
method in most caSeSoargues against 
limiting use of commissioners by so 

vague a rubric as "extra¢rdina•y 
circumstances." 

Judge John Paul, whose views had so impressed the Sumreme Court 
that the discretionary clause was added to 71A(h), lln wrote a 
law review article in 1958 strongly favoring the use of commis- 
sionerso After discussing the cases (and confessing a bias in 
favor of commissions), he ,expressed his •eading of the opinions: ll5 
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Fortunately, the trend of decisions 
appears to favor granting the trial 
courts the right to appoint commis- 
sioners whenever in their opinion this 
procedure will result in fairer and 
more accurate awards. 

While a liberal inz•pretation has been favored by the 
courts and the commentators•.the trial court's discretion is 
far from absolute° United States Vo Hall, 116 decided in 1960 by 
the Ninth Circuit, declared that a congested docket, by itself, 
was not enough to justify appointment of commissioners° 

The list of circumstances in which the District Courts have 
been held justified in appointing commissioners is impressive, 
however, and shows that they do have substantial flexibility° One 
observer, writing in 1963, was able to compile the following i.ist 
of factors which have been hel•d sufficient to warrant the use of 
commissionerso I17 

(a) Complexity of the issues involved° 

(b) Nature of the interest to be taken° 

(c) The convenience of the parties or the court° 

(d) Where trial expense is prohibitive to land- 
owners due to the small value of the parcels 
to be taken. 

(e) In circumstances where a jury trial would take 
$ to i0 years and would be expensive° 

(f) Where land to be condemned is situated a long 
distance from a Federal Court town, involving 
inconvenience of travel for local witnesses° 

(g) If it is impractical to have a jury view the realty° 
(h) The existence of severance damages arising from the 

taking° 
(i) Numerous and diverse ownerships with scattered 

locations. 

(j) Uniformity in awards. 

(k) Where it would be difficult foe a jury to evaluate 
technical testimony° 

In summary, the federal district courts, when presented 
with a choice between commissioners and a jury under Rule 71A(h), 
have showed an increasing tendency to appoint commissioners° 
While it is true that it is tempting to a judge to ease his work- 
load by sending condemnation cases out to a commission, it appears 
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that many judges believe that commissioners are more efficient 
and render uniform, fair and accurate awards° 
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Vo A SUMMING-UP OF CONDEMNATION EXPERIENCE 

Problems With Condemnation TriBunals as Reflected 
in Law Review Articles and Research Papers 

Part II of this report contains excerpts from various legal 
articles and papers discussing condemnation tribunals° This sec- 
tion of the paper is intended to succinetiy summarize some of 
the major problems which emerge from this review of the literature. 
It is important to remember that law review articles tend naturally 
to be written about troublesome situations; a review of articles 
may therefore be unduly pessimistic and not representative of 
condemnation across the county generally, since the happy situations 
may go unnoted in the legal journals° While this is true, however, 
there is plenty of evidence to indicate that condemnation is a 
difficult and troublesome problem in most jurisdictions° 

Io Commentaries on Juries (See Part !i, ppo 93 i•) 

a) Criticisms of Juries There are many comments to the 
effect that juries are •not.qualified t• make awards in condemnation 
cases° Most of thes•e artic!es argue that valuation issues are 
simply too complex and technicall, and the opinions of the experts 
are too divergent, for the jury to make a rational award° The 
following comments express this opinion: ".°.amateur brain 
surgery" (see page 103 ); "they would just make a wild shot in the 
dark" (page 103 ); "°°it's like a puppet showo.othe jury takes the 
amount of the plaintiff's expert and that of the dependent's ex- 

pert and divides by two°°°" (page 102); ,,these determinations 
require expertise and°°° jurors simply cannot:properiy perform 
them°°°" (page i00); "It is well recognized that upon the voir 
dire, all persons having any semblance of expertise on the subject 
are excused from jury service°°." (page i07]; ".o. the jury is 
without experience and therefore entirely dependent upon the 
conflicting views of experts; in short, (it is) easily confused.°°" 
(page 107); "the use of different factors gleaned from different 
appraisa!so..by a jUryoooCan result in awards which do not re- 
motely reflect the true value of a piece of property°°°" (page 
".ooa commissioner system wouldo0oeliminate the vagaries and 
imbecilities of a common jury°.." (pagel08). 

Another and related point which appears often in the litera- 
ture is that juries are very unpredictable and awards under a jury 
system are very inconsistent. Representative comments: "°°°you 
can never tell what a jury is going to do.oo" (pagel03); "°°°the 
cry of 'right to trial by jury' has, unfortunately made an appeal 
to those having little experience with condemnation cases and 



who believeo.othat there is something inherent in a jury trial 
which assures a result fair to everyone concerned• °°°where each 
owner is entitled to a separate jury (the result may be) 
the widest sort of inconsistency in the awards"°°° (page i01); 
"°.°commission awards are generally consistent, thus eliminating 
the wide disparity often found in jury verdicts0"ooo(page 101)o 

b) Arguments Favoring Juries There are many fewer 
comments in the literature supporting the use of juries in con- 
demnation° It is interesting that such comments often appear 
in situations where a commissioner system has worked poorly and 
the argument is made that while the jury system has problems, 
"it's at least better than commissioners." 

There are few articles that positively argue that juries 
are a good way to decide condemnation cases° One of these is a 
report written by the American Bar Association's "Special Committee 
on the Amendment of Rule 71-A of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro- 
cedures." The report argued (see page 93 ) that a formal jury 
trial was desirable because "°°.if the wrong type of evidence is 
admitted and is•the basis of consideration, the compensation paid 
may be illegal or wrong•" The report furthermore argued that 
the client often wants a jury trial because "°°°the jurors are 
his peers and often his neighbors and he feels that he will be 
fairly treated." 

In the author's interviews with persons experienced with 
both commissions and juries under Federal Rule 71A, there were 
several comments to the effect that a jury trial is preferable 
to a commissioner hearing; frequently juries were favorably con- 
trasted with troublesome commissioner systems. One very experi- 
enced judge said that he was not concerned at all about juries 
rendering bad awards and pointed out that ju•ioes are used in many 
other kinds of extremely complicated cases; he believes that jurors 
are generally pretty sophisticated and "can recognize ridiculously 
low as well as ridiculously high testimonyo" (page i20). A 
district attorney with much experience is "not persuaded that 
juries cannot render just awards;" he points out that while there 
are many issues which juries don't understand, this is also true 
of commissioners. He believes that if juries were given the 
opportunity to hear several cases, they would rapidly develop 
the ability to make sound awamds (page 96 )o 

Another attorney with long experience in condemnation as 
the government counsel expressed the belief that generally the 
government "comes out better with a jury than with a commission" 
(page 97 ). He notes that there are usually some !'good business 
people on the jury" who "know something about real estate values°" 
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Several of the highway counsel in various states also ex- 
pressed a preference for the jury° Representative comments 
follow: "Despite its weaknesses, there's nothing better than 
a jury" (page 99 ), "the jury is the best guarantee of fairness 
both to the landowne• and the state'! (page 99 )0 

c) Juries: Generous or Tight? While juries are un- 
predictable, as it appears from the•iscussion above, it is indi- 
cated in several articles that juries tend generally to award 
considerably more than the condemnor offers° Perhaps the most 
significant evidence of this is found in the results of a study 
conducted in Iowa (page 109)o The study is•o•e of the most 
thorough empirical research projects available on the issue° 
The report concludes the following (page i09); "The results of 
this study indicate that most jurors seem to believe that their 
job is to assure •he propemty owner an adequate award. They are 
less concerned about assuring the condemnor a fair price for the 
property. This one-sided concern is the main reason many jurors 
favor an award larger than the offer•" The Iowa study showed 
that jury awards exceeded condemnor's offers by the following 
percentages on all parcels studie4 in the project; Primary high- 
way projects, 102o83%, interstate highways, 36o1!%• i•i KV utility 
lines, 263.06%, and 345 KV utility line, 59°73%. 

Other commentators have noted a similar pattern° In a 

comment on a Massachusetts situation, it is said that "oooa 
come.on law jury is usually the most libe•a! assessorooofor example, 
the total of awards in eight Massachusetts cases tried by juries 
was 63% higher than zhe combined valuations of the same parcels 
as determined by a bcar• of five disinterested real estate men°" 
(pag•!!0)o A commentator in Pennsylvania com.•ents that "in these 
trials, juries usually meturn large verdicts, often twice as much 
as the property is worth" (page 109)o According to Mr. McCarthy, 
the objective in setting up the unique TVA condemnation system 
was to p•otect the Government against "so many bitter experiences 
of unreasonable jury awards" (page I!0)o 

It is interesting that although the United States Department 
of Justice was the major proponent of jury trials in the debate 
over Federal Rule 71A, it •pparent]y conceded that juries were 
sometimes ©vet-generous: "It was said that, while occasionally 
an award by a jury might be rather more substantial than expected, 
yet at least the matter was settled with promptness and with 
finality, even to the point of giving the property owne• this 
advantage.°°" (page 4• )o 
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Not all comments agree that juries are liberal, however. 
Mr. Armstrong, former ABA President who was involved in the 
Rule 71A controversy, asserted that "The Government in a civil 
case is a favored litigant before a jury" (page 112). He 
described his condemnation experiences in the Federal Courts in 
Tennessee, in which he found that juries always returned a lower 
award than the court appointed commissioners where both bodies 
made awards on the same property° Mro Ghingher of Maryland 
also believes that juries tend to be conservative he believes 
that a juror is "tax conscious" and "jealously protective of his 
tax dollar°" (page I13)o One other comment was found indicating 
that juries are conservativei the Massachusetts Special Commis- 
sion on Eminent Domain made the following comment without further 
elaboration (page 112): "°..experience has shown that a jury 
trial usually does not materially increase the amount available 
to the property owner°.°" 

2o Commentaries on Commissioners (See Part !I, pp.llS-130) 

a) Criticisms of State Commissioners Almost all of the 
articles on state procedures using commissioners indicate that 
those persons are generally poorly qualified for. the task of 
determining property value° This is true even though there are 

several variations in the way coms•issioners are appointed° The 
lowa study illustrates a typical situation (see page 121) Al- 
though the tribunal there is called a "sheriff's jury," the 
procedure is intended to be a commissionem arrangement° A list 
of condemnation "jurors" is drawn up by the local clerks of 
court, but unlike ordinary juries, the list is not drawn up from 
the population at iarge, but is composed of men who are willing 
to serve. Clerks often include any person who requests to be 
put on the list. The following occupations are representative: 
farmers, businessmen, bankers, retired men, auto salesmen, 
service station operators, electrical contractors, turkey growers, 
and chiropractors. Little inquiry is made into the juror's 
qualifications with regard to property valuat±on, and in some 

areas politics is in•o!ved in the appointment of "jurors"° In 

sum, it appears from the lowa study that this "cross-breed" 
system lacks the advantage of either a jury system or a commis- 
sioner systemi there is neither an impartial jury nor a qualified 
commission. 

The New York commission system, which presented a similar 
situation, has been noted in three articles° One comment (page 
123) notes that ".°°the commission is composed of laymen attempting 
to apply legal valuation formulae, with no evidentiary standards," 
that the commissioner's reports are often, unclear as to how awards 

were arrived at, and that the system is "plagued with deficiencies°" 
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A second comment on the New York commissioners (page 124) points 
out that the three commissioners are frequently no better quali- 
fied than jurors and asks (rhetorically) "if they will be any 
less confused than a jury because there are only three?" The 
article further points out that New York City dispensed with 
this commissioner arrangement after f±nding that it was "replete 
with waste, incompetence and extravagance°" A third article on 
New York (page 125), asserts that some commissioners are "at a complete loss to know what the procedumes are"• and are "amateur 
judges learning courtroomprocedures and the rules of evidence 
at the taxpayers' expense°" 

A comment on Pennsylvania "viewers" (page 124) expresses a 
similar degree of dissatisfaction: ".°.the Viewers pay no atten- 
tion to anything.ooexeept the.finai questiOnooo'What, in your 
opinion, is the fair market value ?'" at which point each 
viewer"o•oWrites down the magic figUreooowhich acquires an impor- 
tance far beyond its accuracy°°." 

In the author's Virginia study (which consisted of fifty- 
four interviews with judges handling condemnation cases) the 
procedure fom selecting commissions, procedure, and therefore the 
problems, are somewhat different (see Page 103). In •irginia, 
each party nominates six persons as commissioners° Of the twelve 
names submitted to him, the judge selects nine° Each party then 
exercises, two peremptory strikes, leaving five commissioners° 
Since the judges usually select four persons from one list and 
five from the other,, the resulting cc•v•issions almost always have 
three from one side's list and two from the other's. 

This system is cordially disliked by almost half the judges 
interviewed because it tempts the pa•ties to present the names of 
persons not necessarily knowledgeable about real estate, but who 
are for one reason or another favorably inclined to render either 
a very liberal or-very conservative award° One •udge expressed 
the problem: "It's just like trying a man for murder and letting 
him select half the jury°" Another judge thought it was simply 
wrong to have a situation where there are "our" commissioners 
and "your" eo•m.issiohers• in his opinion this simply amounted to 
just "choosing up sides°" In zhe opinion of many of the Virginia 
judges, condemnation awards under this p•ocedure have been too 
liberal (see rag< 112 below)° 

State commissioners were also criticized in the author's 
interviews with the six state highway department chief counsels. 
Some representative comments: •'it's the commissions, not the 
juries, that can't be controlled," (page 99 )• "Judges often ap- 
point political, friends as commissioners" (page 99 )o "o.oa weak 
co•mission is reluctant to rule on evidentiaPy arguments!! (page 
99 ), and ".°°everything tends to get thrown in" (to evidence) 
(page 99 )o 



b) Comments Favoring State Commissioners The author 
has found no articles written to praise state commissioners° 
This may be partially accounted for by the fact that a procedure 
which is working well is not likely to produce law review articles° 
Nevertheless, it does seem significant that not even onesuch 
article could be found° 

There were some favorable comments on commissioners in the 
Virginia study, however° Several judges expressed the opinion 
that they were getting impartial and qualified commissioners in 
whom both sides had confidencel some commissionems were characterized 
as men of "unimpeachable integrity" who are open to the evidence but 
also "bring their expertise to bear" in making an award° 

c) Criticisms of Federal Commissioners Criticisms of 
federal commissioners are similar to those of state commissioners 
lack of qualified co•missioners, political appointment of commis- 
sioners, high commission awards, and a lack of formality and 
order at hearings° Another criticism is that cases which are 
sent to commissioners are delayed for long periods° As one judge 
explained it, such cases "stretch out to infinity" because the 
commissioners often rake a long time to write up and submit their 
report. The judge must review the transcript and familiarize him- 
self with the details of the case so as to be able to make proper 
rulings on objections° Furthermore, in making these rulings the 
judge has not personally heard the evidence and must proceed on 

a "cold record." 

Other comments also reflect the problem of delay{ "there •s 

no more effective way of putting a case to sleep for an indefinite 
period than ro permit it to go to reference with a busy lawyer as 
referee°°°" (page 118), "°°°reference to a commission tends un- 
duly to prolong the proceedings.oo" (page 118)o 

d) Favorable Comments on Federal Com•issioners In view 
of the exteHsive literature criticizing all kinds of condemnation 
tribunals in general, and commissions in particular, the history 
of the TVA commissioner system is quite significant° It is one 
of the few tribunals which has been praised heartily by the people 
who worked with ito (See in addition to this discussion the por- 
tion of Section IV above• "A Brief History of Condemnation Pro- 
cedure," relating to the TVAo) 

The TVA was.faced with a particularly sensitive problem° 
It was a large• dominating agency in the Tennessee Valley with 
long-term operations in the area° The success of many of its 
programs depended on the continuing goodwill and cooperation of 
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Valley residentSo It must have been with some trepidation that 
the TVA faced the necessity of acqulring large amounts of prop- 
erty in a small area• it would appear that no condemnation 
situation would lend itself more readily to jealous dissatis- 
faction than this one, where each landowner would compare his 

th• difficult award with that of his neighbors on all sides in • 
situation, the TVA comm•isslon system worked• somewhat remarkably, 
to the satisfaction of both landowners and the TVAo 

Charles McCarthy, Assistant Genemal Counsel to the TVA, 
praised the procedure (see page 118) for producing a high degree 
of uniformity of awards; he noted that although some awards were 
higher than the TVA offered, ".ooit rarely happens that an award 
is extremely high." He attributed this to the fact that commis- 
sioners had a "knowledge of land values far superior t¢ that of 
°°.jurors" and the fact that the same commissioners hear all 
the eases in a district, thus permitting them to compare a 
proposed award with awards previously made to surrounding 
neighbors. McCarthy argued strongly that the excellent record 
of the TVA in settling these cases without a court proceeding 
was a result of the fact that "°°°the opportunity to gamble on 
the award of a juryo.o" was not available under this procedureo 

Other commentators have argued for com•dssioners•. Judge 
Paul is one who favors "disinterested persons specially selected 
by the court because of their intel!igence• integrity and sound 
judgment." (page 115) Similarly Judge Miller noted that most 
judges find the commission method to be "°°°more expeditious 
and less expensiveoooand that commission awards are generally 
consistent°" (page 115) 

e) Commission Award Patterns It is clear that commis- 
sions almost always award landowners more than the condemnor's 
offer• The margin between the offers and awards varies consid- 
erably, however° It is very common for awar• to be i0 or 15% 
above the offer, but are often much more than that and there are 

a number of references in the literature to "shocking" awards 
from commissioners as well as from juries° This is not surprisinz• 
since every land acquisition office in the country has its 
favorite "outrageous award" story° 

•a•nt was made that "It is well. As early as 1909 the comp • 

known that the ultimate cost of land to the City of New York in 
condemnation proceedings is from twenty to one hundmed percent 
above the value of the property taken°" (see page 129 )o A 
more recent example of a complaint of high awards is the article 
by Mro Vallone regarding condemnation for umban renewal in New 
York (see page 125 )o He noted that awards were •eneraiiy 50% 
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higher than offers and cited the following cases• offer $57,000, 
award $269,000 (363% higher)i offer $115,000, award $225•000 (95% 
higher); offer $42•000, award $102,000 (140% higher)i offer $35,000, 
award $95,830 (178% higher)° Mro Valione concluded that in view of 
these "staggering" awards "it might serve the cause of fairness if 
the justices who appoint the commissions and who must review their 
awards took a little sterner look at what their agents are doing°" 

The author's Virginia study also indicates that commissioners 
in that state are at least considerably more generous than the law 
would technically allow° In that study, twenty-five judges were 
asked explicitly whether in their opinion commission awards were 
generally too low, fair or too high° (see page 112) Of the 
twenty-five, fourteen thought awards were generally fair• eleven 
thought they were too high, and none thought they were too low. 
Some of the judges who thought awards were too high were very 
emphatic; "(The awards are) getting out of hand, it almost shocks 
the conscience," "of all the cases l•ve tried, there has been only 
one time where the man didn't get more than he should have°" 

Another study conducted in Virginia by the author provides 
useful insight into commission awards° All offers and awards in 
three Visginia jurisdictions heavily affected by the interstate 
highway program were analyzed and comparedo I18 The results in- 
dicate that awards vary greatly from county to county, and that 
commissions are much moss liberal in making awards for damages 
to remaining land than for the land actually taken° The statistics 
show that commissioners awarded 16% more than the Highway Depart- 
ment offered for total take and damages on the Interstate 581 
project in the City of Roanoke° The corresponding figure for the 
County of Roanoke (Interstate 8!) is 18%, and for Shenandoah 
County, 68%° It should be noted tha< the Shenandoah project was 
the one which involve@ the crusading editor and the Reader's 
Digest article described in Section !II C 2 above. The very high 
Shenandoah awards shown here suggest that the editor may have had 
a substantial effect on awards. 

When the offers and awards for damages alone are broken out 
of the above totals and analyzed separately• it becomes clea• 
that damage awards accoun• for a large past of the increase; in 
the City of Roanoke commissioners awarded 134% (over than twice 
as much) more for damages than. offemed by the Department° The 
corresponding figure in the County of Roanoke is 32%• and in 
Shenandoah County, 129%o Of course• the total number of dollars 
involved in damages is much less than for actual takings, so that 
the overall statistics given above are much lower than the damage 
increase. 
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3o Other Tribunals 

There is very little information available on masters, 
referees and permanent special boards which are used in some 
states° 

119 For comments on permanent boards, see Merrill, po•09. 
Also see the recommendation of the Massachusetts Special Committee 
on Eminent Domaino 120 

On the issue of court determination of condemnation issues, 
the commentary is mixed° It is pointed out by some that judges 
would be more competent than juries• I but by others that "judges 
are no real estate experts eithero ''•L The Virginia. judges are unanimously opposed to deciding condemnation cases° They appear 
to believe that deciding such speculative issues is not a desirable 
judicial function. 123 

The Present System: A Practical Way to Give 
What the Substantive Law Has Refused? 

Io Theomy and Reality in Condemnation 

The basic standard of compensation, supported by virtually 
all legal authorities until the 1968 and 1970 Federal aid acts, 
has historically been fair market value for property taken° This 
doctrine may be found in all the pertinent treatises, articles, 
court opinions, legal encyclopedias and jury instructions• Volumes 
have been written on the many technical and detailed questions as 
to what items are compensable undem the fair market value concept. 

Clearly, the objective of the fair market value standard 
was to provide a clear line between the compensability of actual 
physical losses and the noncompensabiiity of those unmeasurable 
and unquantifiab!e injuries which are inevitable in condemnation, 
such as inconvenience of moving, the emotional effects of losing 
an old family homestead and one's position in the neighborhood° 
The courts have been doggedly determined to prevent "opening 
the floodgates" by allowing the court, the jury, or a commission 
to consider such unponderable psychological injuries in making 
condemnation awards° One famous comment in a cour• opinion ex- 
pressed this determination to keep the "floodgates" closed even 
at the expense of a landowner clearly injured; "Equitable 
principles, no matter how well founded• are rendered inoperative 
in a condemnation proceeding."124 

In contrast to the doctrine as expressed by the legal 
authorities, however, a review of the condemnation experience in 
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the United States leads the objective observer• to the conclusion 
that courts, commissions and juries have historically considered 
many factors which are legally inadmissible into evidence, and 
that awards have generally been more genemous than a stric%iy 
applied fair market value would allow. The regularity with 
which •h±s has occurred leads one the conclusion that to a 
great extent the participants in the condemnation process 
attorneys, appraiseps, and judges have tacitly agreed that 
by any com•.on sense standard, "fair market value" is simply not 
fair to the landowner° This seems entirely reasonable in view 
of the niggardly character of the fair market value standard 
(see the list of items not compensable under this doctrine on 

page 16 above° •he inadequacy of fair market value, which has 
been criticized in the scholarly journals for years, was finally 
remedied in the Uniform Relocation and Real Estate Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970o This rev•iutionary legislation has in 
effect abolished the fair market value standard and has greatly 
liberalized the compensation f•r monetary losses involved in 
condemnation, especially for persons with low incomes° 

As we have seen, actual compensation has been in excess 
of legally allowable compensation° But how much more? Have 
landowners generally still received less than a common sense 
"just compensation"? Have they received a fair compensation• 
in general? Or have they too often received so much as to repre- 
sent an unjus• enmichment to the landowner and an unfairly high 
price to the acquiring agency? 

Obviously examples of each of these can be found, but the 
question here is a more difficult one whet has generally been 
the experience? No definitive answe• can be given to such a 
question which depends so heavily on a value judgment° Still 
it seems significant that the thorough review of the literature 
made by the write• for this report turned up many complaints by 
government representatives about the outrageously high awards 
they were required to pay (complete with the offending facts and 
figures) and while there ape many articles decrying the inadequacy 
of the market value law, the writer found no article by a land- 
owner's attorney complaining about inadequate awards in specific 
cases. (There was a sqbstantia! amount of testimony, however, 
before congressional committees considering the Federal Aid acts 
by persons who had been put to hardship by condemnation; much of 
this testimony related to the special relocation problems of low 
income famiiies.) Mro Lewis 0rgei, one of the nation's most 
authoritative valuation writers, wrote that too frequently land- 
ownems seemed "too anxious to be condemned" (page 141)o 
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One issue which deserves attention is the inequity which 
results between the knowledgeable wealthy wandowner and the un- 

sophisticated landowne• because of the difference between con- 

demnation law and condemnation practice° Government appraisers 
base their offers• of course, on the letter of the lawo A 
landowner who has the money to afford an experienced condemna- 
tion attorney will frequently take his case to court and receive 
substantially more than the agency's offer (with the attorney 
being compensated on a percentage-of-the•excess basis)° A more 

ordinary citizen is more likely to accept the agency's offer 
without even consulting an attorney° 

2o Who Sets the Standard of "Just Compensation"? 

The realities of condemnation practice raise an interesting 
question as to the extent of the legislature's control of compen- 
sation. Despite the detailed rules which the legislature or the 

court may issue regarding compensation, neither is effectively 
controlling the level, .of awards if the commission or jury simply 
awards what it believes to be a fair compensation in each indi- 
vidual case° As a practical matter, of ceurse• the tribunal will 
inevitably exercise its discretion since the market value question 
is unique to each case and its fuzzy natume enables and encourages 
the tribunal to make a generous award which will beyond doubt 

recompense the landowner. The legislature cannot, of course, 
control each award• it can merely establish a sound tribunal system° 

3o What Effect Will the Uniform Relocation Act Have on Compensation? 

In view of the history of jury and co•mission awamds, the 

passage of the Uniform Relocation Act raises the question whethem 
juries and commissions should be informed about the Relocation 
payments° The Re!oca•ion Act payments, which cover .all of t•e in- 
cidental expenses which have become for the first time legally 
compensable, are determined administratively a•d are paid directly 
by the condemning agency to the landowner° These payments do not 

enter into the condemnation trial, since the purpose of the trial 
remains only to determine fair mar'ket value cf property taken° 

Under this theory, evidence regarding Relocation Act payments is 
irrelevant and therefore inadmissible at trial° It seems clear 

that most jurors, and perhaps many commissioners, will therefore 
not be aware that the condemned landowner is receiving supple- 
mentary payments in addition to the award rendered in the trial° 
This raises the question whether the legislature should specifi- 
cally provide that evidence of supplementary payments should be 
admissible in order to discourage jurors and com•issicners from 
awarding the landowner double compensation for such expenses° 
This would appear to be reasonable, especially since the jury or 

commission will still inevita•!y use its discretion in making its 
final award° 
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C. Who Should Sit in Judgment? 

The purpose of this report has not been to provide the 
ultimate answer to the question of "who should sit in judgment°" 
As noted in the Introduction, there is no "ideal" condemnation 
tribunal, and the appropriate solutions for different states 
may be different, depending on many factors° it has been an ob- 
jective of the report, however, to provide a variety of materials 
which will enable a researcher to rapidly and conveniently gain 
an understanding of the practical complexities of this problem° 

If this report has made a contribution, it is not to pro- 
vide the right answer, but to help the researcher ask the right 
question. Since juries and commissions must inevitably use their 
discretion in making awards, the key question appears to be "Who 
should most appropriately make the discretionary decisions as to 
fair market value and just compensation to the landowner?" From 
an ideal point of view, it would seem that the most satisfactory 
tribunal would be one composed of the most knowledgeable and im- 
partial men available, and one which would hear all neighboring 
cases so that awards would be equitable across the jurisdiction° 
If commissioner appointments are made politically, or if the 
power of a commission becomes excessively concentrated and 
abused, however, then the regular jury is the best guarantee of 
impartiality even if some consistency and rationality must be 
sacrificed° The jury has a great psychologicai and political 
advantage, since it is the best guarantee of impartiality yet 
devised. 

Where to draw the line in this question is for each state 
to decide° It is hoped that this report has helped •.n illuminating 
these issues. 
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PART Ii: A COLLECTION OF COMMENTARIES ON 
CONDEMNATION TRIBUNAL PROBLEMS 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE TO PART TWO 

As pointed out in Part !• the problems of condemnation are 

very practical, and their solution must be based more on a shrewd 
evaluation of actual experience than on rational analysis° Un• 
fortunately, there has been little attempt to draw together into 
one volume materials on condemnation from several jurisdictions° 
Such materials as are available tend to be very parochial in 
the sense that they are oriented to a specific loeai situation° 
Furthermore, they have been rather poorly indexed, are scattered 
throughout a wide variety of legal publications, and spread over 

a long period of time, making the task of researching the topic 
a somewhat tedious one. 

In an effor• to fill the need for a publication with a 

broader perspective on this p•ob!em, the author made a thorough 
review of the literature and collected all of the available arti- 
cles on the subject• While certainly every such article is not 
represented here, it is believed that most of the significant 
ones are included° 

These articles represent a great variation in depth, quality 
and objectivity° Some are based on thorough objective research or 

many years of actual experience, while others amount to no more 

than an offhand comment about a specific incident. Nevertheless, 
all have been included for the particular, insight or perspective 
they convey; each will of course have to be weighed•.n context 
and compared to contrary opinions° • 

In presenting these, commentaries, it was necessary to edit 
extensively in orde• to exclude material which was irrelevant to 
the issue and therefore merely confusing° Every effort has been 
made to represent each source fairly and fully and all doubts 
related to relevance have been resolved by including the material° 

All omissions are indicated by three ellipses (ooo); this 
is to indicate a missing word, phrase, sentence or paragraph• 
The only other stylistic liberty taken by the editor, taken •n 

the interest of increasing readability• was to capitalize the 
first word of each quotation. 
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COMMENTARIES ON APPRAISAL THEORY 
AND APPRAISER PROBLEMS 

Graubart, • Versus Practiee in the Trial of Condemnation 
Cases, 26 PENN. BoAoQ. 96, •: 

AS long ago as 1,889, the market value of three acres of land 
was said by one witness to be $2,500 and by another $12,000o 
In a recent condemnation of land by the Uo So Government, 
expert opinions varied from 8475,000 to $950,000° 

In our local court early this year, a well-known expert 
estimated damages of $132,000o Opposing him, another equally 
well-known witness, testifying for the defendant, assessed 
damages at $8,7•0o 

The times call for better rules of evidence to end the 
abuses which have grown up under the old rules° 

The introduction of sales prices of neighboring propemties 
would do much to steady the testimony of experts and the verdicts 
of juries..• 

In a recent case tried in Allegheny County, an expert for 
the plaintiff testified to a market value of $200,000 for the 
condemned property• The expert for the defendant testified to 
damages of $50,000° Such a discrepancy between experts on opposing 
sides is by no means unusual in the trial of a condemnation case° 

If two real estate experts appeared before a Board of 
Directors of a bank and cne seriously contended that a property 
was worth $200,000 while the other gave an appraisal of $50,000, 
there would be considerable suspicion about the good faith of 
one o• both of the experts° 

And yet, in courtrooms all over the country, in state and 
federal proceedings, such divergent opinions are •eing semiously 
offered to judges and juries unfamiliar with the condemned property 
as the basis for reaching a fair valuation° 
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Note, Eminent Domain Valuation in an Age of RedeveloPme•: 
Incidental Losses• 6? .YALE. LoJo 61• ?3, n, 54 and 55 (1957) 
reprinted by,permission of the Yale Law Journal and Fred 
Rothman and Company: 

THE results of the (New York) study show that expert appraisals 
made for the condemnor and for the condemn6e generally varied 
by about one hundred percent° A more recent study was conducted 
in Massachusetts in which the appraisals of two or more expert 
appraisers employed by the condemnor were compared. This study 
is significant in that it eliminates the conflict of interest 
which may be presumed to exist between appraisers working for 
competing parties, and yet confirms the results obtained in 
the New York City study° In analyzing one hundred and fourteen 
separate parcels of land, the study disclosed that the average 
difference between appraisal values was fifty-six percent with 
a maximum variance of five hundred seventy-one percent° 
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Ratcliff, Condemnation Awards and Appraisal Theory• Highway 
search Record NOo 78, page i 

AS a confirmed optimist, it is contrary to my nature to view with 
alarm° Yet it has co•e as a shock to realize how pemvasive is 
appraisal error in valuations which are relied on •n condemna- 
tion awards° The nature and implications of these errors in 
appraisal theory and practice will command our attention laterl 
for the moment, accepting the hypothesis ef widespread appraisal 
error, consider the vicious circle of circumstance which enthrones 
and perpetuates these errors° To present a somewhat oversimplified 
sequence of events, an appraisal practitioner develops a plausible 
method of analysis which presents the appearance of scientific 
accuracy and which he employs in a condemnation case° His lawyer• 
finding that this method convincingly supports the c•ient•s ca•e, 
gladly accepts it as sound° in court• because of his long experi- 
ence in real estate, the appraiser is qualified as an expert° •he 
judge, who is no appraisal expert himself, is not competent to 
assess the soundness of the method and is inclined to accept 
as presented by a qualified expert° The opposing lawyer, also 
unlearned in appraisal methodology, is in poor position to chal- 
lenge the process. It sounds impressive to the farmers and house- 
wives on the jury, who rely c•n its findings in their award° Other 
appraisers, observing that this method seems Co be accepted and 
effective, employ it in other cases° Other lawyers, finding it 
unchallenged and accepted by the judges, accept it themselves 
and dare not question it in court when employed by the o•her side° 
It appears as accepted doctrine in judicial pronouncements° It 
is written into appraisal literature and taught as gospel° Einai!y, 
public officials in condemning agencies demand that their 
employ this tried and true method and prepare appraisal forms which 
call for i•ts use and which all appraisers h•red by the agency must 
complete° Now comes a small voice from •omewhere which questions 
the validity of the method, points to faulty theory on which it 
is based, and demonstrates its erro•o Who i• there to •isten? 
Who is there to brea• the vicious circle? The appraiser fom the 
public agency is required to use the method if he want• to be 
hired° The lawyer for the condemnor and the lawyer for the 
condemnee will insist that his appraiser use this tested and 
accepted method, assuming it contributes to the client•e case, 
or he will find another expert witness° •f neither side challenges 
the method, the judge may never become aware of its dubious 
or if the question is raised, theme is the comfortable precedent 
of past acceptance o• which to fail bac•0 

It is a demonstrable fact that not one such error• but many, 
have become built inmo appraisal theory and practice, accepted by 
most appraisers, lawyers, judges and public agencies° All pamties 
to the condemnation pro•ess have contributed in one way or another 
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"Condemnation Awards and Appraisal Theory," cont'do 

the appraiser, the lawyer• the public agency• the judge and the 
legislature° Because of the. growing importance and frequency 
of compulsory acquisition of land and. the large number of court 

cases, the appraisal theory and practice which has gained ac- 

ceptance in this area of activity has acquired a status which 
makes it controlling in other fields of appraisal° 

It is difficult to assess the social importance of ap- 
praisai error but as a generalization it is safe to say that 

any method which results in a condemn.ation award which fails to 
reflect the intent of the law represents a social cost and is 
not to be condoned° 

The most shocking violation of appraisal logic is the 
widespread misuse of the cost less depreciation calculus. Ig- 
noring a number of respected appraisal authorities who have long 
pointed out the error in the cost approach, appraisers persist 
in its use and many courts continue to accept it as a valid basis 
for adducing evidence of value° Much of its popularity, no doubt, 
derives from a specious appearance of reasonableness• from the 
widely understood parallel approach in accounting procedure, 
albeit for entirely different purposes, and from the fact that 
juries will readily believe that a property is worth what it 
would cost new less accrued depreciation° As a horrible example 
of the misuse of the cost approach, take the case of an actual 
appraisal made recently by a staff member in the organization 
of an outstanding and nationally known appraiser°°° 

This discussion began by viewing with alarm the self- 
perpetuating circle which has frozen certain serious and pervasive 
appraisal errors into the condemnation process° The existing situ- 
ation was highlighted by a number of examples of error, and it is 
to be hoped that a more or less convincing logic has served to 
support my position, dominant appraisal beliefs and practices 
not to the contrary° it is not quite tru• that everyone is out 
of step but me. A few of the errors discussed have been recognized 
by the courts in a number of states° •ong thoughtful appraisers, 
there is growing evidence of an acceptance of certain of the view- 
points outlined here° In fact, the misuse of the cost approach 
was pointed out some thirty years ago and since 1934, the Federal 
Housing Administration has avoided using it in its millions of 
appraisals for the very reasons stated in this paper° But the 
fact remains that most of the protest against traditional but 
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unsound appraisal methods is tacit and not expressed in changed 
techniques. The major reason for the laggard pace of rationali- 
zation in appraisal practice may perhaps be found in the fact 
that so many courts and public agencies accept unquestioningly 
or even insist upon wrong practices° In such a precedent- 
minded environment, what gain is there for the appraiser in 
fighting upstream against the strong current of tradition and 
accepted theory. 

But it is also true that the great majority of practicing 
appraisers are not conscious of error. They are following the 
theory and methods which have long been taught by the trade 
associations and professional societies and which are supported 
by most of the books and periodical literature which is recognized 
as authoritative. Perhaps the lagging state of the appraisal art 
can be illuminated by viewing it in the perspective of its slow 
evolution toward professional status. 

The history of any professional group will reveal that at 
the beginning, the development of a theoretical foundation and 
the refinement of techniques depended almost entirely upon the 
more able and thoughtful practitioners• Apprentices were trained 
by those experienced in the art, and accumulated wisdom was passed 
on to each new generation through observation and personal instruc- 
tiono Until very recently in the field of appraisal, most of the 
textbooks were written by practitioners, the articles in the 
professional magazines were submitted by practicing appraisers, 
and the organized societies passed on the accumulated knowledge 
through educational programs prepared and taught by practitioners° 
Very little was contributed by university professors and scholars° 
Whatever the reasons, there have been very few significant ad- 
vances in appraisal theory and practice in more than forty years. 
But as it became more difficult for the appraiser to retreat be- 
hind experience alone to defend his findings, he did develop 
theoretical gimmicks, such as the three approaches, to serve as 
rationalizations for his methods° He devised impressive arith- 
metical treatments for processing appraisal data which gave the 
specious appearance of scientific analysis and exactitude° 

If the experience of other professional fields can be ac- 
cepted as relevant the maturing of appraising into a profession 
will continue to lag until there has been a substantial increase 
in the complementary facilities for appraisal education and re- 

search in our institutions of higher learning° Without the 
contributions of a much more extensive academic collaboration 
than now exists, there will be little progress in raising the 
standards of this deductive art. On this front, the University 
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of Wisconsin has made a modest addition in the form of a new 
graduate program of professional education leading to the degree 
of Master of Science in appraisal° Public agencies could speed 
the process by insisting on adequate training for staff and fee 
appraisers and by refusing to accept appraisal findings based 
on erroneous theory and faulty practice° They could provide 
retraining facilities for their present staffs° And the judges 
are in a most strategic position to speed the rationalization 
of appraisal practice for if, with sufficient frequency, the 
judges refuse to consider appraisal findings which are unsoundly 
based, the appraisers will quickly mend their ways° And who is 
to educate the judges? The lawyers° 
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"Divergencies in Right-of-Way Valuations," National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program Report Number 126, Highway Research 
Board, 1971: 

FOREWORD 

WIDE variations have been reported in the valuation of real 
estate that is required in the acquisition of right-of-way for 
highways° These divergencies have plagued highway administrators, 
trial attorneys, appraisers and the court discusses the nature of 
and reasons for wide divergencies and makes recommendations to 
properly meet and cope with this problem of unwarranted diver- 
gencieso Right-of-way engineers and agents, appraisers, attorneys, 
and other personnel engaged in.the acquisition of property for 
highway purposes should find this report of special interest. 

The objectives of this research were to review, analyze 
and evaluate actual cases in which wide divergencies existed° 
Based on this evaluation, reasons for such divergencies were to 
be identified and corrective measures suggested to diminish the 
wide variations in value° 

Because the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers 
(AIREA) is the only known source that has been collecting specific 
data on divergencies in valuation in litigated condemnation cases 
throughout the United States over the past several years, AIREA 
was chosen to conduct the research project° The study was under 
the direction of the AIREA Committee for Special Research° Be- 
cause the appraisal review files of the organization are confidentia 
and cannot be made public, all data given and case studies cited 
are not identified by individuals involved or geographic location. 
More than 4,000 cases that have been recorded since 1961 were 
reviewed during the conduct of the study° Selected cases are 
included in the report to show typical facts and findings° 

The report discusses the nature of the problem as it relates 
to the appraisal process° The various reasons for wide divergencies 
are presented, including the relation of divergency to the appraisal 
testimony° The report also discusses the relationship of appraiser 
and attorney in condemnation cases. Recommendations to reduce the 
incidence of wide divergencies are made° 

Highway personnel engaged in the acquisition of real property 
for right-of-way and other public purposes should find this report 
of practical use. Understanding the problem of wide divergencies 
in valuation and implementing recommendations that are suggested 
in this report should result in more equitable valuations and 
awards, 
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There are practical actions that can be taken now to lessen 
the incidence of unwarranted divergency among appraisers in con- 
demnation proceedings, but no one group can successfully instigate 
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remedies for a problem that arises from the action of the 
several participants involved in a condemnation action° 

Although the Appraisal Review Committee (ARC) of the Ameri- 
can Institute of Real Estate Appraisers (AIREA) has made a sub- 
stantial contribution to the lessening of wide divergencies among 
its Members and Candidates• as indicated by the decreasing number 
of files to be reviewed, it obviously does not have a direct in- 
fluence on wide divergencies among nonmembers° 

The function of the ARC has acted as a major deterrent to 
advocacy among its Members and Candidates, as indicated by the 
findings of the ARC. This encouraging trend has resulted in the 
refusal of appraisal assignments from clients with preconceived 
ideas of market value and damages which, to some extent, has 
impressed on the legal profession that the professional services 
of a Member or Candidate are not for hire as an advocate. 

The researchers believe that corrective measures should 
emanate from the system that breeds divergencies° With that point 
in mind, the following recommendations are made, which are con- 
fined to the problem of unwarranted divergency between appraisers 
and specifically not between appraisal testimony and condemnation 
awards° 

PERTAINING TO THE INDEPENDENT APPRAISER 

io The independent appraiser should not appear in court 
without first having prepared a written appraisal report, or 
adequate memorandum, •n support of his opinion of value, damages, 
and benefits. The effect of this requirement would be to reduce 
impromptu or hastily conceived opinions, and hopefully have a 
moderating effect on the writer° 

2o It is essential for the independent appraiser to have 
special training, or associate with an experienced condemnation 
appraiser° 

3o Independent appraisers should attend and participate in 
special education courses and seminars, such as: 

ao Condemnation courses. 

.bo Regional conferences and chapter seminars of 
recognized appraisal •rganizations where con- 
demnation matters are scheduled° 
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co Educational courses of other organizations and 
educational institutions° 

4o The independent appraiser should join professional ap- 
praisal organizations that enforce observance of high professional 
standards° 

5o The independent appraiser should subscribe to the princi- 
ples and objectives of appraisal review° 

6. The independent appraiser should insist that instructions 
by the attorney to him on points of law and interpretation of legal 
matters be in writing° The purpose of this requirement is to avoid 
the situation wherein the appraiser is placed in an untenable posi- 
tion because of an unsound or improper interpretation by the atzorne5 
Instructions in writing would not necessarily validate the legal 
assumption but would give the attorney pause for thought before 
expressing his opinion of the law. 

PERTAINING TO THE ACQUIRING AGENCY 

Io The acquiring agency should observe the principle of 
"just compensation," recognizing the obligation of fair play to the 
property owner as well as to the acquiring agency that will pay for 
the property. 

2o Where such practice prevails, the acquiring agency should 
abandon any policy that condones offering the lowest appraisal, but 
offer the best appraisal, based on competent review. 

The employment of unprincipled appraisers by some attorneys 
and some property owners looking for high appraisals should not mis- 
lead the acquiring agency into seeking low appraisal testimony in 
the hope of a split verdict° 

3. The acquiring agency should support education on con- 
demnation matters for the reviewing and staff appraisers such as: 

Encourage attendance at condemnation courses° 

b Encourage attendance at regional, state, and 
chapter seminars where speakers on condemna- 
tion problems are scheduled° 

4. The acquiring agency should 

Sponsor on-the-job training in condemnation 
matters on an objective basis° 
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b. Support and encourage the work of appraisal 
review committees. 

c. Require that independent appraisers retained 
by acquiring agencies have special training 
experience, and education° 

do Make certain that instructions by the agency 
attorneys on points of law and interpretation 
of legal matters be given to the appraisers 
in writing° 

eo Provide appraisers with sufficiently complete 
drawings showing cross sections, profiles, cuts 
and fills, drainage systems, etco, so that engi- 
neering data are understood by appraisers for 
owners and agency° 

Revise and modify requirements for condemning 
agency's appraisal reports to eliminate minutiae 
that contribute little or nothing to supporting 
a professional opinion of value. 

PERTAINING TO ATTORNEYS FOR THE PROPERTY OWNER 

The canons of the American Bar Association should be enforced 
so that the attorneys do not knowingly present a distorted appraisal 
testimony° 

In many major cities there are groups of self-styled "appraisers" 
who make their living by giving "made=to-order" appraisal testimony° 
They are primarily professional witnesses and should be distinguished 
from professional appraisers° These witnesses are supported by 
some legal firms who handle condemnation cases in the same manner 

as personal injury litigation in which distorted claims for damages 
commonly occur° 

Such situations are the probable cause of many major diver- 
gencies in court festimony between appraisers° They are and will 
remain the most difficult to cure° 

PERTAINING TO THE COURTS 

The courts should apply strict standards in qualifying 
appraisers as expert witnesses° Some courts contribute to "legal- 
izing" divergency by permitting the uninformed political appointee 
and the known "actor" to function as an expert witness when a more 
strict enforcement of qualifying standards would do much to discourage 
erroneous valuations and unjust awards° 
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Under present circumstances virtually anyone can qualify 
as an expert witness. The resultant testimony is often afforded 
as much credence by the judge, jury, or commission as is the 
testimony of a competent and qualified appraiser° For this 
reason, the court frequently does not have the choice between 
the testimony of two competent appraisers° Rather, this choice 
lies between the testimony of one appraiser and one "actor"° 

Regardless of what reforms may be instituted in other 
areas relating to condemnation, extreme divergencies in court 
testimony will continue until more rigid requirements are es- 
tablished and enforced pertaining to witnesses who can properly 
qualify as expert real estate appraisers. 

In jurisdictions where discovery proceedings do not require 
exchange of appraisal reports, the court should require each ap- 
praiser to submit a written appraisal report in camera (for the 
court's personal review only). (See comments in Chapter Five°) 

The researchers believe that unfettered valuation testimony 
is a major contribution to d•vergency and that the lack of a 
written appraisal report permits too much flexibility. This situ- 
ation could be immeasurably improved through positive action by 
the courts to: 

io Establish minimum standards of qualification for 
an expert witness in order to testify on realestate valuation. 

2o Require each expert witness to formalize his 
opinion with a written appraisal report or adequate memorandum 
that can be examined by the court for its adequacy and conformity 
to professional standards. 

Chapter Two The Nature of the Problem 

Three appraisals of the market value of a residence by three 
different appraisers who estimate the value of the property at 
$18,000, $20,000, and $21,000 are acceptable because they are 
within a range that could easily extend from $18,000 to $22,000° 
On the other hand, a range of value for a "special-purpose" property 
which sells infrequently in the market place, could be justifiably 
greater. It is obvious, therefore, that divergencies must neces- 
sarily exist about which there can be no complaint° The very 
nature of value makes it impossible not to have divergencies. 
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Add to this basic reason for divergencies the varying 
judgments of appraisers who honestly are either conservative 
or liberal in their interpretations and one has divergencies 
that may be spread over a wider-than-acceptable range° 

Still another basic reason for divergencies is the human 
desire to please one's employer. Most professional men do not 
want to disappoint their clients, and many appraisers who know 
they are going to do so will decline the assignment° This situ- 
ation is apparent when a condemnee or his legal counsel asks an 
appraiser to appraise the market value, after telling him the 
offer made by the condemnoro In large communities the attorney 
may know a reputable appraiser whose outlook is liberal or 
optimistic and therefore will, have no trouble in pleasing his 
client° The result is wider •ivergencies without materially 
violating the appraisal process° 

Real estate valuation is an art that calls for the exercise 
of experienced judgment based on a logical and justifiable ap- 
proach; it is an observational process by no means an exact 
science° 

It is inevitable that there will be differences of opinion 
because individuals with varying degrees of knowledge and skill 
are allowed to testify° The very nature of the profession, which 
is that of rendering an opinion, is bound to result in different 
answers in varying degrees. This is true of all professions, 
including those more advanced and/or less susceptible to caprice 
or personality° It is not unusual for medical and legal opinions 
to be diametric opposites, or engineering opinions (presumably 
more exact) to be at wide variance° 

This area of opinion difference will always exist it is 
part of the appraisal business; but, as professional standards 
are accorded more recognition, the reasons for wide divergencies 
will diminish. 

IMPACT ON SOCIETY 

Wide divergencies in opinions of real estate values in 
judicial proceedings are a source of inequities to society and 
a discredit to the appraisal profession° Owners suffer when 
appraisers testify to low-range values° When value estimates 
are excessive, condemnors spend more taxpayers' money than they 
should° As a result, owners and taxpayers are frequently put to 
extra expense, and important public improvement programs are 
subjected to possible delays° 
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It is a fact that courts and juries frequently determine 
awards by averaging the divergent valuations° If the appraiser 
for one party testifies to value at or near market value, and 
the appraiser for the other party supports a value substantail!y 
higher or lower, one of the parties often suffers an unfair loss, 
or benefits from undeserved enrichment° It is apparent that 
justice in condemnation cases cannot be achieved unless the val- 
uations of all expert witnesses fall within a relatively narrow 

range° The roadblocks to the attainment of this ideal and 
suggestions for alleviation constitute the reason for this 
study and report° 

Actual experience indicates that most condemnees receive 
what is believed to be "just compensation" and frequently 
considerably more. Most condemning authorities scrupulously 
follow the policy of resolving doubt in favor of the property 
owner. If the owner receives less than the amount to which he 
is entitled under the law, it is the result of error by the 
appraisers, lawyers, condemning authorities, courts, or a 
combination of them. It certainly is not planned that way by 
condemnors and the very high percentage of amicable settlements 
(in excess of 95 percent for many projects) confirms adherence 
to this policy° 

As between appmaisers for condemnors and condemnees, the 
former seldom find themselves under pressure to be unobjective 
in their value estimates because they are less frequently sub- 
jected to the influences of former appraisals, advocacy of 
attorneys, or high hopes of owners. Appraisers for owners, on 
the other hand, at times find themselves exposed to such pressures 
and must choose between declining the assignment and finding ques- 
tionable justification for the hoped-for value° 

Of course, the term "divergency" is a matter of degree° 
Because of the subjective nature of the concept of value and for 
the other reasons stated in this report, there will always be 
some differences in value estimates by and between even the most 
competent and conscientious appraisers. It is when the spread 
between such opinions becomes unreasonably wide that the objective 
of "just compensation" and the public image of the appraisal pro- 
fession are placed in jeopardy. 
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A!lard, is Market Value Just Compensation? APPRAISAL JOURNAL 355 
(July 1,967): 

ACCORDING to Apprai•a! Terminology and Handbook, fair market 
value or market value is defined as "the price at which a willing 
seller would sell and a willing buyer would buy, neither being 
undem abnormal pressure°" Another definition is "the amount at 
which a propemty would ezchange in the current real estate market, 
between a willing buyer and a willing seller, with equity to both°" 

These definitions are within the fair market value or market 
value concept which has been ruled by the courts as the proper 
basis for value in determining just compemsation in eminent do- 
main proceedings° Furthermore, the courts also have ruled that 
"the owner is entitled to the full money equivalent of the property 
taken, and thereby to be put in as good a position pecuniarily as 
he would have occupied if his p•opemry had not been taken•" 

For an appraiser to meet the fair market value concept in 
some condemnation appraisals, and yet make the fee owner whole, 
becomes a most difficult, if not impossible, task° Three hypo- 
thetical condemnation situations follow° 

(Editor's note• the discussion of the three hypothetica]s 
is omitted°) 

REPORTS DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VERDICTS, VALUE ESTIMATES 

Many other cases could be cited, both from this writer's 
experience and the experience and the experience of other ap- 
praiserSo Although the circumstances may vaPy from case to case, 
the results would be sos + similar a wide difference between 
the verdicts render',ed by j••mms, and •h•, value estimate of the 
taking and severance damages to the remaLnder, using the fair 
market value concept as the measure of just compensation° The 
verdicts are usually higher than the value of the taking as 
estimated on the bas•s of fair mar, ker value° 

A negative mesponse to the above discrepancy is that the 
estimate of value as testified by an experm witness did not re- 
fleet fair market value• and the verdict by the jury morse closely 
did° On many occasions I have heard a well-qualified appraiser 
testify in court as •n exper• witness on va!uation• and support 
his testimony with good and accumate market data° The jury• 
however, rendered a verdict that was substantially higher than 
his testimony, and in some cases, twice and three times the 
figure° 
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"Is Market Value Just Compensation?" cont'do 

If the verdicts which have been rendered by juries in land 
condemnation cases are an accurate measure of just compensation, 
then another method to properly measure just compensation aside 
from the fair market value concept must be found. 

"COMPENSATION VALUE" SUGGESTED AS MEASURE 

For one to be critical without advancing an alternative is 
unfair° I offer the following comments for those who might want 
to preserve the confidence of competent appraisers in the face of 
ever-increasing jury verdicts which are in excess of the fair 
market value of the property taken° 

It has become obvious that jurors are more conscious of 
the various elements of damage being inflicted upon a property 
than the different compa6ab!e sales used to develop unit values° 
Also, although they are •nstructed by the courts that fair market 
value is the measure of •st compensation, jurors apparently con- 
sider replacement value as a more accurate measure. 

The jurors' thoughts associated with the three illustrations 
mentioned above appear to be that a condemnee is not made whole 
unless he is given "in terms of money" the amount which he will 
need to purchase a 150-acre farm as in the first example, an 
eight-room dwelling as in the second illustration, and an ade- 
quate water supply (including its operational costs and maintenance) 
as in the last case° 

If this interpretation of jurors' feelings is correct, is 
not the term "compensation value" a more accurate and appropriate 
measure of just compensation? I suggest further that the definition 
of such value could be: "The sum, in terms of money, of the taking 
plus the severance damages to the remainder: this latter amount 
being the difference between the value of the taking, an• the 
•n•ount necessary to make the fee owner whole° 

Opponents to a change in condemnation appraisal procedures 
may claim that no matter what amount an expert witness may testify 
to, the jury will bring in a much higher verdict; and that this 
will be true, no matter what approach an appraiser might process, 
whether he uses fair market value or other measures of just 
compensation. Others may claim a jury speculates that the con- 
demner's appraiser is usually low, the condemnee's appraiser is 
usually high, and that somewhere between the two estimates lies 
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"Is Market Value ,Just Compensation?" cont'do 

the just compensation to the fee owner° Still other opponents 
may claim that no matter what the experts testimonies are, the 
jury will add the two estimates and divide by two, the result 
being just compensation to the fee owner° 

The above comments reflect a defeatist attitude° The 
appraisal profession must take the initiative in this matter° 
Appraisers should make a thorough study of their approach to 
condemnation appraisal and their testimony in courts° It is 
possible that the methods and techniques of appraisal are over 
emphasized and that not enough time is taken to clearly explain 
the different elements of damage being inflicted upon the remaining 
property° 

On the other hand, the response to the situation may be 
that incompetent appraisers are allowed to testify in court with- 
out making a complete appraisal of the property, nor having a 

clear understanding of the appraise• problem° Perhaps the courts 
should require a written examination by the expert witness on valu- 
ation before being allowed to testify in condemnation cases, such 
an examination to deal specifically with condemnation appraisal 
methods and techniques° To go one step further, perhaps the 
property owner should not be allowed to testify on the value 
of his own property; it is impossible for him to be impartial° 

The reaction to these thoughts may be that there is nothing 
wrong with the pr•esent approach to condemnation appraisals; but 
that the error rests with the judJ,ciary for allowing lay people 
to judge real estate va!ueo The feeling may be that all eminent 
domain cases should be tried befor•e a panel of real estate experts, 
appointed by the •erican Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and 
other leading appraisal societies, in order that each case be 
tried under the same basic rules in every state° 

While it is true that the fair market value concept is 
applicable in some eminent domain eases, its application is most 
difficult in many others° Whether proponents or opponents to the 
thoughts which have been mentioned in these pages• appraisers 
should give consideration to the matter° Such concern may lead 
to suggestions which will lessen the growing controversy of 
eminent domain proceedings° 
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Heaney, • C,o_•arison • S•atutor• and Court-Made Rules of 
Eminent Domain Valuation With Actual Practices, Highway Re- 
search Board Bulletin NOo 232, po I05 {Jan° •59): 

THE purpose of this paper is to make some observations on •he 
relationship between the law of eminent domain valuation as it 
exists on the books and the activities of highway administrators 
working under that lawo It is a study of the realism of highway 
lawo The method of presentation here will be to present a few 
selected pmopositions of ]aw• testing them by comparing the rule 
to the current practice° 

THE APPRAISER AS A LAWMAKER 

The Attorney General of the State of Wisconsin informs all 
District Offices of the Stare Highway Commission as to the eom- 
pensabi!ity or non-compensability of various types of damage 
which a landowner might suffer as a result of eminent domain pro- 
ceedingso It is elementary, of course• that all conceivable 
damages suffered by the owner of condemned land may not be re- 
covemedo Right-of-way negotiators may not like to put it just 
that way to property owners but it is one of the hard facts of 
lifeo The State Highway Commission of Wisconsin has assigned 
to the Attorney General the task of examining Wisconsin law to 
provide the Com•ission with a working knowledge of the cases 
and statutes needed to assure compliance with the law in valuing 
property° The various District Offices then pass this summary of 
compensable and non-compensable items of damage <o the appraisers 
assigned to a specific acquisition° 

The Attorney General, relying on Wisconsin case law, has 
concluded that the following damages, among others, are not com- 
pensable in a condemnation action and therefore should not be 
considered by appraisers: damages due to a change of grade, costs 
in moving to a new location, and damages due to the diversion of 
surface water° This does not mean that the landowner is without 
a remedy in these cases° However, it does mean that in the 
absence of a specific statute to the contrary he may not recover 
for them in a condemnation action° 

Research has indicated that a significant number of appraisers 
in making appraisals for eminent domain purposes have taken into 
account the above items of damage and included in the final damage 
figure an amount for such damages where they exist° 
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"A Comparison of Rules of Valuation. with Actua.i•Practices, '' cont'do 

This sort of administrative lawmaking is, of course, most 
prominent in appraisals prepared for use by a landowner prepar- 
atory to a condemnation act•ono This reshaping of the damage 
concept by landowner's appraisers, familiar to every right-of- 
way agent can be explained on two grounds° First, it is, of course, 
one of the penalties of the advocate system of resolving contro- 
versies. The system of law is based on this premise of justice 
through conflicting forces and certainly it is not being questioned 
here° Second, sheer ignorance might be pleaded° A landowner does 
not necessarily choose an appraiser experienced in condemnation 
work nor does he have a large staff of attorneys to spell out the 
intricacies of valuation lawo The result is that often the con- 
demnee's appraisal is prepared by a local real estate salesman 
without any consultation with an attorney or perhaps after a hasty 
conference with a busy practitioner relatively unfamiliar with 
condemnation problems° 

However, this discrepancy between what the law provides and 
what appraisers do applies also in the case of state-employed ap- 
praisers, The majority of state-employed appraisers follow scru- 
pulously the instructions provided them° However, a significant 
minority do not° As a result of a surprisingly candid series of 
discussions with some of these appraisers three distinct reasons 

can be isolated° 

The first is that the nature of the art or science of 
appraisal does not permit a perfectly clear breakdown of the 
total value of a piece of property into the sum of its parts° 
It is not the easiest part of an appraiser's job to say X number 
of dollars in damages is due to damage item A and Y number of 
dollars is due to damage item Bo Some appraisers will say it 
cannot be done with even reasonable accuracy° Others will say it 
cannot be done except with extreme difficulty° 

The second reason is that some of the provisions of the law 
seem unfair to the appraisers° Therefore, they substitute their 
own sense of justice for that of the official lawmakers. The 
result is that there is concealed somewhere in the appraisal an 

amount for a damage which• under the existing law, should not be 
considered by the appraiser° 

The third reason for the disparity between what the ap- 
praiser is directed to do by law and what he does do in fact is 
that, in spite of the procedure set up to inform him of the law, 
he is not sufficiently aware of the provisions of the law to apply 
it intelligently° This is particularly true in the more remote 
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"A Comparison of Rules of Valuation with Actual Practices," cont'do 

areas of the state where competent appraisers are ha•d to locate 
and where so little land acquisition is done that it is difficult 
for the local appraisers to build up a backlog of experience. 

The importance of the real estate appraiser in highway land 
acquisition cannot be overemphasized° Just compensation which is 
just to the condemnor as well as the condemnee is only a term un- 
less he performs faultlessly° It is his report which is the basis 
for the original offer° Under the Wisconsin system it is his re- 
port which is the basis for an award if the offer is rejected. 
At the trial before a jury his evidence has long been recognized 
as setting the limits of value within which the jury must find° 
Therefore, his performance, in large measure, determines how 
realistic the law of valuation really iSo The implications of 
his expanding the concept of what is recoverable are clear° The 
state is paying more per mile for necessary right-of-way than 
would otherwise be the case° 

THE COST OF POLITICAL RESPONSIBILITY 

In Wisconsin the first appeal which a landowner may take 
from an award of the Highway Commission is to the county judge 
of the county in which the condemned property is located. Often- 
times, although not always, the state will be represented before 
the county judge by the district attorney of the appropriate county° 

Many people intimately involved in highway land acquisition 
on the side of the state feel that in this set of circumstances 
the state is at a distinct disadvantage° County judges, who de- 
cide the controversy over value, are officials elected by the 
local citizens° The distmiet attorneys who must represent the 
state are also locally elected. The condemnor, on the other hand, 
is a powerful, essentially outside intruder the State° The 
critics of this system contend that there is a tendency on the 
part of some county judges to entertain a bias on the side of 
the property owner,° Whether this bias is a desire to protect 
his own people or is a manifestation of his awareness of who 
keeps him in office, or both, is not clear. There is also the 
definite possibility that a particular judge may fee] that the 
Highway Commission makes awards which are uniformly too lowo 
Certainly it should be pointed out that this suggested bias is 
not a widespread, usual condition. An attorney who has participated 
on behalf of the state in hearings before the county judge indicates 
that in his experience he has encountered some county judges who 
virtually always raise the Highway Commission's award, some who 
almost always go along with the award, and some who sometimes 
accept the Highway Commission's award as about right and sometimes 
do nolo 
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"A Comparison of Rul.es of Valuation with Actual Practices," cont'do 

Definite conclusions on the degree to which county judges 
are affected by their feeling of responsibility to the condemnee 
are difficult to draw° It can be said that as a group they are 
extremely competent, uniformly conscientious men of unquestioned 
integrity° Itll, of course, equally a fact that they are 
elected officials with local ties° What should certainly be 
noted by highway administrators and evaluated for what it is 
worth is that some judges as a matter of course regard Highway 
Commission awards as too lowo 

In a few areas of the state selected for special study• 
right-of-way people at the grass roots level have indicated a 

strong feeling that a few district attorneys have not exerted 
a sufficient amount of effort on behalf of the condemnor when 
representing the state. The•reason offered was that the particular 
district attorneys are hesitant to be too hard on local voters° 
One right-of-way appraiser acting as a witness on behalf of the 
state reported to the author his frustration at the refusal of a 
local district attorney to elicit from him on direct examination 
certain testimony which the appraiser regarded as critical to 
the fair determination of the trial° Needless to say the state 
saw its award raised by a significant figure in that case° 

A related complaint was that district attorneys were too 
busy to give a case proper attention, particularly in those counties 
where the position of district attorney is the civic duty of one 
of the two or three lawyers in the county and is a sideline to the 
private practice of lawo 

Sometimes the Highway Commission is represented by an assist- 
ant attorney general or, a special counsel appointed from the local 
bar° This study has indicated a high level of representation 
where this has been the case° 

The degree of landowner bias on the part of either the finder 
of fact or the acting attorney for the state cannot be measured 
accurately° However, to the degree that it is present, it repre- 
sents a departure from the law as it is written and almost certainly 
raises acquisition costs both by raising awards and by encouraging 
litigation° 

FORGOTTEN RULES OF EVIDENCE 

The rules of evidence in a judicial hearing are designed, 
among other things, to assure compliance with the written substan- 
tive lawo If it is the law that one may not collect damages because 
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the state trunk designation has been removed from the highway 
going past his place of business and has been placed on another 
highway and therefore, fewer potentia.l customers now reach his 
place of business, then it seems reasonable that one should not 
be permitted, to introduce evidence of the loss of such business. 
Such testimony has no function to serve except to confuse the 
fact finder and lead him to conclusions at variance with the lawo 

As indicated previously, the initial appeal from an award 
of the Highway Commission in Wisconsin is to the county judge° 
Under the governing statute no particular pmocedure need be 
fo!lowed::in making the determination. The appeal is regarded 
as one td the county judge not to the county court° A hearing 
may or may not be heido Most county judges do hold a hearing 
on the pattern of the familiar coumt trial° Some judges will 
even hold the parties strictly within the rules of evidence in 
presenting testimony° Others will exert some control over what 
evidence will be accepted but avoid particularly confining tech- 
nicalitieso A minority dispense entirely with the rules of 
evidence and this procedure presents a definite possibility of 
a departure from the law o• compensability The fo!:ow•_•g actual 
case is illustrative: 

Witness Jones took the stand and presented testimony of 
the damages to the property as found by appraisers Smith and Brown. 
He did not testify to a "before" value or an "after" value° He 
did not state whether the appraisal was based on a comparable 
sales, an income or a reconstruction cost basis. He did not indi- 
cate whether noncompensabie items such as circuity of travel or 
diversion of traffic were considered° He could not even testify 
of his own certain knowledge that the appraisers had looked at 
the property except to the extent that they were instructed to 
do so0 Yet his testimony was accepted by' the judge and presumably 
taken into consideration° 

This is admittedly an extraordinary example, the most obvious 
possible disregard of the law before a county judge which the study 
has turned Upo Yet it illustrates how easy it is to depart f•om 
the law of eminent domain valuation where there is a determina- 
tion not subject to check by the rules of evidence° Whether this 
flexibility afforded the county judge is ultimately a good thing 
or a bad thing in the administration of justice is another matte• 
but it certainly makes the control of law less significant and 
the decisions of men more significant° Right-of-way men in the 
district offices visited seemed to feel that such a flexibility 
usually works adversely to the interests of the state and attribute 
some of the, to them, seemingly inordinately high awards of the 
county judges to this lack of firm control on what testimony may 
be considered. 
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BARGAINING THE LAW AWAY 

The State Highway Commission of Wisconsin like many other 
commissions in the country does not engage in "horse trading"° 
That is to say the right-of-way negotiator comes in with a firm 
offer based on two or three appraisals° Unless error can be 
shown, the negotiator is not prepared to alter that price° This 
appears to be the policy of a majority of state highway commis- 
sions° 

However, a minority still bargain with landowners in order 
to avoid litigation° This sort of flexibility, undoubtedly some- 
times useful in making a settlement, puts a limitation on the 
accuracy of the law as it appears on the statute books. If 
compensation is to be based on the difference between the value 
of the property before and after the taking and such a determina- 
tion has been made then a departure from such a figure is a 
departure from the apparent lawo It is a departure created by 
administrative action° If this practice makes acquisition of 
land easier and in the long run cheaper to the state, while pro- 
viding just compensation to the affected landowners, it may be 
a good thing. In any event it emphasizes the lawmaking power 
of right-of-way people and even gives the potential condemnee 
an opportunity to make a little law of his own° 
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Bonnet, A Uniform Expert Valuation Testimony Act, Highway Research 
Board Bulletin NOo 294, page 13• (1961• 

DURING a recent condemnation case, expert valuation witnesses 
differed in their estimates by an incredible 800 percent. If 
this were an unusual event it could be noted with little more 
than a raised eyebrow. Wide deviations of this magnitude, how- 
ever, are being observed throughout the nation° The seriousness 
of such appraisal variations is spotlighted by the fact that an 
increase of only i0 percent in the cost of right-of-way for the 
Federal Interstate Highway Program will result in the additional 
expenditure of approximately two billion dollars° 

How can the wide variations in the testimony of expert real 
estate valuation witnesses be reduced? There are two possible 
answers. One solution would be to eliminate the jury system of 
awarding damages in condemnation cases° A recent study has in- 
dicated that condemnation jurors have a pronounced tendency to 
arrive at a quotient verdict that is, a verdict approximately 
midway between the amounts to which the expert valuation witnesses 
for each litigant have testified° Thus, the higher the testimony 
of the real estate appraisers representing the con•emnee, the 
higher the probable verdict° Conversely, the lower the testimony 
of the witness for the condemnor, the lower the ultimate verdict° 
Obviously such a system leads to extreme bias or worse. 

Unfortunately, the stares which have adopted the tribunal 
system in lieu of the jury system have not eliminated the wide 
variations in appraisal testimony. The jury system, for a•arding 
damages may prompt bias or. intellectual dishonesty but the elimi- 
nation of the jury panel does not cure these moral diseases° 

A second solution would be the establishment of uniform 
expert testimony acts° The term "uniform expert testimony act" 
now has a specific connotation in those states which have adopted 
such a statute° The act is an attempt to remove the paid partisan 
status of the expert witness° Its antecedents may be found on 
the European Continent where the expert •itness is an officer of 
the court and not called by the parties° In the states which 
utilize the expert testimony act, the expert is appointed by the 
court although he is not, technically, an officer of the court. 
The act does not pre-empt either or both p•rties from cal!irg 
as many other expert witnesses as they may desire. As one authority explains the act: 

The uniform expert testimony act p•ovides, 
in brief, that when issues arise in a case 
where the court deems that expert evidence 
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"A Uniform Expert Valuation Testimony Act," cont•do 

is desirable, the judge may appoint one 

or more experts of hl.s own choosing who 
should make an examination of the subject 
matter in controversy and report to the 
court their conciusions. 2 

While such a uniform expert testimony act may eliminate 
bias on the part of witnesses, it should be strengthened to elimi- 
nate incompetence as wello A comprehensive analysis of 794 pages 
of transcripts from condemnation cases indicated that witnesses 
for the same litigant were also subject to wide variations in 
their opinions of valueo 3 Bias or intellectual dishonesty could 
not account for these variations° 0n!y the inexact nature of 
real estate appraisal or the incompetence of some of the. witnesses 
could be blamed for wide variations of opinions between experts 
representing the same party in a condemnation case° Let us 
first examine the question of incompetence and see how a uniform 
expert testimony act could reduce the number of incompetent 
appraisers who testify as expert valuation witnesses° 

As a bare minimum, no witness should testify to real estate 
values who is not, or has not been, a licensed real estate broker° 
All but two of the states have real estate license laws but only 
a few states forbid an unlicensed person from rendering appraisals 
of real estate° Exceptions could be made to permit court testi- 
mony by officers of financial institutions or responsible employees 
of government agencies whose principal activity entails the ap- 
praisal of real property° 

Above a certain minimum property value, such as the $25,000 
minimum set by the Bureau of Public Roads for two or• more appraisals, 
all condemnation appraisals should be made only by members of ac- 
credited, professional appraisal societies° Members of the Ameri- 
can Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and the International 
Society of Residential Appr•aisers have been qualified by age, ex- perience, investigation, and. examination to appraise certain types 
of real property° They should be used within their fields of 
experience. 

If sole reliance upon existing appraisal societies would 
seem to deny appraisal practice to qualified non-members, courts 
could establish a series of comprehensive examinations for those 
who wished to testify in condemnation cases° Separate examina- 
tions could be provided, if desired, for mesidential, commercial, 
industrial, or agricultural appraisals° 
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"A Uniform Expert Valuation Testimony Act," cont'do 

Another valuable contribution to a uniform expert testi- 
mony act would be the requirement that all appraisal reports 
would be made available to the opposing attorneys and to the 
bench before trial, as well as to members of the jury during 
the course of the litigation° It is true that a requirement 
of this type would strengthen the position of the cross- 
examining attorney at the expense of the expert valuation witness° 
It is also probably true, however, that the submission of ap- 
praisal reports would result in the reduction of incompetent 
appraisers, the decline of biased testimony, and the thinning 
out of court dockets as more cases were settled° 

With the myriad of condemnation statutes in use throughout 
the various states it is perhaps hopeless to expect a really uni- 
form expert valuation testimony act to be enacted by all. fifty 
states. Each state, however, should consider the enactment of 
laws which will provide for a greater degree of competence and 
a lesser opportunity for bias among expert valuation witnesses° 

The Federal Bureau of Roads should take the initiative by 
demanding that all appraisers who testify in court actions in- 
volving the interstate highway system should meet minimum standards 
of competence and be removed, as fast as possible, from situations 
leading to bias, prejudice, or intellectual dishonesty° 

The appraisal of real estate interests should not be ex- 
pected to become an exact scienceo Real estate valuation, has 
developed as a specialized practice only within the past three 
decades° Remember that with eli. of the str•ides made by medicine 
over the centuries, top rated physicians may hold diametmicaliy 
opposed opinions when testifying as medical experts° 

Too many real estate appraisers, however, are using the 
inexactitudes of valuation as a crutch to support variations in 
estimates which douid only result from incompetence or dishonesty° 
A uniform expert testimony act should eliminate much of this 
ab• s e 
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ilo COMMENTARIES ON JURIES 

COMMENTARIES GENERALLY FAVORING JURIES 

Report of the American Bar Association's Special Committee on 
the Amendment of Rule 71-A of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro- 
cedure; 81 AMER0 BAR ASSNo REPORT 463 at 465 (1956): 

IT is interesting to note, and no doubt significant• that prac- 
tically all of our states have enacted specific and affirmative 
legislation to assure the right to trial by jury in eminent do- 
main proceedings° Historically speaking, this apparently became 
necessary because the right to trial by jury was not protected 
by the Constitution of the United States inasmuch as it did not 
exist at common lawoo.At the time of the adoption of our Con- 
stitution, eminent domain proceedings were not a ma++er of 
importance and thus the right to trial by jury was r•<• in the 
minds of our founding fathers, other than as •t applied at 
common !aW. ooWith its (condemnation) increasing use either by 
the United States or a sovereign state, the basic right to trial 
by jury as to the issue of just compe•sation became more and more 

a matter of real, concern to landowners whose homes and property 
were taken away in the process; hence the enactment of laws 
protecting that right in practically every state° 

Thus, it now seems inconsistent with the trend of history 
in the United States for the Supreme Court• under the guide of 
its rule-making authority to abrogate the right to trial by jury 
in federal courts and to give to federal judges, who have already 
a vast amount of power far greater than exists in the average 
state court, the discretion as to whether they will o•e•rule a 
demand for tmial by jury° This is just •nothe•-. step in taking 
away from attorneys and their clients a certain amount of control 
over proceedings in federal courts° Natur•iiy, the •me•:ican Bar 
Association has been concerned about the matter° It is felt 
that control over a problem as vital as the right to trial by 
jury should be maintained in the parties litigant° 

The trial of a condemnation of land case is considered by 
the bar as a very important matter° Client•s very homes are often 
involved and in recent years the federal government has taken so 
much land for public purposes that these cases quite often involve 
millions of dollars° The Constitution provides that just compensa- 
tion must be paid and the determination of just compensation is 
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not only an important matter but is sometimes a difficult legal 
matter. In the field of evidence a vast body of law separate 
unto itself has been established as to what evidence is admis- 
sible to show the true value of the lando It is somewhat amazing 
that this field of law has become as voluminous as it has, but 

once legal study is made of it the necessity is seen, because 
if the wrong type of evidence is admitted and is the basis of 
consideration, the compensation paid may be ilSegal or wrong° 
Also the questions of proper use of the sovere!gn power of 
eminent domain as well as the question of when, where and how 
its use was authorized by Congress to apply to a particular case 

are important and technical questions° Thus the attorney must 
give considerable legal study to prepare himself adequately to 
try an eminent domain case° The Government usually proceeds in 
these cases with attorneys who have specialized in them and in 
many instances have tried them exclusively for years° Accordingly, 
it is not uncommon for an attorney, realizing the importance of 
his case and its value to his client and after properly preparing 
himself, to desire that a petit jury be empaneled to hear this 
case° The client often feels this way also because the jurors 
are his peers and often his neighbors and he feels that he will 
be fairly treated. There are several reasons motivating this 
feeling among attorneys; one is that they prefer to have the 
judge present every moment in the trial of the case so that when 
important and technical points, particularly relating to the 
admissibility of evidence, arise, the judge will be there and 
will hear the background and can rule immediately on them so as 

not to prejudice the jury or he may delay the trial until legal 
determination thereof can be made and perhaps memoranda of 
authorities filed° Thus the case proceeds in an orderly manner. 
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Summary of an Interview with LEIGH B. HANES, U. S. District 
Attorney for the Western District of Virginia Roanoke. Mr. 
Hanes has had much experience in trying and supervising con- 
demnation cases in Southwestern Virginia. 

MR. Hanes expressed the belief that in most cases, all parties 
are benefitted by a jury trial, he would make an exception only 
in very unusual situations, such as the one the TVA faced• He 
noted that for years the Justice Department's traditional (al- 
though not official) practice was to demand a jury; this was 
encouraged by a standard phrase in the recommended pleadings° 
He feels that in spite of Rule 71A, the Justice Department re- 
garded jury trial as a right° About 1965, the Justice Depart- 
ment stopped demanding jury trial as a matter of course. As 
described above, Mr. Hanes agrees that jury trial should be the 
rule, commissioners the exception° 

He is unhappy with the commission system as it has often 
worked out in practice. The parties naturally attempt to secure 
the appointment of commissioners favorable to them; and courts 
have felt that they should appoint local people° In practice, 
local people are under pressure to be favorable to the landowner, 
since "they must answer to friends and acquaintances on the street." 
In general, he believes that the probability of securing a fair 
result is increased by using juries. 

Mr0 Hanes has found that commission hearings at which no judge is present are frequently unsatisfactory. Since the chair- 
man is often not sure of the law, all kinds of inadmissible evi- 
dence is permitted to be introduced° He cited cases where inexpert 
opinion was admitted which used "comparable sales" which were in 
actuality extraordinary and unusual sales. He tells of testimony 
to the effect that "millionaires were straining at the leash" to 
buy the property and this impressed the commissioners, but such 
testimony would clearly have been ruled inadmissible by a judge° 

Mr. Hanes noted that commissioners feel pressured to admit 
possibly objectionable testimony, because they feel that the judge 
can't rule on the evidence without seeing it, and that it must 
therefore be included in the record. 

As a practical matter, Mro Hanes contends, most judges are 
very busy and simply do not have the time to read through a tran- 
script "three inches thick°" The result of this situation is 
that the judge will rule only when the objections are presented 
verbally and in person by the attorneys. 



"Interview with Mro Hanes," cont'd. 

In sum, Mr. Hanes feels that the commission system causes 

many problems, and that attorneys on both sides become provoked 
at the situation° 

He is not persuaded that juries cannot render just awards° 
He pointed out that while there are things in any case that a jury doesn't understand, this is also true of commissioners, who 
"aren't appraisers either." Mro Hanes suggests that just as 
commissioners learn from experience, so could jurors if they 
were drawn to hear four of five eases. He believes that con- 
demnation is no different from any other complicated case with 
respect to the jury° It is his belief that jury awards would 
be lower than the commission awards which are presently unfair 
to the taxpayer. 

Mr. Hanes is attracted to Judge Widener•s idea of using 
commissioners with the judge presiding however, "That might be 
the answer." Similarly, he believes that it •ig•t be feasible 
to use U. So Magistrates to preside over commlssloner hearings° 
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Summary of an Interview with Wo HARRIS GRIMSLEY, Uo So Magistrate, 
Alexandria, Virginia° Formerly an Attorney with the Lands Division, 
U0 So Department of Justice° 

MR° Grimsley has had very extensive experience in condemnation 
during his approximately twenty-five years with the Lands Division° 
He approves of the Rule 71A approach, but stresses his belief that 
the jury trial should be used in all ordinary cases, and that the 
appointment of a com•Lission is more appropriate "only in the most 
complex circumstances°" 

He noted that in terms of the harshness of the effect of 
government action on the citizen, condemnation is matched only by 
a criminal prosecution° In view of this, he believes that the 
government should take all reasonable steps to assure the land- 
owner that the condemnation proceeding is conducted fairly and 
impartially, and that the landowner should have a right to jury 
trial° 

Mr° Grimsley is not convinced by the argument that juries 
aren't competent to decide ordinary condemnation cases; he pointed 
out that there are ordinarily some "good business people on a jury°" He said that in the situation where only one parcel is 
being taken (for the local post office, for example), the govern- 
ment is usually able to get a jury that knows something about 
land values° For the reasons described above, he prefers the 
"common sense of the common people" and believes it is proper 
for the jury to give the landowner the benefit of the doubt° This, 
he says, is preferable to the "Big Brother concept of Big Govern- 
ment" implicit in judge-appointed commissioner schemes° 

He noted that the Justice Department's attitude has tradi- 
tionally favored jury trials° The official reason for this is 
that a judge is present, thus aiiowing immediate and definitive 
rulings on objections° The government therefore had a good 
r•.cord on which it could take a prompt appeal. This is especially 
J_mportant, says Mr. Grimsley, in situations where an appeals court 
decision would have an important effect nationally° The Justice 
Department held this opinion, he says, even though it recognized 
that "a jury may occasionally sock it to the government°" Mro 
Grimsley feels that he generally came out better (•oeo, got a 
lower award) with a ju•y than with a commission° 

Mr. Grimsley noted several problems with the commission 
procedure° He pointed out that commissioners are frequently not 
especially qualified; "You've got to pick exceptionally good 
commissioners to be any good°" Too frequently, he thinks, the 
chairman of the commission is unsure of the proper legal rulings 
and resolves objections to evidence by saying "Well, we'll accept 
the evidence for what it's worth, note your objection, and send 
it up to the court°" 
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"Interview with Mr. Grimsley," cont'd. 

Thus, weeks or months later• the Judge has to rule on 
objections which, by the time they reach him, are strictly "cold 
potatoes°" Another difficulty with commissions: "Sometimes it'll 
take the commission weeks to write the report°" In summary, a 
weak commission, usually means "lots of problems and appeals to 
the judge°" And if the judge uses commission appointments to 
pay off "political cronies•" you often end up with a weak 
com•issiono 

Nevertheless, Mro Grimsley noted that in cases where strong, 
"top-notch" commissioners were appointed• the procedure worked 
excellently° The key to the commissioner arrangement is the 
quality of the appointments, he repeatedly stressed° In Federal 
condemnation cases in the Uo So Diat•.iet Courts of Eastern and 
Western Virginia, the commissions were most effective. 

He described special circumstances which he feels are better 
handled by commissioners° He cited cases involving the capitaliza- 
tion-of-income method, takings involving valuation of subterranean 
minerals, and situations involving very large tracts of land (TVA, 
Dulles Airport, etco). Some of the latter projects, he pointed 
out, could clog up a court's calendar for years. 

He responded very favorable to Judge Widener's practice 
of appointing commissioners but presiding himself; "That may be 
the answer°" 
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A Summary of Interviews With State Highway Attorneys: 

(Editor's note: The editor conducted interviews with six 
government attorneys who are responsible for their state's 
highway litigation° As such these men have accumulated con- 
siderable experience with condemnation° For various reasons, 
several of them declined to have their comments published° The 
results of these interviews are significant, however, and the 
editor has summarized them briefly here°) 

THE general consensus of these attorneys is that while there 
are problems with the jury, commissioners are even more ,trouble- 
some° The main criticisms of commissions are that they are 
susceptible to political influence and that they are poorly 
qualified to make evidentiary rulings° The following comments 
are representative: 

"Its the commissioners, not the juries, that 
can't be controlled. Judges often appoint 
political friends as eommissionerso" 

"A weak commission will be reluctant to rule 
on evidentiary issues and will sh•zr from one 
foot to another, but will inevitably hear the 
evidence; with a jury, on the other hand, the 
attorneys can argue evidentiary points out of 
the jury's hearing." 

"In rural commissioners' hearings, the evidence 
is not carefully controlled and everything tends 
to get thrown in0" 

"Despite its weaknesses, there's nothing better 
than a jury." 

"I'm inclined to think that the jury is the 
softest way to handle it because a board or 
commission can get all powerful°" 

"The jury is the best guarantee of fairness to 
both the landowner and the state." 

Thus, while there were reservations expressed about the jury 
system, these six highway attorneys as a group seemed clearly 
to prefer the jury to the commission as the fairest tribunal° 



Bo COMMENTARIES GENERALLY NOT FAVORING JURIES 

Report on the Proposed Rule to Govern Condemnation Cases in 
District Courts of the United States, ii FoRoDo 213, 237 
(May, 1948): 

WE obtained from counsel for TVA the results of their experi- 
ence, which afforded convincing proof that the commission system 
is preferable under the conditions affecting the TVA and that the 
jury system would not work satisfactorily. We then. o.Wrote every 
Federal judge who had sat in a TVA condemnation case, asking his 
views as to whether a jury system should be preferred° Of the 
21 responses from the judges• 17 approved the commission system 
and opposed the substitution of a jury system for the TVAo Many 
of the judges went further and opposed the use of juries in any 
condemnation case° 

°.°The reasons which convinced the Advisory Committee that 
the use of commissioners instead of juries is desirable in TVA 
cases were these: 10ooUniformity of awards is essential° The 
commission system tends to prevent discrimination and provide 
for uniformity in compensation. The jury system tends to lack 
uniformity. 

Note, Contemporary Studies Project: New Perspectives on iowa 
Eminent Domain, 54 IOWA Lo REVo 737 (!969): 

A CONDEMNATION proceeding in the district court is nothing more 
than a determination of highly technical questions by non-expert 
jurors° The jurors used in district cour'ts condemnation cases 
have no special ability to decide the technical questions pre- 
sentedo In addition to this, the courts insist that these jurors 
make their determination in terms of the market value of the 
property and insist that all evidence of value be stated in terms 
of the market value of the property° These detemminations re- quire expertise and district court jurors simply cannot properly 
perform them° The jurors are forced to me!.y completely upon 
expert testimony° 
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Paul, Condemnation Procedure Under Rule 71A, 43 IOWA Lo REVo 231, 
235 (1958): 

IT would seem obvious that that method of ascertaining this value 
is most satisfactory which is most expeditious and least costly 
and which would obtain the most accurate and just results° The 
use of a jury to fix values, in most instances, tends against 
these desirable ends° 

A proceeding for the condemnation of property is not a 

common law proceeding and it has been long established that the 
constitutional guarantee of jury trial has no applicability to 
ito The cry of the "right to trial by jury" has, unfortunately, 
made an appeal to those having little experience with condemna- 
tion cases and who believe some of *hem sincerely, that there 
is something inherent in a ju•:y trial which assures a result 
fair to everyone concerned°°° 

One argument against trying valuations by jury which has 
not been sufficiently emphasized is one which was stressed by 
the representatives of the TVA in their insistence on retaining 
the use of commissioners° It relates to the frequently occurring 
situation where a number of tracts are taken within a large area 
and where some of the landowners may contest the valuations° In 
such cases each owner is entitled to a separate trial and by a 
separate jury° This may result in the widest sor, m of inconsistency 
in the awards° For example, one jury may fix a valuation on tract 
X in an amount decidedly larger than another jury may value tract Y; 
whereas it is common knowledge in the community that t•act Y is 
the more valuable° Such inconsistencies lead to dissatisfaction 
among landowners and distrust and criticism of the processes of 
the courts. There is always danger that such disparities will 
exist when valuations depend upon the temperament of juries° 

Miller, Federal and State Condemnation Proceedings Procedures 
and Statutory Background, 14 VANDo Lo REVo 1085, 1084 (1961) (re- 
printed by permissio• of Vanderbilt Law Review, copyright owner): 

THE consensus of the judges who have appointed commissioners 
under Rule 71A(h) is thato..the commission awards are generally 
consistent, thus eliminating the wide disparity often found in 
jury verdicts° 
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Graubart, Theory Versus Practice in The Trial of Condemnation 
Cases, 26 PENN° BoAoQo 36 (1954)• 

AT present, the trial of eminent domain cases in Pennsylvania 
as well as in other states is like a puppet show. The lawyers, 
the expert witnesses and the judge know that all the testimony 
is unimportant except the answers of the experts to the question 
"What, in your opinion, was the fair market value of the property 
at the time of condemnation?" Usually, the jury takes the amount 
of the plaintiff's expert and that of defendant's expert and 
divides by two° This is what encourages plaintiff's experts to 
stretch so high and defendant's experts to crouch so low. 

Recently, the Real Estate Board of one of our cities held 

a moot eminent domain trial° In the jury box sat the President 
Judge of the local Common Pleas Court, the president of the 
local Bar Association, the presidents of several real estate 

groups° They listened to expert testimony° When asked how they 
arrived at their verdict, they confessed they used the usual for- 
mula of "add and divide°" 

Frankly, that is the only formula that can be used by a 
jury unfamiliar with the property, who has listened to experts 
whose appraisals cannot be attacked• undermined, or exposed° 

McCarthy, Land Acquisition Policies and Proceedings in TVA 
A Study of the Role of Land Acquisition in a Regional Agency, 
i0 OHIO Sto Lo Jo 46, 59 (1949): 

WHERE the issue ¢f just compensation is determined by a jury, 
the award in one case is no indication of what the award of a 
different jury will be in the next case, and no matter how fair 
a price the landowner has been offered there is always the possi- 
bility that a jury will award him a great deal more° A jury 
trial procedure is, therefore, an invitation to litigate° 
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Merrill, Condemnation Procedure Alternatives for Virginia. 17, 
published by the Virginia Highway Research Council, Po 00 Box 
3817, University Station, Charlottesville• Virginia 22903 (1972): 

(Editor's Note: Since Virginia uses a commissioner, system, the 
Virginia judges interviewed in this study are not speaking from 
actual experlence with juries in condemnation trials° To some 
extent, therefore, their comments are speculative. Most of the 
judges have had extensive experience with condemnation, however, 
and all are obviously experienced with juries in other kinds of 
cases°) 

IT seems fair to say that the overwhelming majority of the judges 
are strongly against the jury system° Forty-four judges oppose 
its implementation, whiZe only seven support it as an alternative°°° 

The thrust of most of the comments opposing the jury is 
that the average juror would be unprepared and unqualified to 
understand and evaluate appraisers' testimony° The following 
sampling of the comments illustrates this point: 

"It would be amateur brain surgery." 
"They wouldn't have any knowledge and would 

just be making a wild shot in the dark°" 

"The concepts would be foreign to them° They'd 
just be groping for an answer°" 

"You'd get people on there who don't know any- 
thing about property. You might as well not 
ask them°" 

"Some of our jurors can't even read or write. 
Very often jurors don't know what's going Ono" 

"Chaos would take place°" 
"Absolutely worst system." 
"It ought to be on a more expert basis°" 

One judge thinks that the very terms used in condemnation, "utility 
easement," "damage to the residues" "front footage etCo," would be 
"above their heads°" Another states that it would be "throwing it 
up too much for grabs°" 

A second point mentioned by several judges is the unpre- 
dictability and lack of uniformity in jury verdicts. It seems to 
be the general consensus that "you can never tell what a jury is 
going to doo" Even the judges supporting the jury appear to 
accept this conclusion° 
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"Condemnation Procedure Alternatives for Virginia," cont'do 

The time factor is also frequently mentioned° One thinks 
" another that trials would be "infinitely more z!me c©nsuming 

"trials would be fifty percent 1ongero" 

Several judges believe the awards would be higher under 
a jury system: 

"I find that the jury would be very much 
swayed by sympathy for the landowner," 

"Very, very sympathetic to the landowner°" 

"It would be tragic as far as the Highway 
Department is concerned° i just think 
every award would be tremendous°" 

"I'm inclined to think it would bankrupt 
the state in no time flar•" 
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Ghingher, A Cont_9_emporary Appraisal of Condemnation in Maryland, 
30 MDoLoREVo 301• 31•, 313, 323 

(Editor's Note: These comments were made in the context of an 
article which argues that the landownem should be given his choice 
between a jury and a commission°) 

THE extent to which a jury's verdict in a condemnation case may 
deviate from the expert testimony as to the property's value 
was examined in Ber___•geman vo State Roads Commission° In that 
case the landowner brought an appeal a!l.eglng that the jury 
below had based its verdict on its own speculation as to the 
proper valuation instead of on the expert testimony presented 
in the case because the jury had rendered a verdict $3,000 
lower than the lowest appraisal presented by the condemnor•s 
experts° The iandowne• concluded from this that the jurors had 
based their verdict on their own impressions of the property 
which had been formed when the jury viewed the property° While 
the court agreed that a verdict based entirely on the jury's 
view could not be sustained• it •ejected the landowner's claim 
that the view could have been the only foundation for the verdict° 

After analyzing the evidentiary factors which could have 
motivated the jury in rendering its verdict, the court concluded 
that the jury could have founded its award on the appraisers' 
testimony as to valuation by the income method, but had inter- 
changed the figures on which that testimony was based° The 
court speculated that the jury could have accepted the net 
rent figure of one of the condemnor's experts, but• concluding 
that the capitalization rate used by that expert was too low, 
had then arrJved at a rate rep•esenting a compromise between that 
rate and the rate employed by the condemnor's ether appraiser° 
Because the net rent figure of the first expert was considerably 
lower than that estimated by the second appraiser •, the applica- 
tion of the higher capitalization rate to this lowe• rent figure 
resulted in an award lower than the appraisal of either expert° 
Citing the hackneyed rule that the weight of expert testimony 
is a matter for consideration by the jury• the court held that 
this "out-of-context" application of the evidence by the jury 
was proper° Because the value of such expert opinion depends 
on its underlying facts, the court concl.uded that there could 
be no objection to permitting the jury to "draw their own con- 
clusions from such basic facts as they may choose to find°.°" 

The danger of such a practice is obvious. Each of the 
expert appraisals offered as evidence in a condemnation case is 
a consistent whole, r•esting on a given set of carefully conceived 
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"Contemporary Appraisal of Condemnation in Maryland," cont'do 

assumptions° The assumptions underlYing each appraisal are 
different and depend upon the viewpoint of the individual 
appraiser° If a jury can pick and choose among the facts and 
figures of the different experts, the final award will lack this 
element of consistency° The use of different factors gleaned 
from different appraisals, each based on differing assumptions, 
by a jury with little, if any, independent knowledge of property 
valuation, can result in awards which do not remotely reflect 
the true value of a piece of Droperty0 Such uncontrolled 
latitude in the jury's consideration of the expert testimony 
seems inconsistent with the constitutional mandate that no 
property may be taken without just compensation° 
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Comment, Condemnation Procedure An Argument for Reform, 29 
FORD. Lo REVo 75?, •3 and 767 (1961)"(Reprinted by permission 
of copyright holder from Fordham Law Review• Volume 29, ppo 757- 
768. Business Office: Fordham Law Review• Lincoln Center 140 
West 62nd Street, New York, New York 10023° (c) 1961 by Fordham 
University Press): 

BASICALLY, the jury is without experience and therefore entirely 
dependent upon the conflicting views of experts: in short, easily 
confused. The present system (commissioners) is, in effect, a 
jury of three° Because they are but three• will they be any less 
confused? 

°°.Surely an award resulting from the deliberation of ex- 
perienced appraisers is entitled to more weight than that of a 
jury° 

Report of the New Jersey Eminent Domain Revision Co•mission (1965): 

(Editor's Note: The following comment is part of the Revision 
Commissions' summary of the arguments against juries° The com- 
mission recommended a right to jury trial in its final report°) 

IT having been adjudicated. 0othat there exists no constitutional 
right of trial by jury in condemnation cases, the abolition of 
such trials has been urged° In support of this argument, it is 
said that the complexities of valuation are far too great for 
the comprehension of a group of persons, totally uninformed and 
ill-equipped to adjudicate such issue° It is well recognized 
that upon the voir dire, all persons having any semblance of 
expertise on the su•t are excused from jury service° When 
it is recalled that our appellate courts frequently vacate 
adjudications of value made by state agencies, highly knowledgeable 
in the field, how can we expect adequate findings by a jury whose 
excursion into the area is an isolated experience? 
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Hines, Does the Seventh Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States Require Jury Trials in all Condemnati6n Proceedings? 
ii VAo L. REVo 505• 51,4-15 (1925): 

SUPPOSE Congress, in connection with railroad consolidations, 
should wish to provide for the condemnation of shares of stock 
in a railroad company. It is manifest that a jury would not 
be well-equipped to handle a question of this complex character. 

Bernard, A Proposal to Improve Condemnation Procedure, THE AMERICAN 
CITY 43:150, October 1930: 

THE advantages of such a (commissioner) system overooo(present) 
practiceoooare apparent° It would eventually eliminate the 
vagaries and imbecilities of a common jury° 
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Co COMMENTARIES ARGUING THAT JURIES ARE LIBERAL 

Note, Contemporary Studies Project: New Pemspectives on Iowa 
Eminen• Domaih -54 IOWA L'o REV0- T3Y (19•9)• 

THE results of this study indicate that most jurors seem to 
believe that their job is to assure the property owner an ade- 
quate award. They are less concerned about assuring the con- 
demnor a fair price for the property. This one-sided concern 
is the main reason many jurors favor an award larger than the 
offer° Some jurors believe that all offers made by a body which 
possesses the power of eminent domain will be conservative.°° 

The jury is very sympathetic with the landowner's forced 
loss of ownership interest in his property° They are also con- 
cerned with extra burdens such as inconvenience or unsightliness 
which the taking may place on the property owner. 

G•aubart, Theory Versus Practice in the Trial of Condemnation 
Cases, 26 PENN. BoA.Q. 36 (1945)• 

IN these trials, juries usually return large verdicts often twice 
as much as the property is worth° 

In most condemnations settlements ame made with most o5 the 
owners, but much can be gained by plaintiffs and their lawyers if 
they appeal and take their cases to juries° Lawyers for plaintiffs 
usually charge 10% of the viewer's award plus 50% of any increase 
over the award° Thus the plaintiff and his lawyer are fairly 
certain of some increase as well as detention money° The munic- 
ipalities, authorities, redevelopers and the state usually 40% 
more for condemned land than it is worth° This performance which 
is daily going on throughout the country breeds disrespect for 
law, cynicism toward the courts,and discouragement for necessary 
public improvements. 
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McCarthy, Land Acquisition Policies and Proceedings in TVA 
A Study of the Role of Land Acquisition in a Regional Agency, 
i0 0HIO ST. LoJo 46, 59 

THE condemnation sections of the TVA Act were drafted by Honorable 
Seth Mo Richardson, then Assistant Attorney General in charge of 
the Lands Division of the Department of Justice, at the request 
of Chairman MeSwain of the House Military Affairs Committee° 
The objective was to provide a procedure which would protect 
the Government against unreasonable jury awards. • The procedure 
has not only accomplished Chairman McSwain's stated objective• 
it has proved to be tailor-made to fit the problems of a regional 
agency. 

*"We have had so many bitter experiences of the Government being 
imposed upon in their attempt to acquire land that I asked the 
Department of Justice to send their expert down here fo• a con- 
ference. Assistant Attorney General Richardson had two conferences 
with me, and based on his experience, growing out of hundreds and 
hundreds of cases all over the Nation, thi.s provision has been 
drawn by him° It Js his language, adopted by us after we con- 
sidered ito He told us this. For instance, they found it 
necessary to acquire a little lot of land somewhere on the New 
England coast. The preliminary Commissioners estimated it to 
be worth about $i,i00o They proceeded to condemn the land, it 
went to a jury, and the jury brought in a valuation verdict of 
$44,000°" Muscle Shoals, Hearings before the House Committee nn 
Military Affair.s, 73d Congo, ist sesso 

43-(1933)o 

Wasserman, P•ocedure in Em±nen.t Domain, ii MERCER Lo REVo 245• 
246 (1959-!960): 

o.oA COMMON law jury is usually the most liberal as•essoro..for 
example, the total of awards in eight Massachusetts ca•es tried 
by juries was 63% higher than the combined valuations of the 
same parcels as determined by a board of five disinterested real 
estate men. Comment, Eminent Domain in an Age of Redevelopment: 
Incidental Losses, 6? YALE LoJ0 61, 89-90° In only one o• these 
eight ca•e• d•he board's determination exceed the• made by 
the jury° Ido at 90 no 125o 
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McLeod• An Attorney General Looks at the• Condemnation 
La•, a speech to the Highway Research Board, July 28, 1970-• 

.ooTHE STATE of North Carolina in North Carolina State Highway 
Commission vo Gamble had before it a factual situation which 
exists r•egu!arly in•---my state and which, it is fair to assume, 
is common in every other state and territory° Three witnesses 
in that case appeared for the landowner and three for the high- 
way department° The high range of testimony by the landowner"s 
witnesses was a valuation of $92,000 before and a valuation of 
$I0,000 after° The landowner's witnesses also testified that 
the highest and best use for the property before the taking was 
for residential and subdivision purposes; and after, its, highest 
and best use was for growing trees° On the part of the highway 
department its witnesses testified to a value before of $27,000 
and a value after the taking of $20,000, and that the highest 
and best use before and after the taking was for the purpose of 

W],•h this range of testimony before farming and timber growing° °• 

it, a North Carolina jury returned a verdict for $73,000. 

There is nothing unusual about this particular case except 
that it represents common factual situations which occur daily 
throughou• the land, but with each jurisdiction, to a greater 
or lesser extent, considering such circumstances in the light of 
its own highway condemnation lawso 

! feel confident that the problem of excessive highway 
condemnation jury verdicts exists in a large number of states° 
Concern in this regard has been expressed at meetings of the 
National Association of Attorneys General at least as far back 
as 1958 when the thrust of massive federal contribution began 
to be felto The causes of high verdicts are as many and varied 
as there are l.awye•s, judges, juries and pa•ce!s of lando 
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Merrill, Condemnation Procedure Alternatives for Virginia, page 13, 
published by the Virginia Highway and TransportationResearch Coun- 
cil, Pc 0o Box 3817, University Station, Charlottesville, Virginia 
22903 (19•2)• 

Of the twenty-five judges responding to this question, fourteen 
indicate that they think the awards are generally fair and eleven 
indicate that awards are high, or at ]east in excess of fair market 
value° None of the twenty-five judges indicate that the awards 
axe too lowo 

The following comments are representative of the judges who 
think the awards are about right: 

"Awards have not gone haywire°" 

"Considered in the correct range by the bar°" 

"I have never seen an instance where the com- 
missioners made an unfair awar•do" 

"I don't see too much wrong with the awa•dso" 

"No real •unaway awards, no ridiculous awards." 

"Somewhat ]iberai, but not extravagant°" 

The judges who believe the awards are too high make the 
following com•nen•s• 

"Getting out of hand, it almosts shocks the 
conscience°" 

"Extremely high°" 

"Of all the cases I•ve tried, there has been only 
one tmme where the man didn't get more than he 
should have°" 

"i don•t know of any case where the landowner didn't 
get in excess of the fair market value°" 

"On the interstate in one of my counties, every one 

was excessive°" 

"The landowner makes a p•etty good recovery in the 
usual case. " 

It is significant that none of the judges interviewed think 
the awards a•e too low. 
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Do COMMENTARIES ARGUING THAT JURIES ARE CONSERVATIVE 

Armstrong, Proposed Condemnation Rule, 7 FoRoD0 383 (1947): 

THE Government in a civil case is a favored litigant before a jury° In the Federal Courts in Tennessee under the Conformity 
Act in condemnation cases there is first a hearing before a "jury 
of view" of five members appointed by the court and usually con- sisting of men conversant with•real estate values° From the 
finding of the "jury of view," there is an appeal to the court, 
and a trial by regular jury. In recent years in one Tennessee 
district I have tried a number of these cases and informed my- 
self of the result in many more: in each instance the jury of 
twelve has reached a verdict for a less amount than that awarded 
by the "jury of view." 

Report of the (Massachusetts) Special Commission Relative to 
Certain Matters Pertaining to.0.Eminent Domain, 42 MASSoL.Qo Vol. 
XLII 13, 19 (1957): 

...EXPERIENCE has shown that a jury trial usually does not 
materially increase the amount available to the property owner 
had he accepted a settlement. In many instances, the actual in- 
crease over the offer is so small as to make the jury cost almost 
unconscionable. 
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Ghinger,, A Cont.e.mpor•ry Appraisal of Condemnation in Maryland, 
30 MDo Lo REV. •01, 323 

IT was undoubtedly contemplated by the framers of article llI, 
section 40 that the best method for protecting the property owner 

was to entrust the final decision as to the value of the condemned 
property to twelve good men and true° That this conviction is 
apparently still held by the courts is suggested by Master Royalties 
Corpo Vo Mayor and City Council, in which the Court of Appeals con- 
cluded that no prejudice resulted to the property owners "by having 
a jury trial thrust upon themo" 

The realities of condemnation cases have eroded the credibility 
of this assumption° In these days of steadily increasing tax con- 
sciousne•s, the average juror, already jealously protective of his 
tax dollar, is eithem already aware or is made aware by his fellow 
jurors that any award which he w•ll vote to confer upon a property 
ownem will be paid, theoretically at least, out of that tax dollar° 
His awa•eness of this fact e×ist$ even though comment by eondemnor•s 
counsel re•erri.n• to the jury's status as taxpayers is prohibited° 
While the j•rors tax consciousness may no• affect the size of 
their awamd in any given case, it would ce•tainiy be consistent 
with the spimit of constitutional protection of the rights of 
property owners to permit •he owner to elect whether to run the 
risk that it may° This •isk is compounded by the permissiveness 
which the cou•ts have shown toward those jumies which substantially 
ignore the expert testimony in the case in favor of far less reliable 
evidence of value or which arrive at thei• verdicts through piece- 
meal selection of inconsistent elements of that testimony° Certainly 
a court trying a condemnation case without a jury would be more apt 
to weigh the evidence of value in a more •udioious and predictable 
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!!Io COMMENTARIES ON COMMISSIONERS IN THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 

Ao COMMENTARIES GENERALLY FAVORING COMMISSIONERS 

Paul• Condemnation Procedure Unde• Ru!e 7!A, •3 IOWA Lo REVo 231, 
238 (1958): 

IN contrast to fixing valuations by jury the use of commissioners 
contemplates that the value of properties condemned shall be de- 
termined by a small group of disinterested persons specially 
selected by the court because of their intelligence, integrity 
and sound judgment: that these persons shall visit the property 
and examine it and, basing their judgment on their own knowledge 
of property values along with any testimony which they may choose 
to hear, they shall report to the court the amount to be awarded 
as fair. compensation. Where there are a number of t•acts to be 
valued which are situated adjacent to om in close proximity to 
each other and which are of the same general nature and present 
no unusual elements of value, as is frequently the case, commis- 
sioners can, in the short period of a day or two, determine and 
report upon the value of a sco•e of different properties. The 
saving in expense and in the time of the court is evident° 

Cond•natmon Proceedings Procedures Mill=r, Federal an• State 
and Statutory Background, 14 VANDo Lo REVo 1085, 1096 (1961) (re- 
printed with permission of Vanderbiit Law Review, copyright owner): 

The consensus of the judges who have appointed commissioners under 
rule 71A(h) is that (i) the commission method is more expeditious 
an• less expensive to all parties than jury trials, and (2) that 
commission awards are generally consistent, thus eliminating the 
wide disparity often found ia jury verdicts° 
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McCarthy, Land Acquisition Policies and Proceedings in TVA A 
S•udy of the Role of Land Acquisition in a Regional. Agency, i0 
0HI0 ST0 Lo J0 46• 61 (1959)? 

UNDER the commission procedure prescribed by the TVA Act, the 
opportunity to gamble on the award of a jury is eliminated° Al- 
though the co•mission hearings frequently result in awards higher 
than the amount offered by TVA for the property• the awards have 
a degree of uniformity and it rarely happens that an award is 
extremely high° The uniformity in commission awards is brought 
about by a number of factors° The members of the commission usually 
have a knowledge of land values far superior to that of the ordinary 
juror to begin with and they soon develop a high degree of compe- 
tency, both in knowledge of land values and ability to weigh the 
testimony of the witnesses° They hear all of the cases within 
a district and thus are in a position to test the value of the 
land in condemnation by comparing it with other lands being ac- 
quired for the same project° When hearings are scheduled in a 

new district, it has frequently happened that the awards in the 
first two or three cases are excessive, but after the commission 
has acquired more experience, the awards are rarely very far out 
of line. The realization by the landowners that there is little 
•probability that they will obtain through litigation a substantial 
increase over the amount offered has contributed greatly to TVA's 
success in acquiring the land needed for its projects by voluntary 
purchases and saleo 
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Summary of an Interview with the Honoz•ab!e Ted •aiton• Feder•ai 
Distr•ict Judge Roanoke• Vf•g•nia• 

JUDGE Dalton has had • • c•ns•d,_.r•b•e eo.ndemna<ion experience° Be- 
fore his appointment he was a landowner•s attorney who practiced 
frequently before Judge Paul• who played an. important role in 
the Supreme Court's decision to provide for commissioners in Rule 
71Ao 

The judge appoints 3 commissioners in ever:y case° He believes 
that commissioners are more expeditious and less expensive than 
a juryo He mnd•ca•ed° that the attorneys exceptions to the com- 
missionen's report had caused no serious p•oblems; he has found 
that such objections can generally be handled with dispatch° 

The judge said that he usually tries to include two commissioners 
from the county in which the !and is being taken and the third 
from an area nearby. 

Judge Dalton sees no problem with a pr•ocedur•e in which the judge 
proposes names and each of the par•ies makes strikes, but the 
practice in the Uo So District Court fo• the Western District of 
Virginia is for the judge to appoint three qualified commissioners 
of his own choosing° In this• Judge •iton states that he fre- 
quently makes the tentative selections and then submits the names 
to counsel for both sides to obtain their, comments and suggestions. 
No difficulty has been experienced in this method and •n a period 
of 14 years no criticism of ¢ommissioners seleete• has occurred° 
Frequently, Ju@ge Dalton appears before the commissioners on the 
date of their, fimst meeting and gives them ins•ru¢tionso 
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Bo COMMENTARIES GENERALLY NOT FAVORING COMMISSIONERS 

Nealy, Some Historical and Legal Aspects of Rule 71A in Federal 
Condemn• Proceedings, 23 FED° Bo J. 45, 57 (1963) 

(Editor's Note: Mro Nealy has collected some criticism of federal 
commissioners from court opinions:) 

(i) "THIS oourt has recently had occasion to express its general 
views on the propriety of using a commission to decide compensa- 
tion issues in condemnation actionSoooit is worthwhile to again 
note that the experience with commissioners appears to have been 
less than satisfactory°" (United States vo Fairfield Gardens, 
21 F RoD •0); (2) "There •s one special cause of delay in getting 
cases on for trial that must be singled out for particular con- 
demnation, the all-too-prevalent habit of sending matters to a 
reference. Theme is no more effective way of putting a case to 
sleep fox an indefinite period than to permit it to go to a ref- 
erence with a busy lawyer as referee°°°" (La Buy Vo Howes Leather 
Co., 352 U. So 249 (1957); (3) And, the Appellate Court for the 
3rd Circuit, in United States vo Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 
Railroad Com a•, 264 Fo 2d 112 (1959), after refraining from 
saying that the trial court erred in ordering the case to a 
commission, nevertheless observed: "However, we do not lose sight 
of the fact that among other things a reference to a commission 
tends unduly to pr•oiong the proceedings, thereby causing vexation 
to all concerned and additional expense•oo" See also United States 
Vo Bobinski, 24• Fo2d 299° 
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COMMENTARY ON USING COMMisSiONeR < AS A JURY 

witch the HoncTab!e H Emory Widener, Jr .eummary of an •nter•ew °• 

Uo So Coumt of Appeals, 4th Circ:ufto Formerly Uo So District 
Judge for the Western District of •.rg.•n:•: 

,JUDGE Widener has had considerable expemience with condemnation 
in Southwestern Virginia, and has. •+ •ng• views on the subject 
As a District Judge• he was par u:ar:• dissatisfied with the 
pr.actice of referring the entire condemnation case to a commis- 
sion by a "general reference". Under• this procedure <he 
sion- not only determines the _,.•a•n+•=• of eompe•s- •a*•_.•,n but conducts 
• 

heaping independent of the ]udge and makes all legal rulings 
which are required • p•.r•cu•y regar.ding the a4missibility of 
evidence• It is a not unusual pmactice for Federal judges to 
make a "general reference•" Judge Widene• found that cases sent 
to commissioners under this a•rangemen< d•..g on for a very long 
time " The co•issioners must • •ot hold <be hea•ing• They are 
then mequired +o • repcrr wr•e a explaining their award; this re- 
port i• often months in filing• Frequently objections are filed 
by one or both parties• which means the judge must review a lengthy 
transcript, and must spend a consider•bie amount of r•me familiar- 
izing himself with the• detal •_• of the cas• •.o as •o be able to 
make the required ru!ingso Furthermor;e, <he judge i• at a dis- 
advantage sir•ce he has not per•ona•ay .•}•==• the testimony; he 
must go on a "cold record." In •.•:m• •h=•:• Judge feels that this 
pmocedure frequently invoive6 t•o hea.•ings instead of one• and 
that the cases "stretch out to infinity•" 

Judge Widener solved this problem by •eferring only the 
question of compensation to the commissioners° (This is known 
as a "limited reference°"] Under <;his a•rangemenz, the three 
commissioners were brought i•nto fudge Widener's cou•t where a 
formal trial was he]do The Judge p•e•ided asd made all legal 
r•u!ingso After a view of the premises the c•mmission sat in the 
jury box, listened, to the e•idenc<e and made an award (they were 
not required to wrlte a report givin• the •easOnSo) Judge Widene• 
feels that this system worked e×t•emely well; the award and. the 
necessary legal rulings were made quickly and authoritatively, 
yet the advantages of using com•T_issioners (knowledgeable and. 
sophisticated men appointe• to hea• seve•a! parcels in one neigh- 
borhood) were retained° The United Sra•es objected to this limited 
reference but did not appea]o 
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"Interview with the Honorable Ho Emory Widener, Jr." cont'd. 

Judge Widener, however, does not agree with the suggestion 
that juries are not competent to handle the ordinary condemnation 
case. He said that while he could see that point of view, he 
was "not concerned about that at all." He pointed out that 
juries are used in many other types of cases which are extremely 
complicated; he cited patent law, medical and legal malpractice, 
civil rights, and ejectment cases° He does not believe that 
juries generally take an average of the high and low testimony, 
but are generally more sophisticated than that. He also pointed 
out the commissioners sometimes come back with awards two or 
three times higher than the government's testimony and that jurors 
can also recognize ridiculously low as well as ridiculously high 
testimony° 

Judge Widener noted that his commissioners had been appointed 
"more or less" with the agreement of the parties. He suggested 
that it might be well to exp!ic±tiy provide that the judge propose 
several names (perhaps twenty-five) and allow the parties to agree 
on three from that listo if the parties were unable to agree, 
of course, the judge would simply have to appoint them° 
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IVo COMMENTARIES ON COMMISSIONERS IN THE STATES 

Note, Contemporary StudieS Pro•9•[.: Ne F Perspectives on Iowa 
Eminent Domain, 54 IOWA Lo REVo 737, 814, 815 (1969): 

(Editor's Note: Although the article refers to "Sheriffs jurors," 
the lowa system is in fact a commissioner system.) 

SECURING knowledgeable jurors is also hampered by techniques 
used to assemble the jury° The chief justice picks jurors from 
lists compiled by local clerks of court° However, the clerks 
are merely asked to compile a list of men who would be willing 
to serve on such juries° They are not asked to examine their 
qualifications beyond the legal requirements of residence and 
property ownership° Clerks will o•ten i.nclude any person who 
asks to be named. Consequently• the chief justice often re- 
ceives a list which was compiled without a consideration of 
qualifications of juror candidates° Similarly, jurors are chosen 
for othem condemnations after only a cursory consideration of ex- 
pertise0 County sheriffs usually make only a bmief study of 
whether the prospective juror migh___•t know anything about land 
vai•e. 

A study of sheriff's jurors reveals other interesting facts 
about the selection process° While the professional real estate 
appraisers would probably be the most qualified to serve on the 
sheriff's jury, only 3o$ percent of the jurors were appraisers° 
Furthermore, only 34°7 percent of the jurors were professional 
real estate agents. Most other jurors were farmers, bankers, 
businessmen, or retired men. Many of the occupations represented, 
including auto salesmen, service station operator, electrical 
contractor, carpenter, turkey grower• and chiropractor, seemed 
to have lmttle reagan±on to _•and value exp_rt•Seo•. • Thus, at the 
present tfme jurors apparently are not consistently selected 
from the professions which should provide the greatest expertise 
in ].and va!uation• 

Some sheriffs seem to be motivated by the political affil- 
iation of prospective jurors° A few sheriffs always make sure 
that members of their party have a majority° Others attempt to 
balance the. number of jurors chosen from each political party° 
Sheriffs who consider political affiliation are in the minority, 
however, most sheriffs emphasize that the political affiliation 
of prospective jurors is not a factor in selection° Nevertheless, 
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"New Perspectives on Iowa Eminent Domain," cont•do 

the word "political" could describe other criteria which most 
sheriffs do use in selecting jurors° Some of these other criteria 
are personal friendship with the sheriff, ability of the sheriff 
to control the size of the jury's award, and pressures exerted 
by attorneys for both parties to keep certain individuals off 
the jury° Thus, informal and personal considerations do in- 
fluence the selection of jurors° 

Many elderly jurors are chosen. A large percentage of the 
jurors answering questionnaires were above the age of sixty and 
a significant number were above age seventy. This may result 
from the fact that jurors appointed can decline to serve° Since 
retired people may have the time and willingness to serve while 
active businessmen do not, retired people are easier to obtain° 
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Note,o• Crisis in New York Condemnation Law: Defi- 
ciencies of the Present System and Recent Proposals •or Its 
Modification and Reform, 21 SYRACUSE Lo REVo 1193 (1970): 

0ooLOCAL laymen are frequently appointed as commissioners° Often, 
without the benefit of previous exper.ience in this area, these lay- 
men must first attempt to educate themse]•ves as to the commissioners' 
duties and the procedures which must be followed in determining 
their award° Commissioners, who may subpoena witnesses, view the 
premises and analyze appr•aisals, must eventually decide which rule 
of damages applies to their particular case0 In computing the 
award, they must keep in mind a multitude of economic and legal 
factors which can alter the valuation of the condemned property. 
Commissioners, therefore, should have a working knowledge of all 
factors within the condemnation law0 It would seem naive,however, 
to expect local laymen to educate themselves before passing 
judgment with respect to anothem individual's property° The con- 
demnation procedure and commission system, as they presently exist, 
are products of an agrarian society which authorized the determina- 
tion of compensation by local residents or peers of the condemnee. 
In light of the increasing complexity of the law in this area, 
this principle no longer has utility° 

New York condemnation law and the tom.mission system, as they 
now exist, are plagued wi•h deficiencies° The tom_mission is com- 
posed of laymen attempting to apply legal valuation formulae, with 
no evidentiary standards° They ar•e all.owed to submit reports, 
which contain a minimal amount of de•ail, for the court's confir- 
mationo These reports are often unclear with •espect to the 
methods and computations which were employed in arriving at the 
compensation award° The confirming court cannot alter or modify 
the award, but must resubmit it for further detail and explanation° 
Furthermore, the cou•ts are reluctant to take such action° The 

process of appeal is extremely time consuming, expensive, and 
yields inconsistent results for contesting parties° The commis- 
sion process is, therefore, lengthy inefficient and extremely 
costly° These deficiencies would be intolerable in criminal 
procedure; they should not be acceptable in adjudicating individuals 
property rights° 
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Comment, Condemnation Procedure- An A•'gument for Reform, 29 
FORD° Lo REVo 757, 763, 768 (1961) {Reprint:ed by permission of 
copyright hGider from Fordham Law Review, Velume 29, pp. 757- 
768° Business< Office: Fordham Law Review, Lincoln Center, 140 
West 62nd Street, New Y•rk, No Y0 100230 (e) 1981 by Fordham 

°°°THE procedume relating to the appointment of commissioners 
is not desirable° It is specified that they be competent° 
"Competent" has been construed as meaning honest, unbiased and 
impartial° These qualifications are not sufficient° The prac- 
ticability of having a jury constitute4 as the tribunal to 
determine compensation has been much c•i•icizedo Basically, the 
jury is without experience and therefore entirely dependent upon 
the conflicting views of the expert witnesses, in short, easily 
confused° The present system is, in effect, a jury of three° 
Because they are but three, will they be any less confused? 

New York • <•.•<y dispensed with commissioners of appraisal 
after finding this system replete with waste, incompetence and 
extravaga•eo That the court, without jury, is any more efficient 
is doub•u•.o "Perhaps in no other field of law is the tria] judge 
so completely helpless ro learn the truth°"°°° Because appraisal 

• mat<let of opinion, •< •s • that an is =a.:ge•y a =•t interchange of 
views should be made p©ssible.• Indeed, disenchantment with the 
commission system seem• to lie in the fac•: that the commissioners 
were unqualified° A p•nel of experts would not be easily misled 
by the insinuations of counsel and the expert witness° 

Graubart, Theory Versus Practice in the Trial of Condemnation Cases, 
26 PENN° B.AoQo 36, 37 (1945}• 

ooo!N hearings before Boards of View, the Viewers listen only 
halfheartedly to the testimony; they pay no attention to anything 
except the final question addressed to the expert: "What, zn your 
©pinzon, was the fai• market value of the property at the time of 
condemnation?" At this question, each member rouses himself, grasps 
his pencil, and writes down the magic figure° This figure, which 
judges say is "fixed in the mind of the witness" is supposed to 
represent "general" market vaiue• 

The • ir m•men• is announced, it acquires an importance far be- 
yond its ac•u•ac•.•y Efforts to attack _•* •ii]=• prove futile because 
of the restrictive character of ou• •ules of evidence. 
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Vallone, The Urban Renewal Condemnation System Scandal and other 
Related P•act•al Problems of Local Government, 33 ALBo Lo REV. 
519, 524, 526, 528 (1969): 

IF one attends a commission heaming he will soon discover that 
some commissioners are sitting in on their first case and often 
they are at a complete loss to know what the procedures are, let 
alone the objectives° In other words, they are "amateur" judges 
learning courtroom procedures and the rules of evidence at the 
taxpayers' expense. This is indeed no laughing matter because 
the commissioners are constantly faced, during the hearings, with 
making decisions and rulings as to points of law on which attorneys 
for both sides disagree° If a ruling made by these commissioners 
is incorrect, it can present many serious ramifications and, of 
course, result in many cases being appealed, thereby compounding 
the time and money spent to try the case° 

The fee paid to commission members should be increased to 
$50-$100 per day so as to be more consistent with that paid to 
t•ial attorneys and expert witnesses° The comx•issioners who are 
acting as judges receive the r•.dicu!ous figure of $25 per day 
while the trial attorneys and expert witnesses receive up to 
$200 per day or more under special fee ar•angement•. Even the 
court stenographer makes $35-50 per day or more for the transcript 
work! If the commissioners were paid a realistic fee fo•r their 
services they might be more conscientious and this could contribute 
to more efficient and expeditious proceedings° 

°°°FINALLY, the judge reviews and appr©ves the commissioners' re- 

port and final award, and once again, the •oca• agency is shocked 
by the excessive award being made. Many of' •bese awards should 
be appealed on excessive grounds a!one• however, the judges will 
not even listen to such a plea by agency attorneys. Therefore, 
the only practical groun4s for appeal a•e technicalities or points 
of lawo Unless there are such grounds for an appeal, the agency 
and the taxpayers are stuck with another staggering award and are 

any•h•g about completely helpless to do 

It is encouraging that the evils of •he commission system 
have been recognized by practically every newspaper across the 
state. Many newspapers have editorially voiced a serious concern 
for the scandalous awards being made and the inadequacies of the 
commission system° 

20 
An editorial in Syracuse was prompted last July by the 

revelation that the cost of 456 parcels in an urban renewal area 

had skyrocketed from the original_ estimates of less than 19 million 
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"The Urban Renewal Condemnation System Scandal," cont'do 

dollars° This was evidently due to the fact that the owners of 
thirteen of the parcels had contested the condemnation proceeding° 
Two sets of commissioners were paid for a total of 874 man-days 
at twenty-five dollars a day° Three of the property owners had 
been represented by the chairman of the county legislature and 
the county judge was quoted as having ruled that commissioners 
"have wide discretion" and "are not bound by the testimony of 
experts." The editorial concluded: 

It is only fair for property owners to be 
well compensated for being uprooted by con- 
demnation, but when such proceedings are not 
subject to any court review and when awards 
seem beyond reason, the situation approaches 
a public scandal which taxpayers and voters 
should not forget° 

Last October a Binghamton e•i•.o•oaz noted %hat prices for 
over two hundred downtown properties acquimed for that city's 
urban renewal problem had generally been 50 percent higher than 
the city had offered even though the city was "retaining the best 
appraisal advice that can be had°" Attention was called to the 
disparity, not only between the awards and the assessed valuations, 
but also between the awards and the prices that the properties 
would bring on •he open market° Noting that the commissioners, 
who were almost always lawyers of one political party, had been 
paid from $4,800 to $13,275 for. their work, the paper called for 
the abolition of the commission system and concluded: 

While waiting for reform of the procedure 
as a whole it might serve the cause of 
fairness if the justices who appoint the 
commissions and who must review their 
awards took a little sterner look at what 
their agents are doing. 

In March the Watertown Daily •Times 22 noted its awareness of 
the excessive awar•ds being •ade in local condemnation proceedings, 
the latest being two urban renewal cases where the awards were 
"82 and 69 percent higher than federally-fixed prices arrived at 
in independent appraisals°" However, the paper saw a brighter 
side to the big awards. Noting that the awards were always 
much larger than the low assessed valuations of the properties, 
it suggested that "the courts could be credited with opening a 

whole new avenue for increased assessments in Watertown's commercial 
distmictso" 
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"The Urban Renewal Condemnation System Scandal," cont'do 

This past fall the Associated Press released a series of 
three articles for publication in its member newspapers through- 
out New York State on October 21, 22 and 23° 23 The articles out- 
line in excellent detail the seriousness of the situation and the 
abuses of the urban renewal condemnation system prevalent in every 
New York State city undertaking an urban renewal project. 

The first of the three articles dealt with the excessive 
awards present].y being made. The Associated Press stated, "Urban 
renewal, government's 19-year-old grand design for transforming 
city slums into decent living places, has become a financial 
night-mare in many communities in the state°" The article gave 
the following illustrations of exorbitant awards: in Buffalo 
the local agency's offer for one parcel was $57,000• the commis- 
sion's award was $264,000, 363 percent over the offer in a Bingham- 
ton case the agency's offer was $115,000, the award was $225,000, 
95 percent above the offer; in another Binghamton case the offer 
was $42,000, the award was $102,000, 140 percent more than the 
offer; and in Utica the offer was $35,000, the award was $95,830, 
178.3 percent above the offer° Other Utica awards were found to 
have exceeded the agency's offer by from 5.2 percent to 143.5 
percent. 

The article also contained a warning that excessive awards 
could jeopardize the entire urban renewal program° 

[One federal official] expressed 
belief that the 90th Congress had 
slashed the Urban Renewal funding 
request of $1,400•000,000 virtually 
in half largely because of anger over 
the big awards made by condemnation 
courtso 

[Another official stated:] 

"The one thingoCongress has trouble 
understanding ms why the urban re= 
newal agency, in many cases says it 
needs $2,000,000 for a given project 
only to get a tab for $4,000•000 after 
condemnation proceedings°" 

New York State is bound •o stand out 
in any congressional review of urban 
renewal funding° 
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"The Urban Renewal Condemnation System Scandal," cont'do 

The second article placed the blame for the 
excessive awards on the commission system. 
It stated: 

Court-appointed commissioners, 
lawyers, appraisers and other 
specialists have emerged repeatedly 
as the big financial gainers in the 
costly efforts by urban renewal 
agencies to acquire land under New 
York State's condemnation laws. 

The fees paid to legal, real estate 
and appraisal experts, as well as to 
commissioners and stenographers, help 
swell the ultimate price of property 
for urban renewal substantially° 

20Condemnation Scandal? Syracuse Post-Standard,July 18, !968, 
at 6, colo !o 

21What Price Equity, The Binghamton Sunday Press, October 13, 1968•at 
8-A• Colso i & 2o 

22Time 
to Call a Halt, Watertown Daily Times, March 12, 1969, at 4, 

Cols0 1 & 2o 

23The quotations from this series which follow in the text are from 
the articles as published by the Binghamton Evening Press. 
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Merrill, Condemnation Procedure Alternatives for Virginia, page 
ii, published by the Virgi-•a Highway and Transpertation Research 
Council, P0 00 Box 3817, University Station, Charlottesville, 
Virginia 22903 (1972): 

The judges are split roughly in half on the question of the 
merits of the present sys•em• Twenty-eight judges seem to be gen- 
era!ly satisfied with it, while twenty-five indicate substantial 
unhappiness with ito This classification is somewhat arbitrary, 
however, since most of the judges comment extensively, pointing out 
both the merits and the demerits of the procedure 

(Summary of Comments Favoring Virginia's Procedure:) 

The judges who are happy with the present procedure indicate 
that they are getting impartial and qualified commissioners in whom 
both sides have confidence. The judges say that the commissioners 
are men of "unimpeachable integmi•y" who listen to the evidence but 
then "bring thei• expertise to bear" in making the award. Some of 
the judges say •hey have neve• suspected any wrongdoing or impro- 
priety in condemnation cases. 

Another point frequently made by the judges is that whatever 
pr•blems might come up are taken ca•e of by the safeguards, that is, 
the'strikes by the judge, the voir dire, and the peremptory strikes 
by the parties° As one judge puts •it•s "almost impossible to 
get b•ased or unqualified people on the commission after voir dire°" 

Others like the system because "it takes care of both sides of 
it," "both sides get a shot at it," and "Fou get both ideas." 

Several of the judges, particularly in rural areas, indicate 
that they personally know most of those who sit as commissioners; 
"l'd know if somebody brought in a loaded list to meo I know 
these people°" 

(Summary of Comments Unfavorable to Virginia's Procedure:) 

Several of the judges who oppose the system are clearly more 
emphatic and voluble in their denunciation than the advocates are 
in their support. The following descriptions are used by the judges 
in opposing the present system: 

"Abominable." 
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"Horrible. " 

"Bad in every way." 
"Anything would be an improvement. " 

"Deplorable. " 

"There have been rank abuses." 

"Repugnant to our entire concept of our legal system." 
"Wrong, wrong, wrong from the beginning." 
"Very, very unsatisfactory." 

The major thrust of the complaints is that it is impossible to 
have five impartial commissioners when the court must accept the 
suggestions of the parties. Many judges indicate that the Highway 
Department brings in very conservative men (presumably because the 
state doesn't have "friends," at least in the way a landowner has 
personal friends), while the landowner brings in liberals and per- 
sons he knows are favorable to him. As one judge expresses it, 
"It's like trying a man for murder and letting him select half of 
the jury. It's no different." 

Other judges make the same point in another way. One says, 
"The case is won or lost at the selection of the commissioners, at 
no other place. It's who that man knows on the commission that 
counts." Other judges indicate that selecting the commissioners is 
a critical aspect of the case. The comment is also made that it is 
simply wrong to have a situation where there are "our" commissioners 
and "your" commissioners, and this amounts to just "choosing up sides." 

Report of the New Jersey Eminent Domain Commission 20 (1965): 

FREQUENTLY, the hearings before the Commissioners have taken 

the form of a "dress rehearsal" or a "trial-run" of the case 

to be tried on appeal. This result may have been reached be- 

cause the counsel were dissatisfied with the personnel of the 
Commission, or its lack of adequate authority or experience to 

pass upon involved questions of law and fact. Furthermore, 
counsel feel that they should not disclose the merits of their 

case before the Commissioners when an appeal is in the offing. 
This practice should be eliminated The Committee on Eminent 
Domain of the New Jersey State Bar Association has also strongly 
recommended the abolition of hearings before Commissioners... 

Dowd, Condemnation Proceedings, 70 ALB. L. J. 291 (1909): 

NOW the need of such a change in the laws on this subject is 
emphasized by the great expense and waste which attach to the 

existing laws in their enforcement. It is well known that the 

ultimate cost of land to the City of New York in condemnation 
proceedings is from twenty to one hundred percent above the value 

of the property taken. The present Comptroller of this City pre- 
pared a convincing statement of figures showing this fact. 
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V. A COMMENTARY ON ARBITRATION 

Latin, The Arbitration of Eminent D•mai.• rn Cases, 14 RIGHT OF WAY 
No0 5, po 57 (•967)'(citations omitted): 

I PROPOSE in these few paragraphs to sketch in broadest outline 
the possible applicability of arbitrating Eminent Domain Cases° 

It seems that right of way is polarized; that we work at 
either one of two ends of a spectrum° Either we negotiate and 
agree with property owners (and this is the vast majority of 
cases); or, we enter the legal arena, sub]cot •ro all its hazards 
for both parties, and do "battle" over the amount of money to be 
paid for the right of way document and the rights conveyed therein° 

How often have we •_• a sense of frustration over 
"Isn '•° .•he•e an alter- inability to agree and said to out'selves, 

native to the courtroom?" 

It is my thesis rhat an alternative •;o the courtroom does 
exist° This alternative is the arbitration process• 

The arbitration process i.s not something new or mysterious° 
Its origins are probably lost in the m •s of antiquity; possibly 
when two opponents decided that mutually submitting their dispute 
to a decision of an impart•al 3•d party was p•efe•able to con- 
tinued bloody battle° in our @ays arbitration the voluntary 
submission of a dispute to an impartial and knowledgeable 3rd 
pamty for binding decision finds many applications° It is 
suggested that another a•plication may be • Eminent Domain as 

an added alternative in 9udioial p•oeesso Presently in some right 
of way documents, post-construction •<.oD•. damages could be arbi- 
tratedo However, ! believe that arbitr•ation deserves a role in 
the acquisition phase° 

That arbitration has o•er•{.a:n :• inhe_•.'ent advantages as compared 
to the judicial process• is readily •ppa•n•o• • These will be briefly 
noted 

(A) TIME: This is pmobabZy the greatest advantage° The 
time factor, especially fo• those agencies who do not have the 
right of immediate entry• is c•uoial• as the astute attorney 
tactically maneuvers to delay the •rial of this type of lawsuit, 
and the construction crews• off J.n the horizon• are 

now crowding the right of way acquisition° The cc•re!ation 
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"The A•bitration of Eminent Domain Cases," cont'do 

between time and money becomes evi4ent less time more money; 
or put another way, "Lead time keeps costs in line." I estimate 
that with arbitrations• the matter should be finished and con- 
struction crews allowed entry, within 30 days• 

(B) COSTS: It seems to me that arbitration should be less 
costly than the ]udiciaI process but not by much. Certainly 
legal counsel will have to prepare his case as thoroughly as if 
he were entering a courtroom° Pemhaps even more so; because in- 
stead of trying to educate 12 jurors, counsel has 3 highly knowl- 
edgeable a•bitrators whose inquiry can be corrosive on a poorly 
prepared case° Counsel for both sides have a vital place in 
arbitration• and they must be paid° 

Also, arbitration demands, just as in a courtroom expert 
witnesses on the issues of engineering and valuation° The ap- 
praisal and engineering evidence will have to be as thorough as 
if in a courtroom< This means we should be prepared to present, 
and pay for, the various expe•t w]tnesseso 

Well, what lesser costs are there? Other than avoidance 
of local counsel probably none• In place of court costs, there 
are administrative expenses of arbitration which I estimate to 
be in the $600 per case average; theoretically to be split between 
the artit•ating parties° The merit of ambitration, to my mind, 
rests not upon illusory savings of costs• but upon speedy and 
fair resolution of eonf!ict• 

(C) LIMITATION OF R!GHTS: In most states resort to the 
judicial p•ocess limits the condemning agency to those rights 
necessary to accomplish the present purposes° it does not provide 
for the future en!.argement of •ights (additional towe• lines, pipe- 
lines, tracks, conduits of various kinds)° However, I see nothing 
•to prevent the pan, ties agreeing t.o a•bitrate the rights contained 
in whatever document they agree on even those containing future 
or expandable rights° 

(D) AVOIDANCE OF LOCAL PREJUDICE: It is almost axiomatic 
in right of way that there is an inherent bias in favor of the 
local property owner• This is nothing to be shocked about° To 
a lot of people, in spite of our strenuous efforts to allay the 
image, big utilities are seen as money bloated avaricious 
"faceless" c©rporationso Besides, today's juror may be tomorrow's 
defendant I'll "take care" of my neighbor today and tomorrow 
he may "take care" of meo 

I expect the arbitration process would eliminate, or certainly 
reduce, this effeeto The prime requisites of arbitration knowl- 
edgeability and impartiality ame provided for in the mechanics 
of arbitration° 
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(E) PRIVACY OF ARBITRATION: The public, by law• must 
be admitted to the courtroom° This is not so In arbitration° 
In fact, the public is usually excluded. Many of us often wish 
to minimize the effect of publicity. In fact, we often are at pains to avoid a reputation for suing° The stigmata of often 
being in court is not to be envied° The privacy of arbitration 
may be effective in this concern° Certainly the parties are in 
a position to control the information on the vital question of 
"How much was paid for what rights taken?" 

It is essential that the arbitrators be knowledgeable and 
impartial. As to knowledgeability, I believe that on any arbi- 
tration panel (usually 3) at least one should be an appraiser 
(for his knowledge of economic value the ultimate question); 
and one should be an attorney (for' his ability to sift the facts 
and limit clearly what rights are taken and what is reserved to 
the property owner); and the third arbitrator depending on the 
issue to be arbitrated, may often be an engineer if the issue 
calls for his particular expertise° Care in selection of arbi- 
trators is material° They should not be conciliators or "split 
the difference persons," but rather they are "quasi-judges," to 
hear the evidence and render decision° As in the courtroom there 
should be no disclosure of "last offer°" Although rules of evi- 
dence are relaxed• they are not abandoned° Good arbitrators help 
keep the case in lineo 

Impartiality cannot be over emphasized° The mechanics of 
the arbitration process have "built in" a tendency to fairness 
by the successive striking from a submitted list of arbitrators° 
Perhaps, if the arbitrators are from outside the local area or 
the service area, it may go part way to assuring essential fair- 
ne$8o 

What shall be arbitrated the issues could be a per- 
plexing problem° I believe arbitration should be limited to one question the economic issue° More crassly put• "How much is 
to be paid?" Due to the finality of decision, (except for fraud 
or gross error), and the possibility of adverse decision on engi- 
neering issues (Why this route? Why my property?) these issues 
should not be subject to arbitration° The utility company should 
take the protection of the weight of judicial opinion that the 
engineering issues (route selection, "specs" of construction) are 

a matter for itself to determine° The only issue of arbitration 
is "How much" not "Ifo" 
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(F) PUBLIC RELATiONS• Implicit in the preceding para- 
graph was a statement essential to all in right of way our 
public relations in the area we are operating in0 Big utilities 
and big government don't like, and often try to minimize, the 
fact that they are forced to condemn property owners who may be 
both rate-payers and taxpayers. Implicit in arbitration is the 
"voluntary principle" ioeo two parties agreeing to submit 
a dispute for resolution by a 3rd party, as compared to the 
"bludgeon" p•inciple implicit in the judicial process° 

Suffice the above as a short summary of the probable ad- 
vantages of arbitration over the judicial process° However, it 
all depends on a key act a voluntary agreement to submit to 
arbitration° Is there any reasonable probability that the 
property owne• will agree to arbitrate? I think "YES°" 

I assume (and experience supports •his assumption) that 
most property owners desire amicable resolution of conflict° In 
this the right of way agent's role is vital. He must "sell" the 
property owner on the feasibility of arbitration° He must com- 
municate to the property owner that reasonable men can honestly 
differ (unreasonable. men will certainly differ); and arbitration 
may be a quick, perhaps less expensive, and quie• way to resolve 
conflict° Speed of award and certainty of conflict resolution 
are preferable to expensive long d•awn out coumtroom battles° On 
this one point obtaining the property owner's agreement to 
arbitrate hinges the whole pmoceSSo It seems formidable, but 
I surmise that in practice it may not be too difficult, given 
the ability of the right of way agent to "sell" this means of 
conflict resolution over courtroom battle° 

Suppose the proper•y owner does agree to arbi•:rate, then 
two questions are relevant: (i) Who shal• the arbitrators be? 
and, (•) What shall be arbit•ted? 

Another question is, "Granted the applicability of arbitration 
by public utilities, what about government agencies whose methods 
and expenditures of funds are much more circumscribed by law? Is 
arbitration a practical proposition fo• •hem?" Frankly, I don't 
know, and he•itate to prognosticate° Often a state constiiution 
or statute says a "oooa jury shall decide°°°" It may take legis- 
lation om judicial opinion, o• perhaps an Attorney General's 
opinion to clarify the issue by vesting authority in a State Agency 
to arbitrate if it so desires° 
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In conclusion What can we hope to gain by arbitration? 
The answer lies in asking what are the goals of right of way? 
We can all agree that fast, fair acquisition of right of way, 
consistent with good public relations, are legitimate goals. 

Any process that works towards these goals by resolving 
conflict must redound to the overall benefit of a utility company 
or government agency° I suggest that arbitration properly exe- 
cuted with the help of the American Arbitration Association could 
aid in achieving our goals° 

This idea The Arbitration Process certainly deserves 
greater consideration and a greater role in right of way acquisition 
than it has heretofore enjoyed° 
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VIo A COMMENTARY ON AN UNUSUAL CONDEMNATION SITUATION 

Summary of an Interview with the Honorable Roszel Co Thomsen, 
•°• Maryland' Federal District Judge B•l•Im•e, 

JUDGE Thomsen has heard •{ condemna•_on cases over a period of 
twenty years° During the years 1968-1973 he handled the 
Assateague Island National. Seashore takings° These cases 
involved over. 2,500 tracts, owned by over 1,000 persons. 
After deciding many preliminary questions, following several. 
hearings and two elaborate opinions, the parties agreed to 
submit the valuation of about i00 tracts to the judge without 
a juryo Those tracts included almost every type of tract in- 
volved in the case° Judge Thomsen set values for the various 
categories° See Assateague Island Condemnation Cases, Opinion 
#3, 324 Fo Suppo 1!70 (Do Md. 1971)o No appeal was taken, and 
thereafter most of the other tracts were settled. 

In the spming of 1972, Judge Thomson stated that the valu- 
ation of the remaining tracts would be made in two trials the 
first dealing with all remaining tracts as to which a jury trial 
had been waived and the second dealing with all the tracts as 
to which a jury trial, had been requested° Various dates of taking 
were involved° 

Afte• Judge Thomsen filed his opinion in the non-jury trial, 
354 Fo Suppo 1233 (1971)• from which no appeal was taken, all 
tracts in which the owners were represented by counsel were set- 
tied. The • •ury tr•a.• started with some 18 owners. A few settled 
during the trial° The jury valued the poorer lots at about the 
same figure the Judge had valued similar !ots• but valued the 
better lots at a lower fJgureo Four owners appealed, but the 
judgment was affirmed in a short per curiam opmniono In addition 
to the two opinions cited above, see 356 Fo Suppo 357 (1973); 
311 F. Suppo 1039 (i970]• 308 Fo Suppo 138 (1969)o 

While recognizing that both the owner and the taker have 
a right to a jury •ria!, Judge Thomsen believes that many con- 
demnation cases should be tried befome a judge without a jury° 
Much time can be saved, and he stated that he has found that 
the verdicts brought in by juries before him usually do not vary 
greatly from his valuation° In jumy trials he gives a fairly 
elaborate cha•ge, trying to be sure that the jury understands 
the issues and the evidence, particularly the assumptions 
articulated or unamticuIated, upon which the several witnesses 
have based their valuations° 
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VII JURY TRIAL UNDER THE UNIFORM 
EMINENT DOMAIN CODE 

Uniform Eminent Domain Code National Conference of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws (1974) (reprinted by permission of the Na- 
tional Conference on Uniform State Laws): 

Section 902° [Trial by Jury; Waiver°] 

[Alternative A] 

[(a) The amount of compensation [and any additional issue 
for which the right to trial by jury is secured by the Constitu- 
tion] shall be determined by a jury only if a party entitled to 
participate in the trial of the issue (expressly) demands trial 
by jury° The court shall, determine all other issues without a j ury0 

[Alternative 

[(a) The amount of compensation [and any additional issue 
for which the right to tmial by jury is secured by the Constitu- 
tion] shall be determined by a jury unless, and to the extent 
that, the parties entitled to participate in the trial of the 
issue (expressly) waive the right to trial by jury° The court 
shall determine all other issues without a jury°] 

[(b) The number of juroms, method used for impanelling 
and selecting jurors, number and method for exercising challenges, 
form of oath to be administered, number of jurors required to re- 
turn a verdict, and all other procedures relating to trial by 
jury, to the extent practicable, shall, conform to the require- 
ments applicable in civil actions under the [Code] [Rules] of 
Civil Procedure°] 

Comment 

Alternative A of Section 902(a) requires the court without 
a jury to determine the amount of compensation• unless a jury 
trial is properly demanded. Alternative B is an alternative version 
of this section, designed for use in those states in which a jury 
is routinely convened unless waived• 
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Upon enactment, the wording of this section should be 
adapted both to local practice and state constitutional vequire- 
mentso While it is el.ear that there is no federal constitutional 
requirement for a jury trial in eminent domain actions, some ex- 
tend a right to a jury trial on issues other than the amount of 
compensation° See "Eminent Domain," 27 A•o Jut. 2d § 407 
(1966)o The bracketed phrase in lines 2-3 of Subsection (a) 
suggests a means for conforming to such constitutional guarantees. 
The bracketed te•m "expressly" is also suggested for optional use 

where, under existing state practice, it would be appropriate. 

The term "compensation," as used in Subsection (a), is de- 
fined by Section 103(7) to include only the amount of just com- 
pensation required to be paid for condemned propertyo Disputed 
questions on other matters, such as the scope of compensable 
elements, additional financial increments (e.go, costs) that 
may be included in the award, or the allocation of the award as 

between conflicting claimants, are deemed to be "additional 
issues" within the meaning of Subsection (a)o 
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VI!Io COMMENTARIES REFLECTING ON COURT AND COMMISSIONER 
REACTION TO THE CONDEMNATION PROBLEM 

Orge! on Valuation under Eminent Domain 281-265 (2d edo, 1953): 

EXPERIENCE in the trial and conduct of condemnation proceedings, 
as well as familiarity with awards for property taken, casts doubt 
on the assumption, suggested by a reading of the cases, that the 
award in any particular case represents the price at which the 
property could have been sold at the time of the taking° There 
are a number of reasons for this doubt° In the first place, the 
fact that owners are usually not only willing but anxious to have 
their property condemned testifies to the widespread belief that 
awards in condemnation proceedings are liberal, and this in turn 
suggests that they are often not merely in excess of the price 
at which the property might have been sold, but even in excess 
of the value to the owner• 

In the second place, as we have already noted, the vague- 
ness of the market value standard gives the condemnation tribunal 
a broad field within which it may make its decision. This vague- 
ness is desirable in hard cases, for it gives a certain amount 
of play to the legal rules, but often it has caused many tribunals 
to lean too heavily on expert testimony° This testimony has some 
serious shortcomings which the cou•ts have recognized from time 
to time and which they have sometimes condemned in harsh terms. 
but which, one suspects• they bare insufficiently discounted° 
The partisan ch•racte• of expert or opinioa testimony is, of 
course, obvious an£ this is emphasized by the fact that an expert 
witness may usually escape the consequences of an excessive zeal 
fo• the interests of his employer by pointing out: that he is 
testifying to his "opinion," and not tlo "facts°" Nevertheless, 
it is not too much r© say that expe•t testimony counts for more 
in the final result than almost any other type of evidence° 

The mere fact that the coumts rely so completely on expert 
testimony need not be in itself a ground for criticism, but what 
makes it deplorable is that the courts often accept these esti- 
mates blindly because of their own inexperience with real estate 
valuatic.nSo And for the very reasor• that they are unfamiliar 
with appraisal technique, courts and juries are likely to find 
a study of the detailed data irksome and to snatch at the figures 
presented by the witnesses without searching out the grounds for 
these opinions and without te•ting the validity of the reasons 

on which they are based° The tribunal•s task is not made easier 
by the fact rhat perhaps the mosl important qualification of an 
expert witness from the point of view of the pamty employing him 
is his ability to evade questions an• to conceal or gloss over 
facts that are disadvantageous to his employer's side of the ease. 



"0rge! on Valuation under Eminent Domain", cont'do 

A tribunal may, of course, conclude that the entzre truth 
lies with one party and may acccrding!y accept: the figures pre- 
sented by that party° But, being bewildered by the conflicting 
estimates and the plausible reasons advanced by both sides, a 
jury or court is more likely to make some arbitrary compromise, 
usually by splitting the difference between the respective 
estimates° This practice encourages fantastic claims by property 
owners' witnesses, and estimates, deliberately undercut, by con- 
demners appraisers° It puts a premium on perjury° It is un- 
fair to conservative appraisers who have a strong sense of their 
professional standing, and it places at a disadvantage those 
owners who set their claims at what they consider the actual 
market value, rather than at a figure that takes into account the 
.possibility that the tribunal will split the difference between 
the respective estimates° Often it leads to inconsistent awards, 
which make unwarranted discriminations between similar properties° 

Nor is the situation entirely remedied on appeal° Con- 
demnation records are tedious and appellate courts are apt to let 
condemnation decisions stand if only the awards fall somewhere be- 
tween the respective estimates of the real estate witnesses° This 
attitude has led to the prevalent impression that the appellate 
courts will not reverse on questions of quantum° The latter im- 
pression is correct insofar as it implies that, within wide limits, 
the appellate courts will permit the findings of the trial courts 

or commissioners to stand° 

Anothe• factor that tends in the same general direction of 
an excess of award over probable sale price is the assumption 
that the condemnor is not onl.y a willing but a generous, pur- 
chaser° At the root of this assumed munificence is the condemnor's 
supposed ability to pay° The taker's resources are usually far in 
excess of the condemnee's, and while the courts refuse to accept 
the value to the taker as a measure of compensation they apparently 
feel rhat it will usually occasion less hardship if they err on 
the side of over-indemnity rathe• than on the side of under- 
indemnity° 

Still another reason for the apparent excess of condemnation 
awards over the stmict market value ms that the sympathy of the 
court is likely to be on the side of the dispossessed property 
owner. And this sympathy is usual!•y warranted and justified by 
the facts. Not only is the owner deprived of his property by 
compulsory process, but defects in condemnation procedure often 
impose very severe hardships upon him° Under the system of 
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condemnation by administrative order, title to the condemned 
property vests in the condemnor at the very outset of the pro- ceeding. Here the principal hardship is the delay in the 
determination of compensation and in the postponement of pay- 
ment. Although the owner is entitled to interest for the delay, 
this is often insufficient to repay him for his loss, for the 
uncertainty of the date of payment and of the amount of compen- 
sation makes it difficult, and in some oases, impossible for 
him to secure the financing neoessary to reinstate him in his 
business or in a new home° Under the system of condemnation by 
judicial order, title to the property sought to be acquired does 
not vest in the condemnor until the payment of compensation° 
Although here the owner remains technically in control of his 
property, the effects of the expropriation are often more severe 
under this method than under the alternative procedure. For it 
usually happens that the very institution of the oondemnation 
proceeding puts the property under a blight° If the land is 
vacant, the owner if foreclosed from erecting structures on it 
or otherwise improving ito On the other hand, if the property 
is improved, it would be foolhardy for the owner to make alter- 
ations or additional improvements, and even substantial ex- 
penditures for maintenance are unwarranted in view of the impending 
condemnation° Yet, if the owner allows the property to run down, 
its oondition at the time of •rial may greatly reduce the award 
that he might otherwise have received. Moreover, the income that 
the owner derives from the property may be materially reduced by 
the imminence of the condemnation. For, the uncertainty of their 
tenure often causes tenants to move from buildings marked for 
expropriation° The resulting reduction in revenue may seriously 
embarrass the owner in keeping up his carrying charges° Indeed, 
his interest in the property may be foreclosed and the property 
sold before his right to receive compensation from the oondemnor 
ultimately accrues° 

These hamdships imposed on owners by condemnation pro- 
ceedings are recognized not merely expressly in statutory enact- 
ments that provide for allowances to the owner in addition to 
the market value of the pmoperty taken but often tacitly in the 
awards° Without abandoning the accepted verbal doctrines, the 
courts can give effect to the p•inciple of indemnity by liberally 
interpreting the meaning of market value° They can do so• too, 
by inflating awards for consequential damages in partial-taking 
cases so as to cover incidental losses not otherwise compensable° 
And in the case of a tenant who sustains losses of a serious 
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nature that could not be recovered under the formal doctrines, 
they may allow more than the strict market value of the tenant's 
interest by a generous allowance for fixtures or by giving the 
tenant the benefit of the doubt when it is uncertain whether 
articles claimed to be fixtures are so annexed as to be con- 
sidered part of the realty° 

Ane yet the situation is not sound in which the courts do 
by indirection what they refuse to do directly. In England and 
Scotland, it was for many years the practice of the courts in 
the absence of statute expressly to allow an additional per- 
centage of the award as r'smart money." In other countries, 
and in some of the British colonies, such an allowance is pro- 
vided for by law. In this country, the same result is reached 
by many statutes which direct that the owner shall receive an 
allowance for counsel fees and expenses of the trial° 

In these various ways, the courts tend to bridge the gap 
between a hard-boiled concept of market value in the sense of 
the probable sale price and the indemnity that is measured by 
the value to the owner. We cannot quarrel with these devices 
but we must deplore the tendency of the courts to keep them 
covert and veiled; and there is ground for criticism, too, 
in the failure of the courts frankly to recognize that their 
verbal formulations are often at variance with their practices. 
Although this discrepancy between judicial utterance and judi- 
cial action enables the courts to come close to awarding an 
amount sufficient for indemnity, the likelihood is great that 
it may sometimes lead to allowances not merely more than the 
market value, but even much more than is required for indemnity. 
For the vagueness of the judicial standards removes the only 
check on the unwarranted generosity of the award-fixing tri- 
bunalsm This vagueness of the legal standard combined with 
other weaknesses of condemnation procedure has given rise to 
certain abuses to which we must now turn our attention. 
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Note, Contemporary Studies Project: New Perspectives on lowa 
Eminent Domain• S4 i0WA L. REVo ?3?, 829, 831, 832, 833, 866 
(1969)• 

THE reason most frequently given for giving an award larger 
than the offer i• the belief that an offer does not include 
compensation for many items of damage which the property owner 
actually does suffer° Most important on this list of uncon- 
sidered items ame the intangible elements of damage, such as 
inconvenience, forced sale of !and and loss of complete control 
of lando The •ury i• very sympathetic with the landowner's 
forced loss of an ownership interest in his property° They 
are also concerned with extra burdens such as inconvenience or 
unsightliness which the taking may place on the property owner° 

Jurors employ this concern for fairness when they determine 
their award° The award is divided by the jurors into two dis- 
tinct portions° One portion of the award represents the value 
of the property interest taken° The second portion of the award 
represents the value of damages which are inflicted upon the 
remaining proper•ty or the property owner by the condemnation. 
If the condemnation is for a fee simple, the value of the fee 
plus resulting damages compose the award° If a condemnation is 
for an easement, the award is composed of the value of the ease- 

ment and the value of resulting damages° This approach of the 
sheriff's jurors is inconsistent with the legally required before 
and after market value test of evaluating damages° 

...In assessing irreplaceable damages the jurors rely 
heavily on their past experience with similar problems and upon 
the parties' valuations, although they recognize that these valu- 
ations might be biased. Thus, even though jurors attempt to arrive 
a• an accurate damage figure, the award is often based on a guess° 
As a result, jurors usually vary greatly in their individual valu- 
ations of any particular damage item• 

Jurors have greater disagreements concerning the elements 
of damage to be included in the award. For example, each juror 
in an electric transmission line easement condemnation has his 
own opinion on inclading compensation for the inconvenience 
caused by electric poles or towers, their unsightly appearance, 
the difficulty of selling the altered propemty, the restrictions 
on the placement of buildings, the utilities' right to enter on 

the property at any time, the fear of damage or harm• the greater 
cost of spraying around power lines, and the loss of television 
reception° Juror disagreement is heightened by a lack of control 
of what can be presented to the jury° The parties can and do 
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present evidence of any element ofodamage they wish even though 
it has been ruled non-compensable •n court condemnation pro• ceedings and the jurors rely on the information received. For 
example, the court has ruled that business profits lost because 
of the condemnation cannot be compensated° Yet a large per- 
centage of jurors indicate that they will award business profits 
which a firm will lose while closed for moving, and a smaller 
number of jurors indicate they will award a business the profits 
it loses as a result of having to relocate° 

Thus, juror disagreement on which elements of damage to 
include, heightened by a lack of control of what arguments the 
parties may present, gives the jury the freedom to base their 
awards on considerations unrelated to losses from the taking° 

One of these considerations is sympathy for the landowner° 
Although many jurors insist that arguments of personal hardship 
do not influence the size of an award, jurors who have heard 
such a plea may be more willing to compromise for a higher award. 
Individual idiosyncrasies also bear on The decisions of some 
jurors° A small number of jurors fear the possibility of a 
successful appeal to the district court. Thinking the court 
will increase the award by a predietab!e percentage they give 
a smaller condemnation award to keep the final award low. A 
larger number will increase the sheriff's jury award in order 
to discourage the landowner from appealing to the court. Some 
jurors automatically set an award approximately half way be- 
tween the proposals of each side in order to keep both con- 
demnor and condemnee happy. Many jurors endeavor to keep their 
awards consistent with a standard set by similar condemnations° 
A few jurors even support a higher award if other property of 
the condemnee has been condemned in the past° Thus, the juries 
in the present condemnation system stretch the valuation of 
damages to the point of arbitrary generosity° Too often the 
damages award has little recognizable relationship to the actual 
harm suffered° 

The foregoing sections suggest that the present sheriff's 
jury system, although basically sound in theory, needs to be 
improved. Too often juror concern for the welfare of the prop- 
erty owner results in an award based on nothing more than 
individuals ideas of equity. However, juror rejection of pres- 
ent compensation laws may result more from the unworkability of 
those laws than from inadequate functioning of sheriff's jurors° 
These laws are established in post-sheriff's juror proceedings. 
Thus, before any meaningful changes can be suggested for the 
sheriff's jury system, post-condemnation procedures must be 
reviewed. 
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Results obtained by this study clearly indicate that 
condemnation juries in Iowa disregard the restrictive market 
value standard in determining just compensation in favor of 
more equitable principles which fully compensate the con- 
demnee for his loss. 
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Merr•o•._°•l, Condemnation Procedure Alternatives for Virginia, .9,10, 
published• by •h•_ Vir•ginia Highwav• Research Count •, Po Oo Box 
3817, University •z• •n• Charlottesville, Virginia 22903 (1972): 

THE judges were asked if they think the commissioners adhere 
to the law and consider only the fair market value as of the 
date of the take, or consider, in addition• the expense and 
inconvenience to the landowner such as legal fees, expert 
witness fees, sentimental value in the property, etc. The 
c!eam majority of the •udges, thirty-one out of forty-two, 
state that the commissioners do take into account the extra 
factors. E!e•en indicate that they think the commissioners 
stay very close tc the fair market value° 

Many .of the judges who say their commissioners consider 
the extras do not think this is improper° As one judge ex- 

presses •, s part the humanity r the system" Another 
says he thinks it is good because "there are so many variations 
(in sizuat•cns) ro aii.ow for:" Another believes that "it wouldn't 
be realistic if the commissioners didn't consider those things"° 
One judge remarks that it is his expe•ience that commissioners 
are mor, e liberal in setting a value on residences than on 

b•=e•e the commis- commercia• property, which •eads •m 
sioners are allowing for the intangible factors° Another reason 
given •or high •ards is theft the commissioners take into account 
the fact that the landowne• is, forced to the needless, expense 
of litigation because •he H•ghway Department's offer is so low0 

The eleven judges on the minority side of this issue 
generally state that their commissioners are "not swayed by 
sympathy or, bias" and that they try to be fair. Some of these 
judges, however, stare that the commissioners might take the 
extras into acco•nt to some degree, at least in extreme circum- 
stances wheme, fo• example, the landowne• is a "widow with ten 
children and. no place to goo" 

in summary, it is clear that despite the law and clear' 
instructions given them to the contrary, the commissioners 
exercise considerable discret.ion in making the award to the 
landowner° As one judge puts it, most of •:he co•missioners 
"know how the system operates°" This would seem to be espe- 
cially true cf commissioners who semve on condemnation cases 
repeatediy• One implication of this situation is that there may 
be lower awards in those cases where the co•mi•ssioners strictly 
adhere to the law and the instructions, and wheme the commis- 
sioners don't "know how the system operates°" 
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